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STUDENTS
Whose eyes trouble them will find
It

to

advantage

their

to consult

I inako the care of the eyes

me.

of students and school children a
I have

specialty.
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eyes of more than
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lieved hundreds of
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application

of eye-
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I Make No Charge for Examination.
N. T.

WORTHLEY, JR„

478 1-3 CONGRESS ST.

Regular consulting Optician at Maino
Wesleyan Seminary, Kent Hill, and many
other

leading New England

schools.
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generally

and

conspicuously

manifested and believes every true soldier
will be stimulated to x'enewed efforts In
making the historic mission of this army
a

MORNING,

operators

Vote 10 Per Cent

Operators

For

Bravery.

received a
circular note which Franoe
has addressed to the powers
In which
she agrees as to the necessity oflobtainfor
the
satisfaction
ing
anti-foreign atbut suggests that the ministers in
Washington, D. C., October 1,—Mr. tack,
Pekin should immediately begin negotiWu, the Chinese minister, has received ations on the other questions at Issue
official confirmation of the Issuance of an
The note also proposes the permanent
imperial decree degrading Prince Tuan, prohibition of the Importation of arms
and ammunition into China, the razing
Kangi and other officials for their share of the fortifications between Pekin and
in the recent troubles In China. This in- the sea and the maintenance of legation
formation agrees with that contained in a guards.
despatch received by the state department
IN NEBRASKA.
today from Consul McWade at Canton.
The minister has heard nothing of the
designation of officials reported by Minis- Governor Roosevelt Enters Bryan’s
ter Conger to act in concert in peace neState.
gotiations but he has no doubt it is correct.
McCook, Neb., October 1.—Governor
FROJl CHINA.
Roosevelt's first day In Nebraska may be
as successful, though the mornReceived
at regarded
Important
Telegrams
ing started out wet and chilly and the
Washington Yesterday.
audiences as a necessity, were small.
Washington, October 1.—Several Im- Thirteen speeches were made during the
portant despatches were received today journey today and at night.
Probably
from China. Generally they tend to con- thirty or forty thousand people were adfirm the events recorded Saturday. From dressed during the day. Governor RooseCanton Consul McWade reports the issue velt's special train remained r.t McCook
or the decree punishing Tuan and his coluntil late In the night, when it pulled
leagues so that there is no longer doubt out for North Platte.
Tomorrow's jouras to the accnraoy of Shang’s statement
ney will cover a distance of six hundred
on that point,
Mr. Conger has also re- miles and will Include within that disceived official notification of the Chinese tance eleven speeches. Tomorrow night a
peace commission which was forecasted journey will be made to Broken Bow at
by Minister Wu:s advices several days which point the train will arrive at eight
ago.
At Minden,
o'clock In the morning.
Mr. Conger made
no reference to the Governor Roosevelt spoke from a stand
At Sutton,
condemnatory decree, henoe it is inferred erected near the station.
that it was not issued when nls despatch Hastings, Holdredge and Araphoe good
was sent last Thursday.
The
text of crowds collected to
hear Mr. Roosevelt
these two despatches Is as follows:
speak. A night meeting was held at McA stand had been erected in the
Cook.
“Canton, China, October 1.
nile from
city park three-quarters of a
“Secretary of State, Washington:
the station to which the governor
was
“Decrees just Issued.
Emperor blames conducted by an escort of horsemen with
The absence
ministers for whole trouble.
Orders a marching club and band.
of lights and other
unfavorable condiTuan, Kangl and other officials degraded
tions prevented the governor from makand punished by Imperial courts,
Empe- ing any extended remarks.
ror holds Tuan and others
entirely reHILL SPEAKS IN BROOKLYN.
McWade.*’
sponsible for bloodshed.
New York, October 1.—David B. Hill
via
“Pekin, September 27,
Taku, Sep- was the
principal speaker in the Academy
tember 30.
of Music in Brooklyn tonight, the occasion being the opening of the Democratic
“Secretary of State Washington:
“Have received
notice today from campaign in Kings oounty. Comptroller
Bird S. Coler, who had been scheduled to
Prince Chlng that he, Earl Li, Yung Lu
preside over the meeting, was unable to
and Viceroys Tin Kun Yi
and Chang attend, owing to imperative up-state enChip Tung will act In concert In negoti- gagements. The hall was crowded to its
when Presiding Officer John P.
ating peace.
Jung Lu Is In the interior, capacity
Clark called the meeting to order.
Ll Hung Chang Is at Tien Tsln.
A telegram of regret was read from Mr.
Coler after which Mr. Hill made his ap“Conger.”
and
he was
It Is evident that the two viceroys men- pearance on the platform
greeted with a storm of applause.
tioned are Liu Kun Vi, the
viceroy of
Ex-Gov, Stone of Missouri
was preNankin Chang Chih Tung, the viceroy of sented at tne conclusion of
Mr. Hill's
a
and
tendered
was
»» u
tut? uijj.ertjjuut3 ixi
genuine ovaBpeiiiug utJ- speech
in
transmission.
There tion.
—

Notice—This

It will adjust Its rates of wages so as
pay to its mine employes on and after
October 1 a net Increase of ten per cent
on wages
heretofore received; and will
take up with
its mine employes any
grievances which they may have.
to

Follow Lead of

Reading

Owners.

(Signed
W. A. Lathrop, General

Men

Show

No

Disposition
Accept.

President Mitchell

To

Very

Reticent.

powder.

Knows More About Matter Than
He Will Tell.

October 1.—Notices of
the increase in wages and the reduction
in the price of powder
decided upon by
the operators at Wiikesbarre today, were
in
posted tonight at all of the collieries
the JLielilgh region.
President Mitchell when shown a copy
of the notice, declined to say anything at
this time, but intimated that he might
outline his position at the Wiikesbarre
mass meeting tomorrow. He added, however, that tnere would be no resumption
of work until a convention of the anthracite miners had been called and the
proposition considered.
Although tne labor leaders positively
said they did
not fear a break in the
ranks of the anthracite coal strike, they
were nevertheless, pleased to learn tnat
the ten per cent advance granted by the
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron
the Schuylkill valley was
in
company

Pa.,

ORANGEINE.
THE

PAIN

ALLAYER.

Safe
Brncor,
Cure.
Space is limited to tell all the benefits mankind lias received from its use. Our magazine
work may be a boneilt to you. To lully get
acquainted with Its uselulucss, call upon H.
P. S. Gould, Ap ithecary, 577 Concress sireet,
for free sample aud orange booklet.
Notice
window.
septUdlmlp
\

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO.,
Fire

Insurance
SI

—

Agency

Exchange Street.
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Chaffee.

ignored
by the striking mine
It
workers today.
was predicted that
the strikers would return to
many of
work
under
the belief
that the 10 per
cent would be
the limit of the operators’ concessions, but the unanimity of
the men in deciding to stand out for a
totally

further advance, caused many remarks
of surprise.
It was expeoted In some quarters that
today would bring a turning point in
the strike, but nothing camejto the surface that
would lead to any indication
of the strike nearing an end. Since the
operators began to hold conferences President Mitchell is receiving more informa-

Headquarters China Kellef Expedition,
Tsel Tsun, China, August 8, 1900.

General Order No. 7.
Tho Major Goneral commanding the
United States force a oi' the China Kelief
Expedition takes this occasion to oomm md the high soldierly qualities of enerar c < i d" 16rci
o gel < risky manifested

—-

People Now Without Shelter.

Pressing

Need

of

Money

For

Habitations.

tee a
sub-committee of the
Central Kelief committee and
of the Galveston
relief fund
the following to the Associated

custodian
has given
Press :

company left for home
today.
remaining company will depart as
soon as the
tents are dry enough to be
packed.
one

The

ADVERTISEMENTS.

8n. m.—Barometer. 30.328; thermome60 dew point,56; rei. Humidity, 86;
direction of the wind, NE; velocity of
tho wind, 8; state of weather, cloudy.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 80.401; thermometer, 53; cfiw point, 56; rel. humidity, 91;
of
direction of the wind, S;
velocity
the wind, It.; state of weather, clear.
Maximum temperature. 65; minimum

temperature,

PRESIDENT

The Times.
"DRINK NOTHING but Natural Mineral Water, such

as

vegetable poisons.”
Boston

Journal*

degrees, E, clear; Buffalo, 6^ degrees,
E, clear; Detroit, 64 degrees, E, clear;
Chicago, 66 degrees, SE, ddy; St. Paul,
54 degrees, SE, clear; Huron, Dakota,
10 degrees, SE, cldy; Bismarck, 44
degrees, NE, rain; Jacksonville, 13 declear.
NE,
grees,

Cigars equal the

come

sales of any ether

three

firms

Boston

or

England
bined.

in

Now
com-

on

10c
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MITCHELL'S
MENT.

no attention would
be paid to
the notices posted by the Reading
company conceding a ten per cent advance,

day, that

has proven true."

Just

as

Ayer’s
J.
Piactical

the sun goes down.
Pills.
C. Ayer

Ayer’s Pills
Ayer’s Ague Cure

2500 men."

Lowell, Mass.

Chemists,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Company,

“Accompanied by the national board
members, I shall go to Wilkesbarre tomorrow to attend a great
labor demonstration which will be participated in by
a

Ayer’s

Hair

Vigor

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
Ayer’s Comatone

NOT

a

Pa., October 1.—There was
sinele defection reported from the
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WAITT&BONO,
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Mann ac!urers,
co
53
StB!ackston8 c.

totem.

China

Painting
VWre showing some
l)eautiful specimens of

inexpensive China,
able for gifts at
time, displaying the

_

Ir
•j.

Ij

suitany
true

German deeoraIt's Cobalt Ware,
Dainty Vases.
Trays,
Pitchers, Cigar Sets and
Match Boxes.
art of
tors.
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BURBANK, DOUGLASS & CQ„ S
.242 S¥l iddle St.

Business
Sec Oar 500

Men

Samples

CALENDARS—1901
Office ami Home Sizes
see them here telephone
salesman to call at your office.

If tco busy to
our

WARDWELL
PRINTERS—11

&

for

CLARK

Exchange St.
sept29dlwip

Must Maks Rush
Wo must make room for large
lines of Footwear for Fall and Winter wear, and also must clean up our
stock, and in order to do this we have
decided to cut the prices One Half
on several
lots of Misses’ and Children’s Boots.
Our new goods are arriving daily
and for a few days only will we offer
these extraordinary trades:
or button Boot, forprice $1.25, now 69c.

Child’s lace
mer

mer

lace or button Boot, fornew 75c.

price $1.50,

Congress

St.

only bad thing

told

(No.

310.)

YOUR
EYES
ARE
TIRED

PATRICIAN
Shoes for

Women.

Number
10—Opera last—Cuban
Heel, made of Amazon kid, lace,
patent tip perforated at edge. Hand
sewed welt, yellow stitched edge.
New high side" vamp, whole quarter,
English back-stay. A natty creation,
adding beauty to the foot, giving

and you wonder why, when you are
wearing glasses. You haven't the
right kind, perhaps, and unsuitable
glasses are likely to be worse than
Don't take chances with
none at all.
your eyes. You can’t buy new ones,
but you can buy glasses that will protect and preserve them at reasonable
prices. Come to me and I will furnish you with glasses that are suited
to

your eyes.

A. M.

WENTWORTH,

Practical

SHOE DEPARTMENT,

Scranton,
not

our
on

within

m’bions of

about Geo. Washington was
Dou’t
his using the little hatchet.
tempt your boys, but put your batcliet
on a high shelf and tea h them that it is
foolish to have anything to do with
wood. Bcnison’s Charcoal is much
better.
Bis Bag 10c at All Grocers.

satisfaction to the wearer.

DEFECTION.

^lve

r .fSRiSEBS-vM-sa

"The

STATE-

there will be no
resumption of work
convention
without there first being a
representing every colliery in the anthraThe prediction I made yestercite field.

or

cigars.

ever

October 1.—President
Mitchell at noon today said:
“The strike is praotically complete, and

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.

Is chiefly due to its irreproachable character.”

No firm now,
in the past
\
ten years, has

on

Biackst one

539

Hazeiton, Pa.,

02;

Boston. 58 degrees, NE, oloudy; New
York. 66 degrees, NE, clear; Philadelphia, 66 degrees, NE, oloudy; Washington, 63 degrees, NE, cloudy; Albany, 64

■D

sales

FOOTWEAR FITTERS.

time to come and that the strike
is only in its Infancy.

maximum wind velocity, 10 SE; precipitation—24 hours, 0,

p, m., meridan time, the observation for
this section being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of wind, state of
weather:

IWaift

CICAR.

Our

for some

ter,

mean

BLACKSTONE

CENTER & MCDOWELL,

WILL SUPPORT MITCHELL,

Boston, October 1.—Local forecast: Fair
weather Tuesday and Wednesday; light

Falue

and Bond’s

Misses’
NEW

Treat

Today,

October 1.—The gathering of
Massachusetts Deinoorats
at
the
Quincy house, the night before the state
convention, was remarkable for its harmony, Delegates from all sections of the
state began to
arrive shortly after 8
o’olook when the state committee went
Into session. The oommittee on resolutions, with Hon. George Fred. Williams
as Its chairman, went into executive session early in the afte rnoon and discussed
the various planks of the platform which
had been submitted. Up to a late hour
they had not completed their labors and
it was stated that several
hours more
would have to be given to the matter
before the the platform would be acceptable to the members of the committee.
The ticket which will probably be
nominated tomorrow is as follows:
For
governor, R.\»ert Treat Paine,
Jr of Boston; for lie utenant governor,
John B. O’Donnell of Northampton; for
secretary of 6tate, Gen. Luther V. fcjtephensen ot Hingham; for treasurer, Joseph
L. Chalifoux of Lowell; for auditor, E.
Gerry Brown of Brockton; attorney general, Judge D. L. Y. Moffetr < t Boston or
Hon. John W. Cummings 01 Fall River.

DlDN’T~REl’ORT.

of

or

Boston,

Galveston

obtain that which is fully our
the value of labor actually
e.,
performed and hitherto taken from us.
duly published,
"3—To obtain the right to purchase our
John Seely,
(Signed)
of
labor at a fair market value
implements
Chairman of Finanoc Committee,
and escape
from
the compulsory rule
Apropos of Mr. Seeley’s report the
forces us to pay to the operators
which
News tomorrow will say editorially:
more than twioe what the same materials
“The pressing
need of Galveston is
can be purchased for In the open market.
money with which to shelter more than
“4—To
allow a re-adjustment of the 8000 persons now homeless and to make
will nearly conform to habitable the home3 of many others.Some
wage scale that
havw sent out statements
the normal conditions of the anthracite correspondents
to the eiiect that millions of dollars have
trade'and establish as nearly as practica- been contributed for the relief of Galvesa
ble
uniform price for each claBs of ton—one
published statement fixed the
amount at $15,000,000.
The statements
work in and around the mines."
have led the public, the generous, liberal
The strikers say until these concessions
public, astray, and hava had a tendenare granted and the union
recog ized cy to check the impulse to give, because
it
seemed that the requirements
had
not
will
return
to
work.
they
been met But the real truth is that Galveston has up to date received only $781,043.
“The News has asked the Associated
Not a Solitary Miner Showed Up Yes- Prass to
spread this statement to the
world in order that the false impressions
terday.
may be ocunter-acted as far as it is posShenandoah, Pa., Ootober 1.—-Pan- sible to do so,”
ther Creek valley, In Carbon county, Is
ON PINE BARRENS.
now the
objective point of the strike
leaders. The Lehigh Coal and Navigation company operates a number of big Mr. Urynu Crosses tile Scrub Oak Seccollieries there, all of which have been
tion of Minnesota,
working undisturbed since the mine
strike was inaugurated.
workers’
Last
St. Paul,sMinn.,Ootober 1.—Mr. Bryan
night a branch of the United States today trayersed what are known as the
Mine Workers was formed at
Coaldale.
pine barrens and the scrub oak portion of
President
Organizer James informed
Minnesota,reaching the agricultural part
Mitchell that he anticipated a complete
of the
state north of this city during
of
in
the
suspension
operation
valley the afternoon. He made the first
speech
end
of
the
The
week.
Increase of of the
by the
daj at West Superior, Wls., beginten per cent in wages announced by the
ning before 8 o’clock in the morning.
Philadelphia & Heading Coal and Iron He
immediately crossed th9 St. Louis
had
no
effect
on
Its
company
striking river to Duluth, aud starting with an
unless
It
to
was
employes
strengthen hour’s speech there, he made speeches at
their
to remain ilrm.
determination
eight other places on the way which, toThe advance was to have become operathe speech at Duluth and
gether with
tive
today, but not a solitary striker Superior and those made
tonight in this
the
for
work
throughout
region reported
city, made an even dozen speeches for the
Four
of
the
at any of the Heading company’s col- day.
speeches averaged an
remaining
On the contrary the tie up was hour in duration and the
lieries.
15 minutes
eight,
each, making about
extended
to the Pottsville and Miners- six hours of
speechmaking all told for
districts and today of the 39 col- the day. Mr
ville
Bryan was accompanied
lieries operated by the Philadelphia and throughout the day by Gov. Lind, Viotor
chairman of the state Populist
Lawson,
Heading Coal and Iron company only committee, $nd F. H. Corser,
secretary
four worked.
of the National Silver Republican comThe 12th regiment with the exception mxtee.
i

Robert

Galveston,
Texas, October 1.—John
Seeley, chairman of the finance commit-

Shamokin,
Pa., October l.-®Most of
the 15,000 miners between here and UenThey Vote to Reduce the Price of
tralla today decided that an advance of
Powder.
wages, such as the Reading company
Wilkesbarre, Pa., October 1,—The coal tendered its employes, should not be acoperators of the Wyoming, Lackawanna cepted unless President Mitchell of the
and Lehigh
valley regions held an im- United Mine Workers aavised them to do
portant meeting in this city this after- so.
Most of the men have joined the or-

The agricultural department
weather
bureau for yesterday, Oct. 1, taken at 8

free from all

9

WILKESBARRE OPERATORS.

temperature, 68;

"THE POPULARITY OF

Apollinaris,

Chairman Seeley Reports Amount
Received $781,043.

Washington, October 1.—The war de- to fresh easterly winds.
Washington, October 1.—Forecast for
partment has received by mail general orders issued by Major General
Chaffee, Tuesday and Wednesday for New England
Generally fair
commanding the relief expedition In and Eastern New York:
China. Order saumber seven relates to the Tuesday and Wednesday; fresh northeastnoon and deoided to oiler the miners an
conduct of the troops of the United States erly winds, becoming variable.
ganization since the strike started and
increase of ten per cent in wages and there is
and is
Order
highly commendatory.
every Indication that they will
of
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
also to reduce the cost
“powder to the support Mitchell to the end. Numernumber eight shows merely the disposition ot the United
States forces in the
ous people hereabout fear the operators
locaPortland, Oct. 1, 1900. —The
The text of order num- weather bureau records the following:
Chinese capital.
will not
recognize the Union, at least
ber seven follows:

First. Class American and Foreign Comname*
Horace Anderson.
Chas. 0. Adams.
Thos. J. Little.
Conyers E. Leach.
:—

Gen.

For Galveston.

3000

DEMS.

the

We are now arranging in proper shape a
full itemized statement of all receipts
and amounts expended which will be

"2—To

own,

Nominate

For Govern

Of Amount Contributed

GENTS.

MASSACHUSETTS
Will

Galveston, October 1.—All subscripE. M. Palmer, chairman of the press
tions that have been turned over to me
committee
at
United Mine Workers’
up to and Including Ootober 1, 1900, from
headquarters, said:
all
sources, amount to $781,043.30.“This
“The men will not return to work unamount Includes all money received
by
der
such conditions.
It is not a fair
me direct, all received by
Mayor W. C.
offer.”
Jones and also $309,500 remitted to me
The operators
will make no further
by Governor Sayers out of subscriptions
move until they hear from the men.
made to him, The governor has also orAt the United Mine Workers’ headdered a further remittance of $100, which
quarters this statement was given out:
should reach met In the next few days
“What we want is:
and he will send me from time to time
“1—A
better enforcement of existing HllP.h Arid ltd on n.1 fnndc a a Ha mow unnalno
mine laws.

Hazleton,

EXAGGERATED STORIES

Superintendent.

Note—It is understood in the foregoing
that powder will be sold to miners for
$1.50 per keg and that the difference between this rate and the old rate of $2.75
shall be taken Into acoount in figuring
the net
advance of ten per oent noted
above for the class of labor.
Similar
notloes to the above will be
posted by all the other companies represented at the meeting. The strikers say
that under no clrcumstanoes
will they
accept the offer.
They olaim it is not
as good an offer as the Heading oompany
made te lta men.
The union is ignored and the net increase must
come out of the
price of

SOLDIERS COMMENDED.
by

oompany makes the folannouncement
to Its mine em-

lowing
ployes:

tion than formerly and giving out less.
telegraphic
That he knows more about the situation
has been some question as to Yung
Lu
BE
YOUTSEY TO
TRIED.
than he cares to tell is hardly doubted by
a
member
of
the
but
being
commission,
g G3orgetown, Ky., October 1.—When any one. He has practically aamltted
Mr. Conger’s report settles
all doubt.
Henry Youtsey’s case is called tomorrow that he receives advices from New York
Minister Wu already
had received an it is certain the commonwealth attorney
There will be no as to the doings of the operators, Thera
edict naming Yung Lu as one of the com- will Insist on a trial
delay on the score of Youtsey's health as is a lack of anything tangible on which
mission, but this was questioned in other his condition 13 much improved,
to base the report of an immediate setChinese quarters.
tlement. President Mitchell continues
The appointment is not
THE WEATHER.
likely to be
to deny that he knows anything about
satisfactory to any of the powers as Yung
it.
Lu made himself almost as
offensive as
in the Lehigh valley
The situation
Prince Tuan.
showed a change in favor of the men.
He is generalssimo of the imperial troops
Several hundred men quit work at the
and is regarded as mainly responsible for
CaJvin Pardee mines at Lattimer as the
the persistent light on the legation during
result of persuasion on the part of 400
the crisis.
The other commissioners are
marching strikers and at Oneida and
Cranberry the coal companies lost addihighly acceptable.
No collieries were closed
tional men.
down In this region today.

Infantry Praised

in favor

were

PRICE THREE

Lehigh Valley Coal Company,
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Ootober 1, 1900.

ing

Fourteenth

1900.

of recognizing
the union
in any way. This evening
W. A. Lathrop,
the chairman of the
meeting, gave out the following:

Advance.

General.
FRANCE HAS PROPOSITION.

AustroLondon, October 2.—The
Hungarian foreign office says the Vienna
of
the
Morning Post, “has
correspondent

2.

from $2 75 to $1.E0 per keg. The
situation
was thoroughly discussed, nearly all those present taking
part. The powder question wa3 the chief
subject of debate and next came the
recognition of the union.
So far
as can be learned none of the

WILKESBME.

complete success.
By command of

Gen. Chaffee Commends Soldiers

OCTOBER

PRESS. ES3

miners
whole

Major General Chaffee.
George W. Hutcheson,
6th
Captain
Cavalry, Acting Adjutant

yarn-f yUM

•* J

so

TUESDAY

MAINE,

.inder prolonged hardships ol more than
unusual severity.
In the battle of Yang Tsun, fought on
Monday the sixth Inst the 14th Infantry,
Chough suffering heavy losses from shell,
3hrapnel and musketry
lire, bore itself
with steadfast gallantry, and while he laments and sympathizes with
the regiment in the loss of so many brave men, the
reoord made Is one of which every
true
soldier may well feel proud.
The entire
command participated in the battle of
more than five hours duration, under the
most trying
conditions of
and
heat
fatigue from which laxge numbers of men
were prostrated; but It Is the exercise of
endurance and fortitude by the
soldiers
under such circumsatnoes
that
contributes largely to success. Throughout the
command there was ever a
ready and
creditable r?spons3 to every demand.
While further hardships may await the
command in relieving our beleaguered
countrymen, the major general commanding, confidently reiles upon the soldierly

spirit

Plan

DAILY

54.6 l-‘4

Optician,
Congreai St.

& CO.
OWEN, MOORE
oct2 ‘odtf lstorlQthp_
Office Hours,- -S.aP‘
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LOST AND WON.

THE FESTIVAL OPEAS.
Huston

Iht

anil
Even

Last

Biggest

Bangor

Evening.

Advance Sale of Seats Since
First Year.

today s double header lasted eleven Innings, Boston winning through a fumble
by McGlnnity. It wa3 a pitchers' battle,
Nichols winning out because of faultless
A muffed fly by Keeler In the
support.
6th proved costly. Kennedy had the Bosat

By

PUBLIC

THE
Boston, 000 1020000 1—1
Brooklyn,0 002000010 0—3 are
cordially invited to call and exauiineour stock, and hear the
Base hits—Boston, 5; Brooklyn, 8. Er- Beautiful Music produced by the .Eoliau and Pianola, which can
rors, Boston, 0; Brooklyn, 4. Batteries— be operated by a person without ihe least Musical training.
Nichols and Clarke; McGlnnity ana Ear-

■

Reception Ever
Siuger in Bangor.

[SPECIAL
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THE

0
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0
0

0
0
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0

0 0
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0—0
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CABKICK THE CAUSE.
New York, October 1.—Carrick was the
cause of New York’s defeat at the hands
He
of the Philadelphlas this afternoon.
lost his bearings In the third Inning and
before he got settled down
again, the
visitors had four runs more than enough

PRESS.]

Bangor. October 1.—The annual Maine to win. Score:
Musical Festival opened In this city this
Philadelphia, 01400000 0—5
00020000 0—2
evening in a most auspicious manner, New York,
be
i
to
and all in all the festival promises
Base hits—Philadelphia, 11; New York,
successful financially of any 10.
the most
Errors—Philadelphia, 2; New York,
Batteries—Donahue and McFarland;
that has ever been held here. It Is stated 2.
that at noon today Carrick, Mercer and Grady.
on

517

good authority

ST. LOUIS’ POOB FIELDING.
tickets amounting to §1000 had been sold
for the concerts to be given here. This is
Chicago, October 1—St. Louis’ miserthe biggest sale, it Is said since the Hist able fielding allowed the locals
to win
year, when the festival was started by easily today. Chicago's latest find pitched
W, li Chapman and Homer it. Chase a creditable game for a starter, and alHundreds of people arrived here this af- though batted rather freely, kept the hits
ternoon to attend the opening concert towell scattered.
Score:
The hotels are full and running
night.
10010002 x—4
Chicago,
are being
over with visitors and many
01000001 0—3
St. Louis,
entertlined in private families.
Base hits—Chicago, 7; St. Louis, 9. ErThe rehearsals today were largely atSt.
5. Batteries

rors—Chicago, 2;

The morniDg rehearsal was notof
the fact that Miss Truax
Kew York, the young lady who whistled

Louis.

—Eason and Donahue Jones and Crlger.

tended.

able from

NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
Club.

beautifully, made her appearance.
This young woman who is scarcely more
n you
than sweet sixteen Is a wonaer.
she
is
when
in the room
were not
whistling you would surely believe that
three different people were whistling at
Miss
the same time in different keys.
so

Brooklyn,
Pittsburg,
Philadelphia,
Boston,
Chicago,
St. Louis.

Cincinnati,
New York,

Truax scored a big hit and she will be an
attraction at the rehearsals to be held on
Mr Chapman
Tuesday and Wednesday.

Won.
77
74
70
65
62
59
58
65

119,

Tel.

Congress St.,

Portland,

T. C. McGOEEDRIC,
I

1

1

The

Mgr.

_

WILKESC ARHE.

--

CAPTAIS SHIELDS KILLED.

Continued

from

First

ara

ranks of the striking mine workers in the
Lackawanna region today, despite the report of a ten per cent wage Increase on
the part of the mining companies.

Further

Particulars

of

Mr. Fred

American Reverse.

Three Hun-

Company Surprised By

October 1.—Scranton’s
independent operators declare they will
not join in the proffer of a ten per cent
Scranton, Pa.,

'Ike

Including

509

CONGRESS

ST.

noise that can be heard is tlie erasli
order at all times.

perfect

MINORS NOT ADMITTED.

—

weather

to-day

ONE
today

Soldiers
(

apt.

IMPORTANT

to the effect that Captain Devereaux
shields and Co. F of the 29th regiment of

ment worth

coming

thinking
home; that can

evenings

cosy

enjoyed

be

It’s time to

to see.

of those

be

at
ut-

their

to

A

most at this season of the year.

good

lamp is an important factor—whether
oil, gas or electric. Introducing our
Prices low
new stock of lamps now.
an
make
it
object to buy at
enough to
it’s

have

Surgeon General Sternberg’s Testimony
in Bebalf the Canteen.

decorated low cut
Good
crockery Lamps.

A J

burners, good lighters—

V

ment:
“War Department, Surgeon General’s
Office, Washington. October 1.
“To the Adiutant General of the Army:
“Sir:—My attention has been called to
attributed to me,
a published statement,
I presume
opposing the army canteen.
this statement as published, is practically
what I said some years since when interviewed upon the subject, although I do
not at present remember to whom It was
I did not at first look with favor
given.
upon the proposition to sell beer to soldiThat opinion was
ers at army canteens.
not based upon personal observation, as I
had not been stationed at a military post
since the canteen was established. Owing
to the
general concensus of opinion
among the line officers and medical officers of the army who have had ample opportunity to observe the effect of the
of our
army canteen upon the habits
soldiers, 1 am obliged to admit that, from
It seems
a practical point of view,
to
have accomplished very desirable results
in reducing the amount
of drunkenness
in the army and the disposition on the
part of soldiers to leave their stations for
the
of
purpose
obtaining spirituous

liquors.

I

I

| i
I I

we

received

just

Mary’s

in Ohio.

buy, why they

better

are

made,

are

of better mate-

rials than any other blanket and all
The book (which is free) also has

about

them.
of

chapter

a

“how to wash blankets” so they will come out fresh
and clean and unshrunken after every washing,—
valuable information which
every housekeeper
should know.

The

prices
$5.00 the pair
qualities.

ten

of
to

St.

blankets

Mary’s

$17.00—fifteen sizes,

complete

The
Reading Lamps,

with the

famous

draught

center

burner—shade,

A J
\ I
w

Fancy decorated high

standing, full
globe Lamps,

«

f
@

ffift
**'

round

#

I §
ne
^

xo

$23.00

new

shoe

department opened

with

morning and “Patriein” Shoes

yesterday
on the
high

road to

are

a

rush

already

popularity in Portland.

Did you get a booklet?
waiting for you here.

If

not

there’s

one

•

T. F. FOSS & SONS,
Complete

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Honseforoishers.

“falOpenincT J. E. PALMER.
--

Washington, October 1.—The following
was made public today at the war depart-

|

J "7

great

If you are unfamiliar with the merits of “St.
Mary’s” Blankets we’d like to send you a little book,
telling all about them, why they are best for you to

range from
Fancy

wool

which

from the St.

once.

■

sample
a

stock of

LAMP SALE.

lays

is filled

of fine

pairs

Killed

Shields.

window

with

Company

!

JEWELER.,

Billiard

Portland, Oct. 2,1900.

Manila, Friday, September 28
(via
About 250 magnificent
productions
Hong Kong, October 1.)—Persistent na- that are not
seen in Portlan d.
usually
tive reports which are generally believed
lave been current In Manila for several A rare exhibition in our lamp depart-

fl

Geo. H. Griffen,

Tlie.only
of tlie Balls,

Blankets,
At Least Four

SYRUP

Kentucky.

any

Try Hard To Please Our Customers.

AN

tion Gave Out.

(SnBuirstI

fl

tliau

business

England.

Fought Until Ammuni-

j

Weddings.

more

Twenty Tables—tlie best made.

We

...

..

■

l

Mives.

dred

increase unless the coal
carrying companies agree to reduce their tolls. |They
on their inare not making ten per cent
vestments, they declare, and If they have
to increase wages ten
per cent it will
practically wipe out their margin of profit

Autumn

for patrons

Champion Billiard Player of New England, and
MR. MOSES YUTTER, ex-champion of New
England, Mill give a fine exhibition of Billiards
in the Afternoon and Evening of the Opening
Day.
/

10 Per Cent

Advance Asked,

fl

do

We

Ames,

S

INDEPENDENTS STAND OUT.
Say They Can’t Alford the

than any Billiard Hall

in America.

Room in New
convenience

more men

emp'oy

We

the finest

fixtures are the finest in the

light

Every luxury and
provided.

■

Congressmen Gillett and Lawrence of
Massachusetts were renominated yesterday by the Republicans of their respective districts.

ehairs, etc.,

has been

march movement from
Tschaikowsky!s
Ancient
October i.—The
Montreal,
artillery company of
symphony rendered by the big orchestra and Honorable
257
Boston,
accompanied
by the
strong,
chorus
The first
of seventy musicians.
reached
Salem Cadet band,
Montreal
number was the Hallelujah chorus from this
in
a
train
over
the
evening
special
the Messiah, which selection has been a Central Vermont railroad. Thirteen years
feature of the festival for the past two ago the Ancients paid a visit to Montreal and the memory of that visit and
Richard Burmeister, the pianist,
years.
tne achievements of that company since
played the andante and finale movements that time attracted a 'great crowd to
When the train
from Chopin's concerto in F minor, a se- the Bonaventure depot.
in there
was a short informal relection in whicn the pianist has mads a drew
after
which
the
company wa3
the
brilliant ception,
name for himself among
in the court yard of the stadrawn up
musicians of this country.
tion when Mayor Prefontaiu delivered a
Mine, Biauvelt s first number was the short address of welcome, expressing the
pleasure he and the citizens of Montreal
mad scene from Hamlet and she was also
felt at the presence among them of so
heard in two numbers from HandeFs II
distlnguisned a body of gen tlemen, numShe bering among their members so mauy of
Pensleroso and Gounod's Mlrelle.
citizens of Boston and the
the
never sang
be^er at a Maine festival than New leading
England states. In Victoria square
tonight and people almost went crazy Percy Wood’s statute of Victoria had
E. Ellsworth Giles, tenor, was been illuminated and as the Ancient and
over her.
Lend Me Your Aid, Honorable artillery marched by they saheard in the solo
the courtesy drawing a salvo of
from Gounod s Queen of Sheba and he luted,
cheers from the spectators.
The
made a very favorable impression.
chorus work was brilliant and particularCOEUR D’ALENE M INERS REQUAY’S FIRST SPEECH.
ly effective in the short cantata by Grieg
LEASED.
West Chester, Pa., October 1.—Ex-U.
“Keoognition of Land” in which the solo
San
October
1,—The S. Senator
Francisco,
Quay tonight made the first of
part was sung by Harry W. Libby of United States court of appeals .has what is to be
a series of speeches throughrendered
a
decision quashing
the out the state of
Bangor.
Pennsylvania in favor of
ten
men
who
The second concert will take place to- indictments against
the election of McKinley and Roosevelt
were arrested at Couer d’ Alena during
for the state legislaand
those
candidates
when
morrow afternoon
Signor Cam- the mining strike last year for interferture favorable to that faction of the Repanari will make his only appearance ing with the United States mails. It was publican party recognizing Mr. Quay as
here, also Miss Alice Grace Sovereign, shown that the men did not know that its leader.
The orchestral feature will be the train which they interfered with carMr. Quay’s speeah was largely devoted
oontralto.
Ten
ried U. S. mails.
men now imto state issues and he severely criticised
the overture “The Merry Wives of Wind- I
prisoned at San Quentin in this state the efforts of the Democrats and antisor,” and the special chorus number wHl ) under the indictments will be released as Quay Republicans to effect the success of
and a fusion movement.
be the Finale from the Second Act of j soon as he decision reaches Idaho
the necessary papers can be sent from
Aida.
I that state to the warden at San Quentin.
PRESIDENT HUDSON DEAD.
NOW IT'S A STOVE TRUST.
October 1.—John E.
Beverly, Mass
GEORGETOWN UNDER
MARTIAL
Hudson, president of the American Bell
Pittsburg, Pa., October 1.—Kepre^LAW.
of some 400 stove making contatiaes
Telephone company, died suddenly in
scattered throughout the country
cerns
Columbia, S. C., October 1.—At mid- the Boston & Maine station at Beverly
to
meet
at
the
are
Auditorium, Chica- night Georgetwn is protected by militia Farms this morning. He was waiting
caused his
Gov for a train. Heart failure
go, on October 10, to take definite action and all is quiet for the present.
the formation of the National Stove McSweeney, at the request
on
Mayor Mor- death. Mr. Hudson was 65 years old.
His
wife
was with
him. They were
Manufacturing company which will be gan, ordered to Georgetown the Sumpter
capitalized at about §00,000,00u aside from | light infantry, the Manning Guards and seated when he suddenly threw up his
a possible large issue of bonds.
Charleston s battalion of naval reserves, hands and slid to the floor. He died inthree companies
The latter carried a stantly.
Gatling gun and a [Howitzer on a special train.
SOPHOMORES DRIVEN.
Later reports indicate that the presCambridge, Mass October 1.—The anence
of the six companies
of militia
nual rush
now in Georgetown, will restore order.
between the Freshman and
Sophomore classes or Harvard toot place
GUN CARRIAGES TESTED.
this evening and was the fiercest that has
New York, October 1.—Final tests were been seen here for
many years and Analmade at Sandy Hook today to prove the
relative merits of rapid fire guns mounted ly resulted In the Sophomores being drivfl ®ut53 small or large people* It’s
respectively on the old fashioned coast de- en off the field.
H j^glect of little tilings that causes
|
fense armament and the disappearing ____________________
=
H tcsubls. A little cough i3 dangerous H
carriages, These tests were witnessed by
K if left 3lone. Cure it right at the
the board, comprising
General Miles,
H start and prevent serious conseGeneral Buffington, Chief Ordnance Offi5th
cer; General Rogers, colonel of the
quences by using Dr. Ball's Cough fl
artillery; General Wilson, chief engineer;
I Syrup. For over fifty years it has
and Mr. Henderson, the civilian officer of
I cure! coughs. It is quick, sure and H the board.
General Miles, upon the
board's reWar H. Bredf’’. of Qrystte St., New York
u
■
turn, refused to discuss the result in deCity. wr:t«: I hare had a cough ever since B
fl
my childhood. It was so bad that blood would |B
tail.
ff spurt from my cose, which would leave me weak, fl
It is not difficult to select from our wares
H so that I was often compelled to leave my work. H|
■fl
Started to take Dr. Bull’s BH
gifts of intrinsic value, that are in them
CARLISLE DECLINES.
Syrup, and before the ^B
Coujh
selves an expression of congratulation and
third bottle was finished ray B
I
cough was entirely gone."
esteem.
Louisville, October 1.—In a letter dated
New
to
written
the
Substitutes.
York,
September,
Refuse
We refer to the handiwork of the modern
A. C. nEYER & CO.
campaign committee of the “Honest
Silversmith, whose artistic productions in
Election Democrats5’ who have endorsed
Baltimore, Id.
his precious metal are treasur ed by every
the Republican nominee, John W. Yerkes
bride; to the rich specimens of brilliant Cut
for governor of ixentncty, Hon, John G.
Glass, the equal of any make; audio the
Carlisle declines an invitation to act as a
vice president at the opening meeting of
Jewelry, beautifully wrought in gold and
the “Honest Election Democrats
on the
set with gems.
ground that he is no longer a citizen of

I

The electric

Page.

nfantry, consisting of fifty-four men,
stationed at Hoag, Marinduque
island,
sm barked Septmber 13, on
the gunboat
Villalobos and landed on the Marinduque
soast September 14, where three hundred
if the enemy armed with rifles, supposedly frcm Luzod, surprised the Americans,
rtse latter fought for several hours, until
ihfir ammunition was exhausted, after
Hazelton,
to the Calvin Pardee collieries at Latti- vhich the Americans were overpowered
mer, five miles from here, took place ear- and surrendered, relief being impossible,
About three hundred if tar at least four of the soldiers had been
ly this morning.
striking mine workers from Freeland tilled. Among them, according to restarted at 1 a. m., and a little later one ports, was Captain Shields. The Amerihundred strikers 6et out from Hazelton cans also had several wounded.
The two crowds
for the fame place.
Lieutenants Reeves and Hates of the
united and marched into the town at four staff on board the gunboat Yorktown, left
Each striker carried a small Manila, Monday. After gathering troops
o’clock.
American flag.
at Batangas they proceeded to MarinducommoTheir arrival caused a great
que to verify the reports regarding the
The marchers adopted the same fate of Captain Shields and his men and,
tion,
tactics as were employed at Hazelbrook in case the native
rumors
were well
dast week, going to the homes of all non- founded, to punish the rebel3 and release
Kews from this expedition
to re- the captives.
strikers and quietly asking them
is awaited with seme anxiety at Manila.
frain from continuing at work, They alIn the meanwhile me censor prohibits
so covered all the roads leading from sur- the transmission of news
concerning the
to
Lattimer,
towns
affair. Col. Edward E. Hardin of the 29th
rounding
is
In
admits
who
now
Manila,
regiment,
The strikers claim they succeeded in
it is possible that the native reports may
getting nearly four hundred men to be correct.
quit, but the company officials say they
did not lose anywhere near that number.
REDUCES DRUNKENESS.

••

imported.

the finest

are

people visit this hall daily

than any theatre in Maine.

State of Maine.

and they might as well close up their
mines.
.597
One prominent operator said tonight
.565
.538 that he hoped the miners would not ac.504 cept the offer.
.470
President T. D. Nicholls of district hio.
457
.446 1, United Mine Workers of America, said
.423 tonight that he did not think the offer
would meet with the
approval of the

||

More

llie

money can buy.

A BAR HARBOR WEDDING.
strikers, if the arbitration clause was to
Bar Harbor, October 1.—St.Saviour’s be
interpreted to mean that each employbro lght her from New York as an attrac- Episcopal church was the scene of a pret- er was to treat
separately with his own
tion for the festival,for he felt that Maine ty society wedding today, when Miss Maemployes.
people would like to hear such a wonder- ria Griswould Gray, daughter of Henry
IGNORED BY MEN.
not be Winthrop Gray of New York, was united
As she could
ful little artist.
Shenandoah, Pa., October 1.—The noplaced on the regular programme he in- In mamaee to William Bay Coster. The
the Philadelphia
troduced here at the rehearsals. She will ceremony was performed at high noon, | tices posted yesterday by
and Reading Coal and Iron company, anthe
with
in
Portland
emeritus
of
heard
Rev.C.
S.
rector
be
Letting well,
surely
In wages of ten
Mrs. Frederick nouncing an Increase
St. Saviour’s officiating.
same favor as in Bangor.
was ignored
audience that at- Gebhard was matron of honor and was per cent to all its employes,
It was a brilliant
mine workers and none
tended the opening concert this evening, the bride’s only attendant. Michael Van by the striking
to the workings this morn4.11 of the artists were given a grand re- Buren Davis of New York was the best of them went
ing.
Biauvelt
beMine.
accorded
man.
ception, that
MINERS ON A PARADEE
ing unlike any ever accorded a singer in
ANCIENTS IN MONTREAL.
The concert opened with the
this city.
October 1.—Another march

I COUGH

portier curtains

The sofas, divans,

_
1

■'

1

carpeted

be

The entire floor will
Royal Wilton.

with

finest

Lost. Per.Ct.
52
57
60
64
70
70
72
75

10 MAHOGANY TABLES.

Me.

A

octi’dtf

MATHIS, Prop.

00 WHERE THE
CROWDS SO.

$7,000.00.

COST

M. STEINERT & SONS CO.,

Base hits—Boston, 2 ; Brooklyn, 9. Errors—Boston, 0; Brooklyn, 1. Batteries—
Willis and Connor; Kennedy and Farrell,

OCT. 10.

or Uaul

Will Open On

A Full Line of Sheet Mono and Musical Merchandise.-

(Second Game )
Boston,
Brooklyn,

L, I).

For Ladies and Gentlemen. Fourth Largest in the World,

and PIANOLA.

The /EOLIAN

rell.

and Pearl Sis.

Congress

L. D. MATHIS, Prop.

was

Madame Biauvelt.

No Sneh

SONS,

Corner

Hamlin, Cramer, Emerson,
Standard, Singer,

AXD OTHER HIGH GRADE 1*11X01.

his

Congress St.

BAXTER BLOCK,

Mason &

Hardman, Cabler,

mercy and in the second,
stopped In the seventh because
Willis was batted freely.
of darkness,
which

shall offer special inducements to Piano Phrchasers
by making a Liberal Reduction in our prices.

STEINWAY &

Scores:

Created

Sensation

Brooklyn, October 1.—The first game of

tons

BALL

Ytsterdaf.
we

First Concert in

The Colonial Billiard Parlors, PALACE BILLIARD

DURING FESTIVAL WEEK

Broke

Champion*

—

Latest

OF

:
in

—

—

Designs Opening Continued Through
—

Millinery Novelties
IN

Today, October
Such a

delightful

and dainty goods in

Trimmed and Untrimmed
C3r O G»

1

*

S,

2,

array of
our

than a single exhibition

millinery pattern hats and bonnets
department deserves mare
day, so we will continue the display one
children's

day longer.
You wTill find the stock now at its

best,

and

any

orders

given

this week will receive prompt attention.

Wednesday, Oct. 3d.

KISS W LOWitV.
640

Congress St.

OCtl

Max

J. E. PALMER,
543

(131

Congress

St.

Schoenfeld,

pbian, but

now

a

a
former P*lladelresident, of Rorschach,

LATE MARINE.
has given
§10,000 to the
RACE RIOT AVERTED.
National Farm
School of Doylestown,
Delaware Breakwater, October 1.—ArS, 0., October 1.—A threatColumbia,
Pa to be used in the purchase of
farms, rived, schooner Marian, Philadelphia for ened race riot at Georgetown has been
which are to be rented to
graduates of Portland.
averted without the aid of the militiaDECIDED TO ACCEPT.
the school, thereby giving them an
opporCape May, N. J., October 1.—Passed The trouble grew out of theanest of s
of practically
unity
the
demonstrating
Bloomsberg, Pa., October 1.—The seven value of the instruction
they have received in, schooner Arthur McArdle, Bangor for negro for killing a white man.
hundred employes of the Beading Iron and the
capability of tte Jewish ySouth Philadelphia.
SL°pp*
Morgan cleared the streets and
company of Danville, decided today to ac- to support himself by means of agriculReedy Island, Del October 1.—Passed the sals of liquor.
ture.
*
the
26
cent
reduction
in
their
cept
per
schooner Brace Davis, Philadelphia
Gen. Walter Kitchener, who has been down,
wag«3 which went into effect on SeptemHon. Waldo PettengUl of
for Portland.
Sir Redvers
praised very warmly by
Eeq.f
ber 16 and against which they struck.
Falls and
Maynard S. Bird,
Duller, is the brother of Lord Kitchener.
the Congress bquare
PORTLAND FRATERNITY.
Rockland are at
He distinguished himself in the Omdur*=»**••
g&V'm
hotel.
man campiagn as Commander of
There will be a special meeting of the
Communications. He went out
to South Portland Fraternity on Tuesday evening,
It
Africa in command of a West Yorkshire
^alve. »s
October 9, at 7.30 p rn
at 75 Spring
The fame of Bucklen’s Arnica
battalion, ani soon found himself at the
extends
street.
In
the
the
best
world,
head of a brigade.
All Gen. Kitchener’s
j
beaiwthe earth.
It's the one perfect
' officers from Egypt who have gone to the
Bruises,
OF
Burns,
Corns,
front
have
Cuts,
distinguished themselves
Aches.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Scalds, Boils, Uloers, Felons,Oni
Among them are Rundlde,
Hunter Take Laxative
AND FEMALE ORGANS.
Emotions
Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Macdonald. Rroadwood. Kitchener
All Pains and ail Skin
r.
a.
the druggists refund the
at
25c a box
money if it fails to cure- fallihie Pile cure
younger, and Hickman.
is. «. Grove a
street) drug sto
signature is oa each box. ndc.
577
G

Switzerland^,

“Very respectfully,
“George M. Sternberg,
"Surgeon General, U. S. A.73

Kumfowj

>

__

PERUNA

clrdiesThe^Tobe.

CURES CATARRH

STOMACH.BOWELS,KIDNEYS

I

cold,

Congress

o
1

HISCK LEAN EOT7S.
I——-,--—-“-*

^

said till with the Grand Trunli
railway
at the P. and K. junction, so called.
It
Js expressly agreed that nothing
herein
contained shall be construed us
requiring the city to till any portion of the Mar-

IN FOUR HOURS.

1

_MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCEU ANKOtrg.

ginal Way.

And the said oity agrees

City Council Did Much

Aldermen Vote To Huy Trask
erty for Pest House.

Prop-

CURES
SUNBURN

Proposition To Buy Marginal Way.

CHAFING

,

BITES

MOSQUITO
ITCHING

f

SCRATCHES
SPRAINS

Two

STIFFNESS

Engineers

of Eire

and

ALL PAIN

The

meeting of the city council last
evening was a very long one, much business being transacted.
The aldermen alter a long hearing voted to purohase the
Trask property near the
Deering poor
farm for a pest house, but the counoll did
not act on the matter last night. The B.
and M. R. R. presented a proposition to
the city regarding
the Marginal Way.
The council discussed the sinking fund
ordinance at great length. Two engineers
of the tire department were reoommended
to be discharged by the committee on tire
The city oouncll adjourned
department.
until next Monday
evening at 11.46
o’clock after four hours of work.
MARGINAL. WAY.

|

Mr. Cobb presented the
report of the
committe on
Marignal Way, which report stated that the inclosed proposition
was the best which the
committee
had
been able to obtain.
The
committee
recommended that no action be taken upon this proposllton until the next
regular
meeting of the city government that
meanwhile the proposition be published
in the dally papers in order that our citi
ymnB may have full knowledge of this important matter.
The proposition was as follows: ^
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WO WAV OF ESCAPE
from the fact that a
mands more respect

well dressed man comand attention than one
That overcoat
carelessly attired.
of yours has served you long enough. Let us

slovenly

or

take your measure foe a new
FALL or WINTER OVERCOAT.

Perhaps you want a suit of clothes. Wo nave
the very latest novelties in business Suitings and for dress purposes we cm show the
swellest goods in tile market. Fancy Vesting* we have of every design and our line of

Trouserings

cannot be

equalled

in Portland.

REUBEN 1CDYER,
lYEorclmrLt Tailor,
ST., near foot of Exchange St.
sept29dtf

375 FORE

BARGAIN
-IN-

Pneumatic Piano Box Buggy,
almost new, cost $200.
Has best round Premier gear, best Hartford tire, Bailey seat,
trimmed in Whipcord. An elegant lob, hardly

deianed.

Bargain Price, $125.

F. 0. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO..
Opp. Post Office.
oeid3C

Portland, Me..g September 27th, 1900.
To Alderman John J. Frye, (Jounollmen
Bibridge L. Cobb and Arthur K
Hunt, Special Committee of the City
of Portland on Marginal Way:
The Boston and Maine Railroad makes
the proposition hereinafter set forth for
the use and occupancy by It, for railroad
purposes, of a portion of the Marginal
Way, namely:

That for the consideration of the agreements and stipulations hereinafter
made,
and the rights and privileges hereinafter
granted by the said city of Portland, the
said railroad doth hereby promise and
agree that the said railroad will continue
as hereinafter stated to
occupy, use, repair and maintain said Marginal Way as
now constructed, including the maintenance of tho rip rap wall on the
northerly
side of said way, said rip rap wall to be
and
extended
from
strengthened
time to
time as required to protect
said street,
until such tlnu as the city
shall have
Ailed the Marginal Way to its full width;
and thereafter to occupy, use,
repair and
maintain as
hereinafter stated twentysix
feet in width on the
northerly part
thereof, or central part thereof, if so ordered by the city.
And the said railroad
further agrees
that it will cause so much of the space of
in
feet
width of said way as
twenty-six
may be occupied by its tracks, and twelve
inches outside thereof, tnjbe planked over
ail crossings of said traoksrequlred by said
city, so as to make said crossings easy
and safe:
and said
company further
agrees that it will
plank between its
tracks, and twelve Inches outside thereof,
throughout such portion of its length as
may be required by said city; and whenever said city shall pave said street, then
said railroad shall cause the whole width
of twenty-six feet to be paved or planked
throughout such portion of the length of
said street as may be so paved by
said
city and at the same time, and will move
its tracks to the central part of said Mar-

ginal Wav after aairl

la

Allan fn

said city,
width, If 60 required by
and thereafter to occupy, use, repair and
maintain said twenty-six feet in width,
and to save said city harmless from
all
damages occasioned by any defect or want
of repair of said twenty-six feet or by any
management of trains or accldent'arising
In the use and Improvement thereof by
said railroad for
which any
liability
would attach to said city.
Said railroad also agrees to pay to the
said city the sum of twenty thousand six
hundred dollars ($20,(300) in cash on the
signing of this agreement, and as further
consideration said railroad agrees to build
in a manner satisfactory to the commissioner of public works, at an estimated
cost of ten thousand one hundred
and
ninety-seven dollars ($10,197) when and
as soon as required by said city after the
a
laying out of the same by said city,
proposed extension of Anderson street, as
shown on the plan hereto annexed, to its
Intersection
with Washington
avenue
near the southerly side
of the
present
on
said
avenue
over
said
bridge
Marginal
In addition to the plan attached
way.
hereto ana made a part of this proposition, is a description of the proposed extension of Anderson street to connection
with Washington avenue, with an estimate of cost to construct said extension,
It Is agi'eed that the proposed extension
ihall be fifty feet wide and shall be constructed in accordance with specifications
io be furnished by
the commissioner of
xublio works.
And the said city of Portland does, in
jonsideratlon of this agreement, hereby
frant said railroad, for so long a time as
laid railroad may so desire, the right to
>coupy, use and improve said way as now
lonstruoted until the city shall havs filled
he said way to Its full width, and thereifter to ocoupy, use, repair and maintain
or 6ald time twenty-Bix feet In width
( m the northerly part (or central
part if
e o ordered by the city of said
way and of
t he whole length of said Marginal Way as
! t is now filled from land on the
easterly
lde of Franklin street now or
formerly
wned by the Portland Stone Ware comany, to near the Grand Trunk railway,
a nd the right to use a
trestle to connect
full

Plant
Pots.
Thousands

of

sizes, styles

and

thing

we came

them.

All

We
took in the manufacturers’ display, and didn’t skip anywhen

wav

shapes.

to

place

order.
Then, we’re a
of distributing center for
Maine
dealers—a
supply

our

Bort

house—and have to carry big
You can
slocks.
guess
what your chances are of

getting

a Low
Price Here
and guess right every time.
Earth
for
Potting
Plants, 50c a bush,

Kendall & Whitney,;
Temple
j
Federal and

Sts.

sept29d3t

interference with work.
cases

successfully

The most difficult:
treated through corres-

pondencc,andtlie most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladles whom I never see. Wrrite for
further particulars. All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this

remedy

is

absolutely safe

under

every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
tqail securely scaled, $2.00. Dr. E, M. TODMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass,,

We
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4,800 o, yds. excavation, 30,
17,000 c. j ds. fill, 35.
240 o. yds. masonry 7,
500 c. yds. exoavatlon for foundation, 40,
Add 10 per cent for contingencies,
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THAT PEST HOUSE.
A communication
was also received
from the overseers of the poor that the
isolation
ward be placed on the Trask
property in
Deerlng instead of on th
almshouse lot in the Deering section.

Afterwards, on motion of Alderman
Frye, the order that the Trask property
be

purchased
at a oost not to exceed
$4,000, was taken from the table. Then
Alderman Frye moved that the order be

given

a passage.
Then followed a discussion of some
time in which nearly all of the members
The Mayor said if the orparticipated.
der passed the contingent fund would be
diminished
The fund now
$4,000.
amounted to only $4,439.S3.
“This is a case that demands action at

once,” said Alderman Herrish. “I can’t
sea why it wouldn’t be effective to pass
an order annulling the previous order.”
Alderman Johnson thought it strange
the pest house would not be located on
the almshouse property.
Alderman Moulton
moved the memof the overseers of the poor be heard.
This was voted and Chairman Coasens
of the overseers was
introduced.
He
said that a pest house on the farm would
bers

up a large portion of the farm. The
Trask house
can be
moved back.
We
have seen something of the trouble of the
past when the pest house has been placed
1 m
our farm in the city proper. It is not
use

policy to have a pest house in close
proximity to our almshouse full of pau-

i jood

pers and imbeoiles. The building on the
Trask
property is suitable for the purj jose.
Overseer Ross said that the board was
1 manlmous of building a pest house
on
1 he Trask property which was
adjacent
\ o the almshouse in Heering.
The Trask

-■

Brought

Dunlap in.

Store,

MIDDLE ST.

sed28d4t
never

*

iooks

sweeter nor feels better

than fresh from its bath with Wood'acial Soap. Medicated, it soothes and
^ tender skin, giving quick relief from the
itching of prickly heat, hives, rash,
nd all irritations.
Price 25 cents.
vashing always use Woodbury’s Facial Cream.

B\jr

Ask your Druggist, or send sc stamp
for small sample Cake of Soap.

ANDREW JERGENS & CO.,
■“5^1 Always look

for

this

allj

up over this. The overseer; of the
poor should have taken this up in July
Instead of sleeping.
After the passage
of the order there was Introduced an order for the purchase of the Trask farm.
That
order has been on the table until
tonight, two months I called the board
of health together last month and told
them
they were authorized to proceed
and
select a site. We made two visits
to the site and invited members of the
board of
overseers to go.
They went
and objected to the site which had been
proposed for the pest house. The bids
were
opened
Saturday, but were not
awarded, we deciding to wait until this
We have been delaying long
meeting.
For heavens
enough on this matter.
sake

Driscoll

I

A

(jSK

said

that

In

his

He believed action
house.
should
be
taken at once.
Alderman Johnson said that he thought
Mr. Ross was mistaken when
he said
that this farm is valuable property. It is
not valuable land, but Is nearly all ledge
and it would cost much more to fit
up
the old house than to build a new one.
Alderman Moulton said he would like
to Introduce an order revoking the authority given the mayor and board of
health to build a new pest house.
The
order to purchase the Trask property was
laid on the table and such an order was
MWV*

HKD

—e.

These
LACE CURTAIN
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THE SNOW ORDINANCE
Mr.

^JUODOU UJ

V*

V U He

Ui

introduced an order- providing that the commissioner of public
works
be authorized to refuse his consent
to the removal of snow or tea by
the
Portland Railroad company from
its tracks In the oity of Portland unless
said Portland Railroad company removesi
at its own expense the snow from curb
to curb in all the streets where its tracks
are

cleared

as

The

railroad

now

removes snow

from

'Mr. Woodside said this didn’t seem the
right way to get at the matter and he
thought the council was exceeding Its

authority.
A motion by Mr. Woodside to refer the
order was lost.
A motion to lay on th9 table was lost:
by a vote of 14 to 8.
Mr. Woodside then moved to refer the
order to the
city solicitor for an opinion. Mr.
Pox said that these motions1
were

ment

evidently made'to
of

the

council.

stifle the sentiMr. Woodslde’s

mor.iun was lose.

>

Are committee.
The other report was in the same form
but reoommended the discharge from the
department of Engineer A. Wiggin of enCoiitlnued

on

Fifth

Page.

What Shall We Have for Dessert P
This question arises in the family every
Let us answer it today. Try Jell-o.
a delicous and healthful dessert.
Prepared In two minutes. No boiling! do
baking! simply add boiling water and
set to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a package at your grocers today, 10 cts. *

day.

Fail

Display of

There’s not
All

an out-of-d;tte curtain
among them.
new—recent comers to our
store,—emthe select designs
from Lace
Curtain

are

bracing

makers of the highest standing.
The prices are,
in every instance, fully one-third less than
our
usual asking.
30
35
25
20

pairs Irish Point,
White Bitchcsse,
“
Bobbinet,
“

$4.50
6.50
ii.95

“

1.65

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
24 FREE

STREET.

•M oooooooooooooooooooo •••
EVERY NOOK

IQ

Q

will be warm if

§

you have an

X

8

MIC FURNACE. 8

v

No trouble to heat
the coldest days.

Q

U

on

Q

O

©
©

We are heating some
of the tiuest residences
in Portland with our

O

©

ATLANTIC COMBINATION O
Hot Water nod Warm Air

The motion to give the order a passage
was then put and carried.
In the upper board Alderman Milllken
the order
moved that
be laid on the
table.
Alderman Thomas thought the
Portland Railroad company
should be
given a hearing in the matter. To this
suggestion Alderman Milliken retorted
that the order was altogether too sweep-

partment having unanimously reported
to this committee that Engineer C. B,
French of engine live be discharged from
the Are department for intemperance this
committee unanimously recommend that
C. B. French be discharged from the Are
department.” ^
This report was signed by the entire

our

WINDOW DRAPERIES.

to

hex-e-

n, it would be necessaiy in order to elect
;hat result, that the oity ooun'cil should

In

allow sleighs and
other vehicles to pass along said streets
and over
their rails with safety and
convenience.
Mr. Connellan moved that the order be
laid on the table.
Mr. Griffin said that he had no desire
to criticize
the railroad'eompany. He
said that this removal of the snow cost
the city
$1500 a year and this can be
so

six yeas and three nays.
A motion was then made to take the
Trask order from the tabs and give it a
passage.
The order authorizing the purchase of
the Trask property for a pest house was
passed by a vote of six to three and the
order was then sent to the common council, but the council did not reach the
matter before adjournment.
ing.
Alderman Moulton moved the matter
ENGINEER PORTER,
be referred to the city solicitor.
City Solicitor Strout transmitted his
Alderman Brown thought the railroad
opinion respecting the matter of retirewas now doing its part.
Then
ment upon half pay of E. W. Porter of company
the order was tabled and the opinion of
No,
1.
In
this
he
states
Engine company
the city solicitor sought.
that chapter 468 of
the
Private and
Alderman Moulton presented an order
Special laws of Maine, 1897, relating to
in the board of aldermen before adjournretirement of members of the lira department asking the opinion of the city soment Is as follows:
licitor as to whether the
oity has the
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives in
Leglslatux-e as- right to make the railroad companies resembled as follows:
move all the
snow
from
the
streets
The city council of the oity of Portland through which they pass.
The order
are hereby authorized to provide by ordi- passed.
nance for the retirement, upon a pension
FIRE DEPARTMENT SURPRISE.
not exceeding half pay, of members of the
tire department who have served not less
A joint session was called for to elect
than twenty-live years in;a position
in
weighers of coal and measurers of wood
the lire department
them
to
requiring
give its duties their whole time and who in the ordinary form, and when the conhave been honorably discharged by reason vention had attended to this duty, Aiderof age, or of permanent physical incapaci- man Thomas threw a
bomb shell into the
ty which is the result of an aooldent of midst of the
convention.
It was in the
service.
form of two reports from the committee
Assuming, continues the oity solicitor,
that said chapter 468 authorizes the oity on tire department which read as follows:
“The board of engineers of the fire dexounoll to retire firemen as

provided

Are made to interest you
nxr o *w

Griffin

opinion the city should at once purchase over half Its length and the
city does the
the Trask property and fit It up for a pest
other half, which seems fair.
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trade-mark face'&S"
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Prices

gusted with the backing and filling In t :is
matter. This special oommittie is tingled

Alderman

£10,197

the

Red Hat

do'somethlng tonight.”
saved.
Alderman Driscoll thought the board
Mr. Pox
said
he hoped the council
of health might be blamed as much as
would pass this order.
anybody.
Mr. Woodside wanted the order referred
“The board of health were notified,”
to the commmittee
on public works.
said the Mayor.
“Later the board of
Mr. True said he hoped the city council
health came to me and said they saw no
would settle the matter now.
Mr. Cobb
hope of the Trask property being pur- thought the order should be referred.
chased.
Mr. Griffin thought the order should
Overseer Johnstou at this point arose
not be sidetracked.
and explained. “I don’t believe,” he said,
Mr. Dyer said that the council was Im“if the pest house is pat where It Is
posing a taxon the railroad which was
it will have to be removed. not the
intended,
province of the council. He
$1440 The
building on the Trask property Is thought Itwas unfair.' to
5950
ask.the railroad
1680 perfectly adequate for the house.
to remove the snow from all the streets.

This proposition was accepted and ordered on file in both boards.
An invitation from Hon, George P.
Wescott for
the city government to inspect this locality on next Saturday was
accepted by the common council,

keep

ROBERT F. SOMERS & GO.,

Vj

200
927

Agents

Silk, Opera, Stiff and Soft H ate.

soever.
AU

the
for the

now

DUNLAP HATS.

Portland retains and at all .othe times
hereinafter shall have the power ro exerr
cise the full right to regulate the speed of
trains passing over any and all parts cf
said twenty-six feet, between the termini
aforesaid, and to prohibit any train or
trains from remaining stationary at any
crossing made by the Intersection of any
other ptreet, or any wharf, with said way,
also to prohibit trains from remaining
stationary in any portion of said way,
exoept for the purpose of loading or unloading, and in suoh cases to fix the
length of time such trains or any detached cars may remain for such
purpose;
and to enforce any regulations made by
the City Council with reference to
the
aforesaid rights reserved, under suoh penalties as may be imposed for breach thereof, by any ordinance or ordinances whatof Portland by the undersigned, a committee authorized for that purpose, and
the said railroad by Its president also duly
authorized, have hereunto set their hands
and the respective seals of said contracting parties on the day and year aforesaid.
Portland and Rochester
Railroad
by
for
George P. Wescott,
President;
Boston and Maine Railroad.
of
Description of proposed extension
Anderson street to connection with Washington avenue, with an estimate of
the
cost to construct said extension.
Beginning at a stake in the westerly
side line of
said
Washington avenue,
stake being
distant northerly on said
side line one hundred forty-eight
and
twenty-four one hundredths (148 24) feet
from the angle In said westerly side of
Washington avenue next southerly from
the overhead bridge over
the Marginal
Way; thence in a southwesterly direction
and with an angle of fbrty-five degrees
(45) degrees to the right from the southerly direction of said Washington avenue,
a distance of twenty-five
feet to a
(25)
stake; thence in a southerly direction a
distance of live hundred sixty and fourtenths (560.4) feet to a stake In the easterly side line of Anderson street, said stake
being distant southerly on said easterly
side line of Anderson street one hundred
twenty-four and thirty-six one hundredths (124.86) feet from the first angle
in said easterly sideline of said Anderson
street south of the Marginal way.
Said
street to be fifty (50) feet wide and to lie
on the westerly side of theab
a described
line.
And where constructed the grade of the
same not to exceed 4,5 feat per 100 feet.
The estimated cost to construct street
exclusive of land damage is as follows:

are

celebrated

The
proceed in the manner indicated.
1 iouse could with a little outlay of
money said action of your honorable body, not
* le made as good a pest nouse as could
icing in accordance with said chapter 468
l ie secured
in
the city. There is not ild not, in my opinion,
operate to retire
1 oom
enough now on the Heering farm. ] 5. W. Porter upon a pension of half pay,
J .’he Trask property would be a good site.
Mr. Shaw introduced an order giving
City
Physician .Leighton was called ] Qdward W. Porter, engineman of engine
i-stated it as his belief that ( ompany No. 1 a leave ot absence
v pon and
with
Cood Fortune*
t he small pox case3 in the Insane ward j iay until otherwise ordered
by the city
A small Item in his own paper lately a t the almshouse last winter was due to c ounoll.
The order passed
the council
h
rought amazing good fortune to Editor t he small pox case in the pest house.
^ rlthout objection.
, 'hris
of
the
Keitter,Saginaw
(Mich
)
V
Alderman lirown
commented on the
of aldermen it was
But in the board
* ost and Zaltung.
He and his family
ad the Grip In Its worst form.
Their 0 ontroversy between the board of health i lon-oonourred in and a conference comd octor did them no good.
Then he read a nd the board of overseers of the poor
alttee appointed. This oommttee reoomti lat Hr. King's New Discovery for Uonr jgarding the location of the pest house r aended to
the oounoll that that body reR*
imption, Goughs and Colds was a guar- 0 a the
property.
o ede from its former, aotion and refer the
a ded cure for Da
Grippe and all Throat
a ad Dung troubles;
The
tried it and says;
Mayor said that the board of r latter to the city solloltor.
This
the
11
Three bottles cured the whole family, h ealth had
been directed last July to c ounoil voted, not to do but adhered to its
N o other medicine on earth equals it
?lect a site.
r
f rst action and asked for a new commltnly 60c and $1 00 at H P. S. Goold, 677
r
“We have wasted a lot of time on this, t 5e of conference. The matter was still in
ongress street, drug store, Trial bottles
jj ee.
a iid the Mayor.
“For my part I am dis- t ae air at the time of adjournment.

For Women. !

Dr. Telman’s Monthly Regulator lias brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so
quickly and
safely do the work. Have nevor had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no

We
Sole

will

point.
It being understood that after said way
shall be filled by said oity to
its
lull
width
that
the
rights hereinbefore
granted and oonveyed to said railroad are
subject to the provisions that said city of

Depart-

ment W ho Are in Trouble.

FATIGUE

it

ether railroad, in conjunction with said
Boston and Maine railroad, according to
the terms or any agreement or lease that
may be herealter entered
into between
said Boston and Maine railroad and any
other railroad; not Inconsistent with the
provisions of this agreement; but nothing contained in this agreement shall
vitiate the rights of the oity to the occupancy of Yarmouth street (formerly called
Ealmouth street) Anderson gtreet, East
Commercial street, or the Marginal Way,
or terminate any rights which the
city
has or may have in these streets, or
in
laid out before the
any street or streets
Marginal Way was laid out, which have
been or may hereafter be located
on or
laid out across the Marginal Way.
The said city further agrees after the
signing of the proposed agreement, it will
forthwith discontinue that part of Yarmouth street (formerly laid out as Ealmouth street) on the northerly side of the
Marginal Way, extending from said way
to Washington
and
will not
avenue,
thereafter relocate the same to the same

Business.

I

that

permit salri^right of way hereby granted
to oe occupied, used and improved by any

Ventilating
Pure warm

Heaters.
air

which

thoroughly ventilates.

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT WITH OUR HEATING EXPERT,

PORTLAND STOVE
sept21dtf

FOUNDRY

GO.

IFoot of Ohostwnt Stroot
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THE NAME

CLARION
ON A

I

RANGE OR
FURNACE

STOVE,

I

SIGNIFIES THE

HIGHEST GRADE
of material and manufacture. CLARresults that cannot be obranges and heaters of inferior quality. If s more economical to
buy the best. If your dealer does not have the CLARIONS, write to us.

IONS give
IS tained
with

|j

|g

i*vsred WOOD

& BISHOP

CO.,

g

if

Bangor,MeJ

FOR SALE.
GREAT TRADE In a nine (9) room house, beautifully located,
finer view in Maine. Corner lot. House has all modern improvements. Will be sold at price that cannot fail to suit and on
^ew House. Do not miss this chance to secure
terms to please,
no

a very

delightful

home.

L. M. LEIGHTON,
Sept20d2W

53 Exchange St.

PRESS.

THE
WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

2.

TEKiUSJ

centre

of

She

shall he, and to change its location,
if it will be for the
even after it is laid,
city’s interest to do so, The Marginal
Way was built around Back Bay for a
railrcad and It has been occupied by a
railroad ever since. We suppose It wll
it

f'AJLY PRESS—
By the year, $6 In advance
the year.
By the month, 50 cents.

way when the way
Thus while the perIs fuliy completed.
petual right to have a track somewhere
In the Way is given the road, the city
is
empowered to determine just where

the

or

$7 at the end of

Gray Hairs

Gives In the “North American Review’
Reasons

lie

Why

Can’t

Suppori

Bryan.

Hoar, Stillman and Stewart are among
those who discuss the topic “Bryan oi
The DAILY PRESS is delivered at these rales be for the city’s Interest to have a strip
McKinley?'1 In the Ootober number ol
in all parts ol
In- the North American
of it always occupied by a railroad
every morning to subscribers
Review, out tomor
and Soutn Portin
Westbrook
and
Portland,
deed it cannot fulfil one of the purposes row. An abstract of Mr. Carnegie’s con
land.
lor which it was designed unless it is trlbutlon has been furnished to the
press,
MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly)
An agreement to allow a He is for McKinley.
so occupied.
'or $1.25 at the
in
advance,
By the year, $1
under
railroad to perpetually occupy It,
In its pronouncements upon question! 1
end of the year.
months, restriction and fora proper compensation, arising out of the results of the war. Mi
For six months, 50 cents; for three
£6 cents
would not therefore s?em to be lnimioal Carnegie finds the Republican platform
It seems to us
to the city’s interests.
open to no serious objection, except that
delivered
Subscribers v'tiose papers are not
that a
point has been he cannot consent to the claim thal
very
important
of
office
the
promptly are requested to notify
to
street gained in bringing the road to agree
through the payment of $20,000,000 Wf
the DAILY PRESS, No. «7 Exchange
the
city’s changing the location from have acquired sovereign rights over the
Portland Me.
the outside to the centre If that shall at
The Important point, In
Philippines.
time appear to be better for the city’s his judgment, is that
the
any
town
are
platform
leaving
Patrons of the PRESS who
their interests Perhaps further concessions can pledges
the
Republican
party te
temporarily may have the addresses of
desire by be obtained. Our citizens are to b8 given give Cuba independence and self-gov
papers changed as often as they may
full opportunity to be heard on the mat- ernment. and he finds in that pledge
notifying the office
we hope they will take advan- reason for entertaining the hope, if not
ter and
tage of it. The question Is an Important the belief, that the Republican party
be considered in all its will
one and should
eventually deal in the same spirit
We with the inhabitants of the
aspects before final action is taken.
Philippines.
have nad no time to study the proposi- But it is not enough to consider the
BEPUliLICAN
but it strikes us as an platform only. Much depends upon the
tion thoroughly,
man who Is to steer the ship of state
unimprovement over the first one,
der its provisions
For President,
THE COAL. STRIKE.
It would be unfair, in Mr. Carnegie's
Assuming that the ten per cent ad- opinion, to judge Mr. McKinley upon
vance in wages offered by the anthracite his actions during his first term, as many
Of Ohio.
coal operators covers all the substantial embarrassments have hampered all Presidents during their first terms. Had he
demands of the miners, the latter will
followed his own individual judgment,
alienate
and
make a bad mistake
public the result would have been happy, since
For Vice President,
sympathy to a large extent if they refuse he has shown a remarkable insight and
for grasping the true bearing of
to accept it because it is not accompanied faculty
public affairs. He was sound upon the
with a formal recognition of the miners’
question of war; he was right In regard
Of New York.
union. It is not of great importance to to the Philippines, as Is proved by bis
the miners whether the union Is formal- instructions to the Peace Commissioners;
he was right In regard to Porto Rico, but
ly reoognized or not. Refusal to reoog- he allowed himself to be overborne
by
or essentially the
it
dissolve
does
not
nize
it
party leaders. He was eminently
FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
comunion
the
in
China.
As long as
weaken it.
right
At Large—Joseph O. Smith of Skowhegan;
Of objections to the Democratic platmands the support of the miners, as long
George P. Wescoti of Portland.
form
Mr. Carnegie says:
Portland.
of
F.
Libby
Fust Dist.—Charles
act together,
and
it
to
as
belong
they
“The most serious objection to It is
Second Dist.—lames AV. AVakefield of Bath.
it
with
reckon
to
have
Winterport.
the
Atwood,
not
the
Dist.—Fred
Third
got
operators
proposed lowering of the standard
Fourth Dist.—Almon H. Fogg, Moulton.
whether they formally recognize It or not. of value, serious though that be. It lies
In the insidious attack upon the Supreme
woau iuo
uu
auuru
in© millers uau
seem to be talking Mr.
Court, which strikes at the foundation of
They don’t
fusal to formally recognize as a little human society. It saps the roots of peace
candidacy for the Supreme
Bailey s
of
the
and
on
the
of
part
order, and, If successful, substitutes
piece
petulance
bench very seriously down in Penobscot
license for law, and throws us back to
operators, the product of an effort to
barbarism, even to savagery. It is not
county.
faive their wounded pride, and pay no possible to
support a party whose platMitchell
that
If
President
denies
to
it,
attention
form contains such an attack; better, far
Secretary Hay emphatically
lor a time the wrongful
there has been any friction in the cabi- could forget himself, and act only for better continue
the
this is effox-t to force our government upon
net, or that he has not been in thorough the best interests of the miners,
In
total
disregard of liepubli.
Filipinos,
As a the way he would advise them to treat can
accord with the Chinese policy,
Ideas, than fall to repel this covert
matter of fact he has been consulted at it. He would point out to them, what is attack upon the reign of law at home/'
The silver issue Mr. Carnegie regards
the faot, that it was the union that had
every step and approved every move.
as a back number.
Nevertheless, the
the operators to raise wages, election of Mr.
compelled
Bryan would undoubtedly
to
Mr. Bryan's auditors still continue
and that its victory was no less a triumph cause apprehension to the timid, and this
bother him with questions about the ice
because the operators refused to formally would b9 sufficient to precipitate a panic.
satisIf he were elected we would have a
are
not
His
answers
trust.
very
acknowledge that they had succumbed President with all a President’s influence
factory, for their questions on that sub- to its power. He would advise them that in the Senate and in the
House, deterject addressed to a Democrat do not adlong as th37 had won the substance it mined by every means in his power to
mit of satisfactory answers.
of
the
the
throw
exchanges
country Into
whiie to
was not worth
pursue the
chaos.
Mr.
that
are
there
But
shadow.
signs
Mr. Carnegie criticises severely the
Ex-Secretary or the Treasury Carlisle
of State Mitchell, like the great majority of the part of the Democratic platform which
will not follow ex-Secretary
favors
an
income tax. Mr. Gladstone
Olney Into the Bryan camp Probably labor leaders, is more anxious to gain declared that this tax tends to make a
a personal triumph than simply to
help
Mr, Carlisle Is not very well
pleased
nation of liars, and Mr. Carnegie is surwith tne McKinley administration, be- the workmen. The refusal of the opera- prised that any true nation could favor
him
miserable espionage required to enthe
miners
the
to
addres3
through
ing a Democrat, but the alternative of a tors
rorce It.
Nothing could be more unBryan administration is in bis estima- is galling to his pride. He wants recog- American, Mr. Carnegie believes in coltion a good deal worse. Mr. Carlisle has nition. He wants the operators to pros- lecting the revenues, as far as possible,
had charge of the treasury, and therefore trate themselves before him and humbly from the rich, and to that end he favors
to accept heavy death taxes upon estates in lieu
appreciates the danger to the currency beg him to counsel the miners
of an income tax. “Costly foreign wines,
involved in having a sliver man in that their offer. This they are not disposed
tobacco, laces, silks, linens, broadcloth,
Mitchell is In- and the thousand and one luxuries we
to do, and therefore Mr.
office.
clined to advise the miners to stand out import should be made to pay excessive'*
Apparently no first class power has in the hope of bringing them to reoog- ly high duties, says Mr. Carnegie.
Mr. Carnegie expresses lack of confiyet assented to Germany’s proposition nize him. That Is to say the contest has
dence in Mr. Bryan’s understanding of
for
to make the delivering up
punish- now degenerated into a question simply affairs. Mr. Bryan is a typical AmeriChinese
ment of the instigators of the
that can, but he seems not to have studied
of whose pride shall te bumbled,
uprising a condition precedent of nego- of the operators or that of Mr Mitchell. down to the roots of things, and he has
to learn how often the theoretical and
tiations, unless possibly France, Kussia The public certainly will not look upon yet
practical effects of legislation differ. Had
apparently stands with the United States, Mr. Mitchell's prids as of sufficient con- he duly considered the effect of dragging
both as regards this proposition and the
the
decisions of our final coure
sequence to justify a continuance of the of judicial
appeal into the arena of party politics,
withdrawal of troops, while England has
strike, and the miners, if they consult Mr. Carnegie feels sure that Mr. Bryan
If Geras yet given no definite answer.
their own interests, will also take this would not have attacked the Supremt
many sticks to her proposal she will be view of it. and go to work.
Court.
without any powerful ally, and if she unSumming up, Mr. Carnegie finds in
Mr. Bryan’s success these dangers: Lidertakes to enforoe her demand by troops
CURRENT COMMENT.
cense instead of law at home, through
she will have to fight
unassisted. Perpolitical denunciation of judicial decisions; second, silver as our standard,
haps she would not object to that if she
THE NEW tSUPHEME JUDGE.
since an inferior drives out a superior
could, after she had brought the Chinese
currency, which means defrauding labor
(Bangor News.)
to terms, do as she saw fit with the counand robbing the people of one-half ol
The appointment, by the governor, to
other powers
try, but of course the
fill the vacancy on the supreme court their savings; third, a tax upon the Income of
would not permit that.
citlzdbs, inaugurating an unbench caused
by the deatn of Judge
Thomas H. Haskell, will soon be made. American system of espionage demoralizthe
to
national character. Against
ing
There Is no confirmation nor any denial That this position is one of such im- Mr.
McKinley the argument Is the
that great care should be exerthat the Chinese government has decided portance
cised in making tbe appointment goes threatened continuance of the costly atto degrade Prince Tuan and pat him on without saying. Tbe office of supreme tempt to suppress the aspirations of the
Filipinos for independence. He conin
trial for his part in the recent uprising. justice is one of the most important
cludes:
the State. The
occupant should be
Assuming the report to be true it marks chosen for his
“The party of protection of American
judicial ability,Irrespective
a new departure and one which
if
Industries, of Internal Improvements,
per- oi locality, political pull or
any other the
party of the Union, of emancipation
sisted in will go a long way to get China minor reasons. He should be a man of
and of the highest standard of value for
Imeral
out of her present difficulty without de- good moral character, a broad,
the
money of the people, the party ol
thinker, who can deal justice to all under Cuba
struction or dismemberment.
The real tne most
free and independent, Is not to be
trying circumstances, one who deserted for
its failure so far to perform
Emperor is known to be a man of liberal is well versed ia the law, and who will
this sacred duty to the Philippines. On
Indeed it see that all convictions and verdicts are
and'progressive tendencies.
the
contrary, the party which has been
made strictly m accordance with the
was his efforts to reform the empire that
for a generation the guardian of our
law. He should have the
and
respect
led to his^practical deposal by the Em- confidence of the entire
and whose wise legislation has
community. The country,
It would seem from the candidate coming the nearest to lillmg secured its present commanding position,
press Dowager.
may wisely be trusted to find the lost
sudden'change of policy on the part ot the above requirements should be ap- path and return to It, thus retrieving its
polated.
the government that he had in some way
error.
THKIVING LOS ANGELES.
recovered control and was now dictating
NEW A DVERTISE31ENT8.
the programme. But there is a goo I deal
Washington, October 1—The census bu-

•
April 24, iSgq.
CO.. 833 Broadway. New York.
Gentlemen—At forty my hair and mustache began
turning gray rapidly. I had a friend on the road who
lost his place because his gray hair made him look older
than he was. Profiting by his experience, I began
using Hay’s Hair-Health, and have used it occasionally ever since, with the result that I have the same
dark-brown curly hair that I had at 21, and not one of
my friends suspects that I use anything to produce this
effect. In a recent discharge of employees on my road
I have held
my position, although many men younger
than myself, whose
only fault was their gray hair, were
summarily dismissed, although as capable as I am of
active service. I have you to thank for my position.
NEW JERSEY RAILROAD EMPLOYEE.
Hair-Health is sold by leading druggists everywhere. Price, 50c. for large bottle, or sent by express,
prepaid, in plain sealed package, on receipt of 60c., by
LONDON SUPPLY CO., 853 Broadway, N. Y.

Dowager may be sacrificing some of them
temporarily with a view of straightening
matters out with the former, only to reinstate them again when
the present

tubstitutes.

maintain so much of the way as It occupies. While this proposition does not,

strictly speaking, contemplate a sale
of any part of the Marginal Way, it
will,
if accepted, practically amount to the
of
a
disposal
strip twenty-six feet wide,
for perpetual occupancy and will put the
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public for over thirty years and is to-day
preferred before all other articles of its kind.
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Liebig COMPANY’S

It is

slight

gle customer,
a

road in exclusive possession of it. We
have been inclined to object to the
city’s
putting this property out of its control,
and the first proposition which did this
opposed. This one is more
favorable to the city, and is relieved to
some extent of the objection to the first
inasmuch
as
it
enables the city to
remove the tracks from the outside to
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CLAY X. GREEN.
Capably Interpreted by a Soleudid Company. A Most Unique, Interesting and Varied Performance from R;se to Fall of Curtain,
Regular Prices, Seats^on sa'e Taursday.
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Lessees
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\A t Ls Magr. f.icent Electrical and Scenic Effects aul Its Marvelous Story,
t arload of Scenery.
Everythlag New bnt ihe Title,
Original ( umpa i.v.
Regular Prices, $1.00, 75, 51, 25c. Seats now on sale.

and

Capital Slock,
$200,000
Surplus and Profits,
175,000
Total Deposits,
1,800,000
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A car load of special scenery, including the Dawey Arch at Madison
By Leander Richardson.
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AUCTION ML«(.
WM. Gt. DAVIS. Prest.
JAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prest.
HARRY BUTLER, Treas.
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Asst. Treas.
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Lessons resumed

will

Pure sterilized fat from
the cocoanut for cooking.

TTe offer, subject to sale:—
Washington County (Maine) 4’s due 1023-1928.

Jj A DIES AND GENTLEMEN.—Mon«
and Thursday evenings, commencing
day
October 8th. Terms for twelve lessons:
L
Gentlemen $5 00; Ladles $3 00.
MISSES and MASTERS, YOUNG LA1
DIES
and GENTLEMEN.—'lhursdars,
from 4.30 to G 00 p ra
commencing October 11. No pupils admlttid to this class
l
under
14 years of age.
MASTERS and MISSES.—Saturdays,
ccommend ng
October 18th, beginners,
1
from
2 30 to 4 00 p. m. Advanced puplJa.
from 4.30 to 3 00 p. m.

Sept, nth.

TUITION—One

I Crullers have the“ OldI Fashioned” taste when
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is used

to

shorten and
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INDIA FOOD tO., Boston, Mass
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District of Maine, )
Portland, September 2ti, 1900. t
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit C -art of
the Un.ted St; t -s f >r the I) s'h»t of Main<* notice is hereby ttiven. that i red -rick Hale
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RANKIN,

Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo Ity. First Mortgage 4’s due 1946.
Uty Tramway Co. First Mortgage 5’s

dwifaf*

a. m.

septlldtf

I | 19jJjran<*

INDIA DEFINING t’O.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

22nd at 10 o’clock

LESSONS, SG.OO.
I RANK L.

Director.

! gage 4 1-2’s clue 1925.
Cortland & Cape Elizabeth liy. First Mortgage
j: 5!r(8i«8liIF£by ^Portland R. R. Co.) due 19l£
Medfleld! & Medway (Mass.) 8t. Ry. First
Mortgage 5’s due 1920.
KaPkls Ry- Co. First Mortgage 5’s due

SOLE M’FR’S.

begin Sept

twenty-four

pupil,

ilessons, $8.00, twelve lessons, $5 00. Two
from
the same family, $15.00,
1
pupils
1
twelve
lessons, $J.00. Three pupils from
the same family,
$22.00, twelve lessons,
$13 000
gep28to octl3

__

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of South Portland 4’s due 1903.
Town of Capa Elizabeth 4’s due 1901 to
1904.
City of Augusta 4’S due 1919.
City of Belfast 4’s due 1918.
Town of Yarmouth 3 1-2’s due 1902 to 1906.
City of Cincinnati (Ohio) 5’s due 1910-1930.
City of Brbana (Ohio) 4 1-2’s due 1906.
Lucas County (Ohio) 4 1-2’s due 1904.
Portland Water Co. 4’s due 1927.
Ylatertcwn (Mass.) Water Supply Co. First
Mortgage 5’s due 1905.
Framingham (Mass.) Water Co. First Mort-
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When may we converse further £■
upon this important topic ? You say. 2

Union mutual Eife
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LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES

payments; longer still, indeed, 2
because of the watchful protection 2
2.
of the
Maine Hon Forfeiture Caw |
in

|

SVIr. Frank Burnham,

Pierce Hall.

mind and business 3
| credit to protect your family and 2
5 yourself! Come what will, a Union 2
g Mutual policy is faithful in guardian- %
fj ship so long as the insured is faithful 2
:g
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Oratory,
Elocution,
Art.
M'raining tor all.
Voice.
Body,
Mind,
all
needs.
CYDQCQQlftM Classes for
L ArFluOvjl UPt, Opens Ocr. 10.
Dramatic
courses Sept. 22.
Out of
town students can take 1.20 hours a week.
Special work for teachers Saturdays. Evening
classes. Call or write. Catalogue or list of
8. 8. CURRY, Ph. I»..
Books.

ONE MILLION

j»

which Union Mutual 2

Pp SI Aft I

1900

Miss Fannie R. Waterman will bo pleased to
1
at No. 235 HracKett St., any deslrinp Idmeet
true Mon in Frencn and German.
Miss Water
man is a teacher of
experience, has studied
three years in Europe, during the past two
years at Leipsic University and spea s these
languages fluently.
sept’fidiw*

PIANO.

of

Reference—Harvey S. Murray.
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healthful location:
Coeducational,
quiet,
special litti'ig school lor Colby College; light ot
certification at Brown, Wellesley and
mlth;
splendid academy building and gymnasium,
bath, steam heated and up to date in every rosspect; Slurtevant Horae the linen girls’ dormit
tory id New England, steam heat, baths on
e
every floor, electric lights, etc.: board, rooms,
fheat aim 1-ghts in this dormitory $3.50 per
week, catalogue free. Address
W. Ei. SA11GEST, Prln.
Hebron, Me.
Fall Term Opens Tuesday, {September
li, luoo.
Jlji4d2m

MISS NELLIE BEARDSWORTH
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Street.
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investment for yourself.
Of course
-2 it is admitted to be for ethers. Then
why not for yourself! All human
beings are subject to the same un:% certainties. All live by the same
% laws of life and death. You cannot
i| be an exception. No one is.
don't insure today, perhaps
2
^2 you'll never have the opportunity.
•£ Stranger things are happening con-
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Special Matinee Tuesday Afternoon.

pleasure

This Company lakes

Lessee

Monday and

OF PORTLAND.

sept29dlw

than make

794-796 Congress Street.
9

"THEATRE.

PORTLAND

MUNICIPAL SECURITY CO.

at some

your life, passed
the same experience

don’t intend to

good.

of

coupons

t«II

__

“Ko-Nut” BONDS.

with carpenters and painters about. We

I

d

The Kinder Class

and know how difficult it is
to do

ST.

EXCHANGE

32

WE’RE

time

Saturday afternoon—Orchestral Programme and NLtiuc Soloists.
Saturday evening—Oratorio of Liijali with Ifrangcon-Davies ami
special cast.
Secure your seats at once and avoid the rush .at the Auditorium entrance.

and coupons
from
Series G. bonds due October 1st,
1900. will be paid upon presentation at tlie cilice of llie Portland Trust Company.

REPAIRS.

The proposition which the Boston &
Main9 rallroa i made to
the city last
night Is, substantially, that in consideration of a perpetual right to use a strip of
the Marginal Way on the outside or in
the center for its tracks, the road will
pay to the city §i0,00!) in cash and build
Anderson street at an estimated cost of a
little over $10,0C0. That is, the road offers
for this perpetual right what is equivalent to about $80,000, and also agrees to

H.M.Payson & Co.
Ieb6dtf

FISAXCIAL.

Municipal
Series E,

sale at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s at
Single Concert Tickets
$1.00
$1.50, $2.00, according to location.
Thursday evening—Dlaitvelt and Biirincister in Popular Programme
Friday afternoon—Campauari in Operatic Selections.
FridcTy evening—Schiimunii-IIcinlt in German Opera Arias,

•>

refunded it

and

Bank Stock.

nowon

Refuse all
**ot benejit you

name,

Money

Bonds

MAKING

trouble has blown over.

we

Remember the

OTHERS

AND

LONDON SUPPLY

Roosevelt

that the population of
Los Angeles, Cal
is 192,479 as
against
50,895 in 189J. This Is an increase of 103 35
cent.
per

Symyiicny Orchestra.

SOLOISTS:

Water Works Bonds, Blauvelt, Schumann Heink, Campanari, Ffrangcon Davies, Burmsister,
Sibyl Sammis, Katherine Ricker, Alice Sovereign, E. Ellsworth Giles
Railroad Bonds,

women.

McKinley

reau announces

WORLD RENOWNED

makes

cause

NOMINATIONS.

of mystery about the whole matter, and
it is too early to assume that the antiforeign element of the government has
The Empress
permanently lost its grip.

Maine

Chorus of 1000 Voices,

Hair=Health Municipal Bonds,

Presidential Election. Tues„ Nov. 6.

Theodore

CHAPMAN, Conductor.

W. R.

WE OFFER

age halt and keeps thousands in employment beit takes years from their apparent age. HairHealth will positively restore gray, faded or bleached
hair to its youthful and natural color. It is not a dye.
Its use cannot be detected. Equally good for men and

FESTIVAL;

Portland, Oct. 4th, 5th & 6th.

INVESTMENTS

Thousands of men
and women are constantly turned out of
their positions and many fail to secure good
positions because their gray hairs make
them look old. This need not be.

—

William

Crime ?

a

Croker,
Andrew Carnegie,
Richard
Adlai E. Stevenson, and Senators Platt,

AMUSEMENTS.

MAINE MUSIC

FOR

—

!

AMIISEM ENTS.

FINASCIAL.

MISCKIXA3CE017S.

CARNEGIE FOR MCKINLEY.

Paul

Caster, S.

Specialist in all < hconic
mess HE, to the Mt.

R. 5-

<Hf«*se*'hfr2JlE(NA

0C Bedford 8t.. heiwe-n For«t
1.1 ova Sb. wh< fj he 1' mere
treat all chronic diseases ol
with ail tlie modern and l»Pr0'’
*
known to medical Jurisprudence.
"W
commodious office room
n
»
t
aiul will! c Open day .md nl;l
sire consulra non. Grove St, Rad hft
P-m-aiber
cars pass the Street.
Teiepbo
66 Bedford Si., Portlar.4.

*■»*“,

m

IWJJJSbiiiW
wJ1"1’ 'mP(limlf
jiort

end,

liJU.

“j,

»leur„

nmjK-
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ER CARRIER LAID OFF

E. H. Mariner

Suspended

By P. M. Barker.

Woodford avenue.
The order passed the
counoll and was sent up for concurrence.
Alderman Gerrish moved that this order
be laid on the table and it was so voted.
He thought this street did not deserve to
have its name changed to an avenue.
THE LONGFELLOW STREET SEWER.

on

His

Person.

An order was pass'd by the aldermen
and sent to the counoll authorizing the
construction of a sewer on Longfellow
Beacon
and
Highland
streets at a cost not exceeding $2400 providing Frederick O. Dudley deposits this
amount with the city treasurer and the
city treasurer was authorized to pay him
that amount on or before October 31, 1910.
Mr. True objected to building a sewer
a new street when there were so many
streets which are thickly settled and have

on

no sewer.

to

Inspector Coming
Investigate.

Mr. Murphy said
that the committee
on public works had investigated this
matter and believed that under
the circumstances it would be a good thing to
build the sewer.
Mr. Fiokett said that Mr. Dudley had
oifered to build this sewer and charge the

Suspended

Man One of

Oldest

iu Point of Service.

Carrier Edwin H Mariner

Letter

was

no interest.
Messrs. Connellan and Griffin agreed
with Mr. True that until more thickly
populated streets have sewers those thiniy
settled would have to go without sewers.
Mr. Fhinney also thought this was a
th8
matter.
reasonable way to look at

city

The common council votBd t > non-ooncur

suspended by Postmaster Barker last eve- in this matter and a conference commitning pending an investigation. He is tee was
appointed. The l’eport of the concharged with irregularities and an in- ference committee was not made before
New
division
the
England
spector from
will not
adjournment and the matter
of the post office department will arrive
come
up for action until next Monday
In this city this morning to look into the
evening.
Mariner
has been under susmatter.

since Saturday. The authorities
picion
office say that he has been
of the post
seen to have on his person letters which
a
should have been delivered. This Is
violation of one of the strictest regulations of the servioe.
is one of the
Letter Carrier Mariner
carriers In the Portland office,
oldest
having acted in that capacity as long ago
was serving
as when Postmaster Barker
term wfcioh ended 15 years
his former
ago. During all of this time he has been
an
efficient man, although of late it iff
stated that he has been hard pressed in
He resides at
matters.
Congress street with his family.
financial

877

POLICE MADE RAIDS.
DUturhtd

Mr.

Pearson’s

Last

Map Section

Alight.

Deputy Marshal Chsnery, accompanied
by Officers
Worcester, Henderson and
Wocdburv raided
the liquor saloons on
Centre street last evening.iraklng a large
seizure at each place. At Martin Sullivan’s they secured seven barrels of ale,
lager and porter and a small quantity
of whiskey. At John W.bnlllvan’s they
gathered In live barrels cf ale, porter
and lager and a small quantity of whiskey, gin and rum. At Dennis Kilday’s
they got three barrels of ale, porter and
a small
lager and
quantity of bottled
lager, whiskey and gin.

IN FOUR HOURS.

The following petitions for permission
to erect new buildings were referred.
E. P.
Chase, a school at 283 State
street.

"

street between

Undelivered Letters Found

bursenmnts In repairing damage to house
No. 119 State street, by the falling limb
of a tree.
NEW BUILDINGS.

OXlMS.XI'itt

r U^VU Ui\XJliNiXi> VjXj.

In the council Mr. Connellan moved to
Into committee ol the whole for the
purpose of considering the ordinance relating to the sinking fund, then on the
There was objection made to this
table.
motion by several members of the council. Mr. Wocdside urged the adoption ol
the motion and It was carried by a vote
of 17 to 4.
Going into committee of the whole
council
called
President Wilson of the
Mr. Fox to the chair. The counoll as a
committee of the whole then proceeded to
discuss the oralnanoe of
Mr. Woodalde
section by section. This occupied over an
hour and a half.
At 11.30 the committee
arcVe and reported the ordinance to the
The council referred the ordicouncil.
nance to the committee
on reduction of
the city debt with Instructions to report
at the next meeting.
The matter didn’t
reach the aldermen before adjournment.
go

THE

EXTINGUISHERS IN SCHOOL
BUILDINGS.

Mr, Djer brought up the matter of furnishing the school buildings of the city
with suitable lire extinguishers. He said
“Gentlemen I
In support of this order:
beg of you do your duty iu this matter

L.

from

Third

Pnge.

This was
gine three tor neglect of duty.
eigned by the entire committee on lire department.
A motion was made to accept the reports and it was so voted.
Mr. Fox wanted to know if this action
men from the fire department in accordance with the recommendations of the committee.
Alderman Thomas said that no order
accompanied the’report of the committee.
The city council could do as it saw lit In
these two cases.
Mr. Fox repeated his question and the

discharged the

mayor replied that he was not informed
in regard to the matter.
Mr. Driscoll said that until the reports
were presented in proper
form accompanied by a statement as to the alleged
intoxication of Mr. French and the
al-

leged neglect

E. J.

Wilson,

342 Hemlock

St., Alleghany,
baby boy reached
seven months, he began to lose
strength
and grow palo. Ho could not digest any
of the ordinary baby foods or
prepared
When our first

milk.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An
order granting permission to St.
Dominie s church to construct a gutter
lor the
purpose of carry log cfl the surface water on the westerly side of State

wonderful.

The claims of Michael O'Connell and
Charles Leighton on aocount of chickens
being killed by dogs, were relerred.
Kegulatlons were made as to the keeping of calcium carbide, nobody outside
of
dealers
to keep
more
than
two

pounds.
The

upon the nerve centres and brain is so
valuable that it can be used with even
nursing babes, to their very great advan-

tage.

committee

to

whom was referred

me mailer

mac 11 was coo iaie
reporieu
in the season to take
action on the
north side Intercepting sewer.
The name of’Perkins street w ? ordered
changed to Fairmount street.
The commissioner of public works wan

authorized to relay a sidewalk in front
of 122 Washington avenue.
An Incandescent light was ordered to
be placed on Danforth place.
A petition that an incandescent light
be placed at 232 Federal street, was referred.
The claim of James E. O'Donnell for
$25 on account of damage to his team on
Forest avenue, September 13th, was referred.
The committee on lights was empowered to
plaoe an incandescent light on
Kellogg street, upper Cove strest, and
Deering Park.
It
was
voted
a
sewer
be
that
constructed on Vaughan street, about 20
feet
streets.
northerly from Bowdoin
The money Is available
for a sidewalk
at Allen’s corner, for the construction
of Clinton street
and for a plank sidewalk on Island avenue, Peaks island.
A
sewer was ordered to be constructed on
Clinton street, and also
on Lancaster
street, 100 feet from Mayo street.
The claim of Elizabeth Krutz for $475
on account of damages
by the raising
of Emeison street, was referred.
Bills of the oommittee on public works
amounting to $17,614 80 were presented.
The petition of Curtis H.
iSymonds
and Walter L. Card for abatement of
taxes was referred.
The city treasurer wai authorized from
time to time to purchase outstanding
bonds for
investment
of the sinking
fund.
The residents
of Tremonfc street petitioned that the street bi made a public way. This was referred.
The petition to place an incandencent
light In front of 140-142 Fore street, was
referred.

ALL THE FALL GARMENTS ARE OPEN AND ON SALE,
No further opening will be announced and with the
placing on sale today of the Jackets and Capes
and Childrens cloaks all the second floor departments are in
running order for the Fall season.
The stock of womens garments offers a wide range for selection as this season Fashion dictates

particular style but leaves it more to individual taste, consequently we
lengths, Newmarkets, Paletots from 36 to 45 inches long, the 25 and 26 inch
no one

That

the

claim

of Julia B. Robinson

for

assessor, be refused a passage,
Reoommendlng that the city solicitor
be authorized to institute such
legal
proceeding as may be necessary to terminate the tenancy of William Spear
cn the premises now ocoupied by him
situated on the Eastern Promenade.
Authorizing the city treasurer to pay
Mark Wlggln
$15.04 for labor and distant

style.
are as a

rule

longer

than

formerly,

somewhat

the overcoat idea, and

on

sensible for our climate.
We shall be very glad to show the new garments to any who wish to see them and
cordial invitation to come any day this week and look even if you do not intend to purchase.

ex-

give

a

you

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Dt ATHS.

lowing:

showing

tremely

This was laid on the table in the upper
board.

The Mayor read a communication from
the office of the secretary of war, stating
that it was necessary that two spans be
rebuilt at Vaughan s bridge by Saptomber 1, 1931, and that a hearing would be
had
at the U. S. Engineers’ office October 9.
IT” S NOW THE STAPLES SCHOOL.

capes of various
Box Coats, and the short

are

____oct2-lt

schools

An order was introduced in the upper
board that the committee on lights contract with the Portland Gas Light company for 300 Welsbach lights for one year
from November 1st, the present contra ct
expiring at that time.
Woodside said he .would likeftc
Mr.
know if there were not some way of replacing these Welsback lights with incandescent lights.
He said that at first
these lights were all right, but now some
of them are worthless.
Mr. Woodside introduced an order authorizing the committee on lights to obtain bids for lrcandescent lights to replace the Welsbach lights which passed
the common council and was sent to the
aldermen.
A committee of conference was asked
for the. in the
upDer board. The conference committee
reported back that
the light commitee confer with the Consolidated and Portland companies regarding the lights to take the plac3s of the
300 Welsbach lights. This had a passage.

which is always good
The childrens cloaks

jacket

MARRIAGES.

are

$80 for damages caused by lowering
avenue
sewer on
Veranda
strength was completely renewed, that Washington
street, be refused a passage.
feeling of fatigue having entirely disapThat the olaim of Mark 'Wiggin of $15 04
peared. Don not over-feed when giving for labor and disbursements in repairing
house 119 State
caused by the falGrape-Xuta food to the baby. Other ling of a limb of street,
a tree, be paid.
children have red cheeks, why not yours?”
'That in the claim of W. H. Scott Co
for ventilating and heating the Emerson
This food is concentrated and
requires
the claimant have leave to withless in volume than any food known. Its sohool,
draw.
delicious taste wins friends and the reThat the claim of Orlando E. Dyer for
$15.75 for extra services rendered as assismarkable effects win the reason of
any

thoughtful person. It was originally pre.
pared for brain workers, but the effect

passed.

street was

properly protected.
more
Mr. Dyer’s order provided not
than $1000 to purchase enough tire extin
gaishers to place one in the basement and
of
school
one on each floor
buildings
which have one or more flights of stairs,
Mr. Dyer’8 order passed the council.

and see that the children in your

“Acting on theadvice of a sister-in-law
The upper board took from the table
who was bringing the roses to the cheeks
the
proposition to change the name of
of her two children, by their diet of
Grape- the Centre street school
to that of the
Kuts food, my wife purchased a package Staples school. He read petitions from
former pupils of the school for
and began feeding it gradually to our many
j
the change.
T his time the suggestion
baby, preparing it with a little hot water was adopted.
until it was the consistency of a thick
COMMITTEE ON CLAIMS.
gruel. Sho not only fed it to the baby but
The committee on Judicial proceedherself began eating it three times a day.
ings and claims recommended the fol“The transformation was
"Within a month the baby was free from
all stomach trouble and
my wife’s

stable at 803 Forest

In this city. Sept. 29, by Dr. Smith Baker,
Benjamin C. Simpson and Miss Julia Frances
Merrill.
In Windham. Sept. 29, by Rev. J. E. Alkins,
Ernest L. Skillin and Miss Clara A. Mains.
In West ICennebunk, SepT. 23, Eugene B.
Adams of Haverhill and Miss Anable Webb of
Kennebunk.
In Dixfield, Sept. 20, Fred G. Morrill and
Miss Lucy F. Harlow, both of Peru.
In East Fairfield, Sept. 25. Carlton M. Holt of
Clinton ana Miss Bertha E. Williams of Ca aan.
In Sangerville. Sept. 18,
Edgar Atwater
and Miss Eva M. Stillborn.

of duty of Mr
Wiggin he
did not think the council should take actio n in the matter.
LICEN SES.
Alderman Gerrlsh raised the point that
was granted a license to
L.
1).
Mathis
the convention had been called
to elect
block
surbordlnate city officers and nothing else keep a biiiiard hall in the Baxter
and James A. McLauglin, a oilliard hail
and that no action could be taken.
He
moped that the convention dissolve and at 1 Commercial street.
The petition of John H. Flanagan to
It was so voted.
blast rock on Exchange street where a
WOODFORD STREET.
sewer is to be constructed was referred to
Mr. Johnson
introduced an
order the commissioner of public works with
changing the name of Woodford street to power.
Arthur K Hunt was granted permission to move a building from 90 Carleton
street to West street,
“JtiED CHEEKS”
Charles Hooper was granted permission
“Other Children Have.Why No* Yours!” to move a
building on Central street,
Peaks island.
The above commonts occur in a letter
VAUGHAN’S BRIDGE.
referring to proper selection of food, from

Fa.

a

George H. Bangs, to raise roof of an
ell at 88 Allen avenue.
L. W. Bradstreet to erect a dwelling at
10 Tremont street.
Martin Curran,
a dwelling on extension of Clinton street,
H
G. Wormwood,
an addition to a
dwelling at 0 Laurel street.
B. P
Letch, a
dwelling at 111-113
Woodfords street.
Mrs. A. E. Jackson, a dwelling at 1042
Forest avenue.

THE WELSBACH LIGHTS.
C'ontluued

^rank Jones,

avenue.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3,

Rines Bros. Co.
OPENING

In this citv, Oct. 1, Ethel Sargent, second
daughter of Frederick and Annie M. Dunham,
aged 15 years. 6 months.
[Notice of fuuerai hereafter.
In this city. Oct. 1, Almira S. Stover, aged 54=
years. 7 mouths, 1 day.
[Funeral Wednesday forenoon at 11 o’clock
from the residence of ner son.*Thomas J. Stover,
5 Mechanic street.
In Eryebnrg, Oct. J, Dr. William C. Towle,
aged 70 years.
[The funeral services will be held on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Friends are kindly
requested to omit flowers.
In Rochester. N. H., Sept. 30, Annie Doyle,
wife of Pieieo E. Mullaily.
[Funeral at St. Dominic’s church at 2 p. m.
today.
In Bath, Sept. 27, William
81 years.
In Phippshcrg. Fept. 28,
aged 28 yeai-3.
In Dresden, Sept. 28, Mrs.
aged 76 years.

H. Gilman, aged
William L. Clark,
Angeline Mayers,

[The funeral services of the late Elizabeth H.
Webster will take place this afternoon at 2.30
o’clock at her late residence, 6 C street, Knightville.

Tired Mothers
N

want an easy and quick answer to Ihe
daily question. “What shall we have for Dinner, or jr Supper, or for Breakfast?” should
take tk* Boston Daily and Sunday Globe.
Every day The Globe publishes a simple, inexpensive and nice bill of fare for a breakfast,
a dinner and a supper.
This is specially prenared by an experienced, skilled and economical housekeeper.
In addition, the choicest recipes from the
skilled cooks of the homes of New England are
printed every day, and any special recipes
wanted by any woman are readily supplied.
In fact, The Globe i3 a daily cook book for
the housekeepers of New Englaud.
The Housekeepers’ Departmpnt in The Globe
every day telis you how to gat rid of nests, how
to take care ot plants, flowers and animals, howto do fancy work, etc., etc., etc.
Order The
Globe at one of > our newsdealers and try it.
who

-CONSISTINGscratch your head and
fuss and fume, but tfje
country is all righ)t. Common sense is iQ the majority. Come iQ aQd cool
off aQd look at our new

pall Suits. It will do you
good. We’ve opened up a
pretty nobby suit today.
It’s

iQ appearaQce we’ll forgive it for
comiQg in late. It’s a dark
Oxford mixed cheviot, cut
cut-a-away or sacl^
iQ
smart

so

coat with either

single

breasted
double
say—it’s got

Well

seeQ to be

or

B

Furs, Cloaks, Suits, Waists, Skirts,

Milllneiy and Sorosis Shoes.
RINES BROS. CO.

vest.
to

be

fully appreciat-

ed.

Tfje price, $12.
We’ve got others if that
don't suit you.

Bread Making
Improvements are the orday. In bread
making as well as other
We have- develthings.
oped bread making into a
der of the

£
£
+

X

FRANK M. LOW & CO.,

great convenience—a poor X
We X
great annoyance.
have over a thousand clocks 2
from the best makers in the X
country. Any kind you want, X
Is

a

one a

i
1
I
I
I M'KENNEY,

Men’s Outfitters,

MOBTUMETUF SQUARE.
oct2-lt

95c to SI 00.

largest £
we
are
stock,
greatly i
£
pleased to show you.
Clocks for Hall, Office, X
Store, Dining Hoorn and X
We

always

Xlie 46th Annual Exhibition
OF THE

SAGADAHOC

have the

WILL

and

95C

t0

2

up the town.

The

Jeweler,

MONUMENT
2

|

SQ.

sept20dcf

FAIR
MAINE,

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
October 9, 10 and 11.
Patrons will find no difficulty in securing
reserved seats.
The grounds have been enlarged and an.extension built to tlie grand stand, assuring patI rons ample oDportunlties to view the great
show.
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS! Over *1,000
In purses and premiums. Good horse
racing everyday. Don’t miss It!
In event of storm, fair will be held the first
Half fare on railroads.
fair day following.
Electrics run direct to the exhibition.
Pres.
W. S. Hogers, See.
B. M. Patten,

oct2dlw

ME DORA F. ATWOOD
_LESSONS

IN....

WATER COLORS,
PAINTING
CHINA
^ DRAWING.
Studio:

a

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

COUNTY
HELD AT THE

SOCIETY S GROUNDS IN TOPSHAM

X
Clocks from X !
$5.00 are waking X

Kitchen.
Our Alarm

BE

oot2

science.

With

■DELICATESSEN
■Department.

improved

machinery for mixing the
dough, we produce bread
containing 20 per cent more
glutin than by any other

The rapidity with which this department has developed is positive
proof that there are Thousands of people in Portland who appreciate a
place where they can procure small portions of healthful well-cooked food
at low prices.

You eat
process known.
the
best
that’s
bread

DINNER

baked, when you eat Calderwood's
Milk
New
Bread.
For sale bv all grocers.
Made by

•

3VEB3SrtJ:
Beef Stew,
Vegetables,
Mashed and Boiled Potatoes,
Boiled Jersey Sweets,

>
>

x

20c per

portion.

20c per

portion.

)

-OR-

THE
GALDERW00D
BAKERY.

Roast

Lamb,

Sauce,
String Beans,

Mint

Riced Potatoes,

Greens.

MUTTON PIES !
MUTTON PIES !
MUTTON PIES!

)
>

)

g £\

I

B

Tomorrow is
:*

our

|

IJC GSICflB

Please bear in mind we make Chicken Pies every

10t OAK STREET.

dlw*

TODAY.

day.

Grand Fried Clam Day.

j

on

Universalist

Church.

Warren Company Patting in CrossGuards.

ing

Red Men.

P. 0.

Pond

Dock

Becomes

Lake.

Highland

1

H. D. Scamman, treasurer of the Cumberland County Fair Association, attended the New Gloucester town fair and was
the guest of Trustee True.

j

Referred.
Alderman
Spelr offered a petition
signed by I. L. Burgess and others, citing the frequent careless use of fire arms
and askIn the vicinity of Beavef Pond,
ing that action be taken to stop the same.
It was voted to instruct the city marshal

Concord, N. H., where he has been attending the Methodist church cabinet
j meeting of which he is a member. Im-

ment.
No further business

journed

to meet

the

council

ad-

Repairs are being made on the open
ACCIDENT TO JOHN Y. SMITH.
tower of the Universalist church. The
wood work around the base of the tower
John V. Smith, who lives on Pine
is being replaced and the edges are being street, South Portland, and Is employed
covered with galvanized iron to prevent by tne Thomas Laughlin Co. In Portthe tower fromleaking.These repairs with land, met with a serious acslden
Saturothers made during the summer months, day last. While at work be slipped and
tell down the ash hole and fractured his
puts the church in the best of repair.
Mr. A. B. Stevens is enjoying a brief left arm near the shoulder. He
was
visit in Gardiner, his former home.
taken to his home, where Dr. Brown was
Conductor Frank | Raymond of the summoned, and is likely to be laid up
Westbrook division offthe Portland Rail- for some time.
road company and wife, have returned
SPECIAL MEETING.
from their recent vacation trip In BrownThere will be a special meeting of the
field and vicinity.
city government Wednesday evening to
Aiitr o, xj, TTMircu papci iuiii uuujpajjj e
give the auditor’s accounts their first
men are at work digging a trench on
and for the drawing of a traverse
reading
the White house,
Main street, opposite
The matter'of a successor to Stewhere the cables are to be laid for the juror.
phen Scamman in the office of assessor is
operation of crossing gates at the pcint
receiving some consideration, but it is
where the standard gauge tracks of the
that definite action will be poststreet. thought
eonmany cross the
paper mill
for a time at least.
These gates are to be operated by hand poned
ECHOES OF THE BIG**KACE.
levers in the
house of the compaengine
Similar gates are

also to be locatWarren street. There has been no
public demand for this work, but the S.
D. Warren company with an eye to every
possible safeguard for the protection of
the travelling
public, has decided to
put these gates in use.
The Westbrook Electric Light company is putting in a new boiler for heating
purposes in station JNo. 2.
Rev. Z. B. Decary, the new assistant
priest at St. Hyacinthe's church, is to
enter
upcm the discharge of his duties
this week.
Mr and Mrs. Harry D. Brooks, Church
street, entertained Mr. and Mrs. Pitt
Marshall^of Boston on Sunday.
Messrs. Arthur L. Knight and John
Higgins have resumed their duties with
S. F. Hopkinson,the grocer. Mr. Higgins
has been ill for the past seven weeks,
The lodge
room which is being completed in the top of the new block built
during the past summer by Mr. A. H.
Porter, is to be a model for a small
lodge room. The hall is being tastily
under the direction of Judge
decorated
A. W. Shaw. The hall is to be occupied
by Pequawet tribe of Red Men, American Mechanics and Daughters of Liberty.
In accordance with instructions from
the postal authorities at Washington the
name of the post office at Duck Pond,
commencing with the first day of October, is to be Highland Lake.
An assault and battery case was to have
ed on

xaou

cvcmiig

uciuio u

UUgo
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man, but owing to a defect in the warrant the case was dismissed.
It seems
that Lewis Itioux accuses
Archie
one,
Cole, of an assault committed at Mallison
Falls a few days ago.
Officer Pomerleau
made the arrest, but as one portion of the
the
alleged intoxication and
other portion did not
correspond, the
warrant was quashed and the defendant
discharged.- A new warrant, however,

warrant

out and the cas3 will be heard
this evening before Judge Tolman.
A case of diphtheria is reported to the
board of health from Central street, the
was sworn

The big race Saturday between Lu ekv
Hoy and Temple Hal at Gorham was
talked over in certain quarters yesterday
and It was regretted that Temple Hal
was hitched up in such a poor sulky.
It
Is claimed that every time the horse
turned a corner his legs struok the sulky

fairly puncturing them, taking pieces of
fie6h off. This was a matter, however,
that the owners should have looked after
and those who placed their money on
Temple Hal say they have no reason to
“kick” over the result for under the circumstances it was Lucky Roy s race beyond doubt.
A good sized delegation from Bayard
Lodge will attend the reception to be
given in Portland, Wednesday evening,
in honor of the supreme representatives
of the K. of P.’s, who were at the Detroit convention.
Work at the marine railway is booming
and to meet the necessities of the case,
six or eight men have just been brought
from Kennebunk and been put on the
pay rolls of the company.
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. B. Haskell are in
New York on a visit.
Miss Ella Burgess left yesterday for
Hartford, Conn where she will spend
several weeks.
Miss Daisy Brooks, who has been sick
for a fortnight, resumed work yesterday
In the mlllinory department of Hines
Brothers.
Mrs. Elizabeth H. Webster died at her
home on C street,
KnightviJle, Sunday,
at the advanced age of 83 years, 5 months
and 9 days.
Besides her daughter, Miss
Ruth Webster, with whom she resided,
she leaves one son, Mr. Chas. S. Webster,
and one daughter, Mrs. Eliza, widow of
the late George C. Mountfort.
The funeral will take place at her late residence
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
George Lowell of South Portland has
been
awarded
the contract for wiring
the
new quarters
of the Republican
club for electno lights.
1

oneca
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their appearance In Lower Pleasantdale,
young son of Mr. Jos3ph Smith, being and the board of health has closed the
the victim.
Another case of diphtheria primary school at that place. A child
also exists in a tenement on Scotch Hill.
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Worth and one of
Mr. Kimball Eastman, the Cumberland Mr. Frank L. Minott are sick with the
Mills grocer, leaves today for Concord, K. disease.
H.; accompanied by his daughter, Mrs.
Miss Lottie M, Thrasher and sister,
Elmer E. Coffin.
They are to attend the Mies Myrtle,
returned Sunday to their
annual meeting of the
Eastman family home in Willard from a two weeks’ visit
association to be held on Wednesday and to Boston.
Thursday at Concord. Mr. Eastman has
PLEASANTDALE.
been the president of the association for
Miss Helen Morrison,Elm street,has retwo years.
There will be a business
of the turned from Portsmouth, N. H.

meeting

Mrs. George
Dodge and son have returned to
South Boston,
after some
weeks at the home of her parents.
The Elm street primary school has been
The order for a sswer on West closed on account of the scarlet fever.
evening.
Miss Isabel Osgood, Kelsey street, and
Pleasant street at an expense of |130 was
passed. T he renewal of a ten years’ leas Miss Helen Morrison, Elm street, are
of the city offices in Odd Fellows’ block to take a course with Miss A. L. Sawwas report-ad.
yer, Exchange street, Portland.
Miss Blanche Hoyt has accepted a poI Ordered that the money received from
sewer assessments to
the amount
of sition with Nelson, the photographer.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milton Swain and
|i<87.70 be applied to the account on
drains and sewers.
daughter of Deering were guests Of Mr.
The committee reported favorably on and Mrs. Jesse Dyer on Sunday.
Mr.
the petition for the accsptanee of Tolman
Harry Small of Tufts college
street. The report was accepted.
passed the Sabbath with his parents,
Alderman Brlard offered
a
petition Elm street.
Mr. Forest Fletcher, Elm street, has
signed by Bev. Fr. A. D. Decelles and
been
his parents from
entertaining
Methodist ladles’ circle in the church parlors, Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
Ths regular monthly
meeting of the
Westbrook city government was held last
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The latter is
more economical,
containing 3 pf the
former. 1 or 90 years
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JOHNSON’S

8
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at Oakdale.
We have bought all of the valuable building lots

Streets, Oakdale, formerly

Anodyne Liniment
has been the favorite

household
remedy for inflammation in

8

I

JTg
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on

Fessenden, Pitt, William
Peering Land Co.

are magnificent.
Hon. G. A. Robertson of Augusta,
State Normal school trustee, visited the
Gorham school, Friday.
Mr. James Plalsted of Columbus, Ohio,
with his wife, are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. G. Clements.
A town meeting was held Friday afternoon. Chas. W. Peering was moderator, Carl Shaw, clerk. The new road
that has been built at North Gorham by
the electric company was accepted by the
town, with the understanding that the

The funeral of the young child of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Hanniford, Main

The Great, Only and Original

Portland’s Finest

Sewers,

Suburb.

Sebago,

Frof. J. OSCAR SHELTON.
He
makes no charge If the objeot of
your call is not explained without asking
a single
question. He tells you if husband, wife or sweetheart Is true or falgej
how to gain success in lova,
tells you

Electric

Perfect

is to be kept in good order until
June next. The old road was discontinued by a vote of the meeting.
A large number of our people attended
the matched race at the Gorham track,

Service.

Sidewalks, Etc.

courtship,

Saturday
xuc

lico

mail

ixcuvcij

o/oucixj

ABE YOU IN LOVE?

principal

and your future hoDe, or has a de'run1) assailed the quietude of your
happy home? If so, come at once to
this gifted man and And help. He will
guarantee to tell you how to win your
heart s desire quickly and overcome your
rivals or obstacles existing between you
and your future happiness,
you

streets.

mon,

OTHER PROPERTY TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

ABE YOU IN TBOUBLE?

53

Exchange Street

sep?5-T'u&Sat

wuiuix

tf_j
I

to

in

for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
(J:
/'CidcAAqZ} Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment*
use

~

What is CASTORIA

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Mr.

I^iyen of Westbrook passed
Sunday with 'friends in Gorham.
Gorham High school football team will

6treet, play Freeport High school team on Sattook place Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
urday afternoon next at Roble park.
Key. Wm. Cashmore officiating. Music
The Epworth league will hold a cabiwas renderea by a quartette
composed of net meeting Thursday evening in the
Kev. Mr. Cashmore, Mrs.
Cashomre, School street ohurch parlors.

i\\
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its

all
about these ranges.
Our retail department
has many surprises in

As

O

store for you.

Q

fl\

fl\

fl\
fl\

HE NEVER FAILS.

locates
absent friends
or
separated,
burled treasures,
give you luck to win
your biggest wish; overcomes bad luck
and
sorrow of all kinds, and It never

him
but a very short time. In
he guarantees everything he claims
—and you pay nothing until you have
received value in full. Is this not honest? Could anything be fairer?
takes

NO

MONEY

do

Nor

you

ACCEPTED
VANCE
pay

a

cent

HAS

IN

AD-

unless you are

perfectly satisfied.

NOT
THIS HONESTY
THE FACE OF IT?

Hours, 10 a. m.,
10 a. m., to 1 p. m.

to 9 p. m.

UPON

Sunday,

EALFPBICETEISmiOM.
PARLORS,

86 FREE ST.

sept28cllw

MONEY LOANED.
Heirs and others desiring to
borrow money on REAL ESTATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strict-

ALWAYS

|Vf/ Portland Stove Fonndry Co., |Vt/ Shawmut Loan Go.,
PORTLAND,
Foot of Chestnut

Street.

■

68 MARKET ST.,

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY, 77 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

ME-

maySdtf

FALL OPENING. Notice tojaxpayers
CITY OF PORTLAND.

THE ZANTE-HAIR DESTROYER
A Harmless

Liquid for the Removal of
Superfluous Hair.

52 Hundreds of Children and adults have worms gg
but are treated for other diseases. The symp- gg
g toms
are
jS
indigestion, with a variable ap- S
;g petite; foultODgue; offensive breath; hard and Sg
;g full belly with occasional gripings and pains
about the navel; heat and itching sensation in
Jg the
rectnm and about the anus; eyes heavy and
dull; itching of the nose; short, dry congh; gg
3 grinding of the teeth starting during sleep;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions. js

§g
§S

g

|§

! TRUE S
I ELIXIR

It not only removes the liair perfectly clear
In five minutes, but will, if applied every third
day, remove the hair permanently, The length
of time it takes to entirely destroy it, depends
upon the strength of the hair.
This liquid contains no caustic, acid, or poisonous substance,
there is no danger of Its
leaving a scar, or causing injury in auv way.
The Zante Hair Destroyer is sold under a written
guaiantee to accomplish all that is claimed of it,
$1.50 Express Paid

( Lovering’s
I
1999
my 19

£ is the best worm remedy made.
K It has been In use 47 vears,--—
aDd effectual.
g is purely vegetable, harmless
ES Where no worms are present it acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous mem3 brane of the stomach aud bowels. A positive
and Biliousness, and a valjS cure for Constipation
g uable remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price 35c. Ask your druggist for it.
Hr. J. F. TREE Jfc CO.. Auburn, Me.
Rpecialtreatment for TapeWorma. Write for free pamphlet.

g

B
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beautiful articles
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Sterling

Silver

and Plated

Ware,

Cut Glass, Gold
Jewelry and a
splendid assortment of the new

October ?K2
artistic,
and

com-

bining both

JD1 1UC.

Ceo. T.
513

use

and ornament.

BERRY,

STREET.

CITY OF PORTLAND,
Notice to

Carpenters

anil

Bridge

Builders.
CEALED proposals for sheathing Clark street

° bridge and the draw of
Tukey’s b !d to
wilt he received at the office of the Commissioner of Public Wo ks until Wednesday. October 3, 1900. at 12 o'e.ock to., when
they will be
pt b icly opened and read
Specifications and
fur;h?r iuformai.jn may be obtained at the
offica of said commissioner.
Bids should be
marked "Pioiosals for th a thing
Bridges"’
and addressed to GEO. N.
FERNALD, Commissioner of Public Works, who reserves the
right to reject anv or all bids should ha deemi t
for the iutir ,'si of the city so to ao.
octttd

SPECIAL_NOTICE.~
Springer,

CONGRESS ST.

Imported Novelties

my wife. Caroline P. Shackford
elft my bed and board without provocaI
h
tion,
reby warn all persons not to trust
her or myechildren, who have gone with her
on my acco unt.
ROBERT F. SHACKFORD.
Gornam, Sept. 24, 1900.
86p24aiw*

Notice is hereby given that the
TAX BILLS FOB 1900
have been committed to mo by the assessors to*
collect. On all said taxes that are paid on or
before October 31,1900, NO INTEREST will
be CHARGED and all said taxes not so paid
INTEREST will be ADDED at the rate of six
per cent., commencing September 1, 1900.
The ordinance of the City of Portlaud. allowing a discount of one per cent was repealed in
1899, consequently no discount will be allowed.
Any person not receiving their tax bill before
September 20. 1900. can procure a copy on application to this office. Office hours 9 a. m. to 1
p. m.; 2.30 to 4 p. m. Saturdays, 9 a. m. to 12
m. only.
GEO. H. LIBBY,
City Treasurer and Collector.
City Treasurer and Collector’s Office. Portland,
September 7, 1900.
sept7dtoct31

mTgriffith, I The

l.
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52
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and
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PATTERN HATS
AND BONNETS.

Store, Latest

Bool, M aid Carl Printer,

Gifts

I shall have on exhibition
very fine display of

Washington St,, Boston,
eodtf

STEPHEN

I Many useful

Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct.
2nd and 3rd,

Also all the

Paris Hair

Howard

John

/IS
/|j|
fly

always carries out every
claim made for it.
want you to know

to bless and give credit of their success
Und happiness to this wonderful man.
He has helped othei's—why not you?

i&j fact,

that
that

range

disappoints,

never

/is

one

joy

ly confidential.

JiO.37 PLUM

a

the

see

bad conditions to those of success,
*
and happiness.
Thousands live today

your

A To cause SDeedy and happy
marriages
reunites the
tiv with the one of your choice,

be*

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. 16
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep*
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend*

invited.

Swett, son Alvah and
daughter Dorothy, have returned from
a visit with friends in Vlnalhaven.
Mr. S. F. Dolley, High street, who has

/j\

—

Refreshments were served and danoing and
games were enjoyed by the happy company.
Mrs.

The

its
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been

Hattie Chan and Harmon
Piano Duet,
Mis6 Hallday
Good Resolutions,
Miss Houghton
Song,
that the
Discussion—Resolved,
daily
misleading and ara not
papers are
doing the greatest good to the greatest number. Affirmative, Sister Rose
Johnson and Miss Grace Pickett; negative, Sisters Guptill and Blaok.
Rebuses, riddles, conumdrums, and
Sister McKenrtey
funny episodes,
Miss Andrews
Recitation,
What Shall We have for Winter EnterSister Chaffin
tainments?
Menue for a week in a family of averSister
1. Bickford
W.
means,
age
Evenings at home in the average
Sister Brown
country family,
Social power of the church in country
and small village life,
Sister Martha Harmon
Social
power of women’s clubs in
and
country
village llfe,Si6ter Burnell
Social power of the grange in country and village life,
Sister Emily Johnson
Overseers, Mrs. Emily Johnson; steward,
Mrs. Thomas. Miss Harmon; Chaplin, Mrs. Harmon; lecturer, Mrs.
Rose Johnson; secretary, Mrs. BurMrs. Blash; gatenell; treasurer,
keeper, Miss Elokett.

were

fore you

a range

| ATLANTIC |

urday, October 13th:

Many people

purchase

AS

who desire the extension of the present
route that they should be granted their
request and that the additional service
should be given them at once.
Owing to the dull and rainy weather
the attendance at the Grange last Saturday evening was small, so the programme
arranged previously by the ladies wa6
The compostponed to next Satur day.
mittee appointed by the lecturer to preprogramme for ladies’ night,
pare a
made a report of the following programme
which was accepted and assigned for Sat-

ning.

*

ar™*-^
«l\ Do Not Be Persuaded ${>

Two carriers are re-

The ladies of the First Parish church
hold their annual harvest ] supper next
Thursday evening at the Congregational chapel.
The Home
Missionary society of the
Methodist church will meet with Miss
L. M. N. Davis, Main street, Wednesday
afternoon.
£ Mr. L. G. Clements and Wm. L. Roberts, prominent farmers of Gorham, gave
old fashioned hustings
Saturday eve-

-X

^

quired, M. C. Burnell for the southern
route aDd John C.Manning for the northA
ern.
few weeks since the people residing on Middle ltoad to Groveville,
Kimball's Corner and Chicopee, returning by way of West Gorham village,
to the post
unanimously
petitions
office department at Washington for free
delivery also.
;JAs there was three million dollars apCongress for rural free
propriated by
mail delivery, it seems to the petitioners

The
Cumberland
County Pomona
Grange will meet with Gorham grange
Saturday, October 20th. A good time Is
confidently expected. Come all granges.
Key. E. C. Strout, pastor of the Saco
Methodist church, was In Gorham yesterday.
The First Congregational church was
very prettily decorated Sunday in honor
of the 20th wedding anniversary of its
pastor, Rev.
George W. Reynolds. Mr.
and Mrs. Reynolds received many congratulations and a beautiful gift from
the ladies of the parish.

Do you And, with all your natural
gifts and talents, that you are baffled,
discouraged and unsuccessful? If so,
come and be advised, And out the cause
ot your bad luck and how you can change

08 Market Street.

and

established in Gorham, both at the
North and South
parts of the town,
through the influence of Postmaster
Harding,gives great satisfaction and the
with the
patrons are much pleased
rendered.

health,

divorce,

We
These lots will be sold immediately at prices that will induce careful investors to buy.
If so, do you find the one you have beshall make unheard of terms to reliable parties.
We will build houses for auyone if lot is paid stowed your affections and trust upon
aoting cool and Indifferent? Has a rival
for. Remember this is no new, cheap, low plat that is offered for sale, but choice lots on four (4) or obstacles of any kind crep between

was

services

marriage,

business, law suits, speculation and transactions of all kinds. In fact, no matter
what may be your hope, fear or ambition,
come to this gifted man and find help.

road

few weeks in Rumford Falls,
Skowhegan.
Master George Minott and Miss Bessie superintending the building of a bridge,
Worth
are both quite ill from scarlet spent Sunday with his family here.
Mr. Walter Cobb of Boston passed Sunfever.
Mrs. Ernest Sargent, who is at Gilead day with his parents on Preble street.
for the benefit of her health, is reported
Postmaster Barker of Portland was in
much improved.
This will be pleasing Gorham Saturday.
Mr.
and
Mrs. E. A. Soule, Preble
news to her niany friends,
street, left for Boston, Saturday, to attend the wedding of a friend.

GORHAM.

Dartmouth

and

owned by the

Mr. and Mrs, Charles W. Murch have a

been for

b

MISCELLANEOUS.

30 CHOICE BUILDING “LOTS

Monday evening. October very pretty lawn. The flowers

i

unaiu

portant matters were before the oabinet.
Mr. P. I. Paine of Peabody, Mass., a
former resident of Gorham, is passing a
few days here,

miscellaneous.

*

ple.

SOUTH PORTLAND.

uccu

Rev. Mr. Cashmore has returned from

to abate the nuisance.
Alderman Warren presented a petition
Mrs. Henry Jose, of the Jose hotel,
from the S. D. Warren Paper Mills comMain street, left Saturday for a visit in
pany asking for p9rmlsslon to erect gates
The Worcester, Mass., with friends.
on Cumberland and Warren streets.
petition was supplemented with an order j James Moulton of Cumberland Mills,
which was given Its lirst reading, direct- is painting Mrs. Smith's house on Preble
ing that the permit be granted. The order street,
Mrs. C. P. Winship has been visiting
received Its passage.
An order received Its first reading ap- friends in Westbrook, this week.
The water company have completed
propriating the sum of $500 for tne account of alms house and poor, which has their work on Main street, patting in a
been overdrawn. The mayor came In and new main pipe. The service given by the
assumed his position just before adjourn- company is very satisfactory to our peo-

the at 7.30 o'clock.

ny.

ments.

from W. N, Woodside asking the city tc
replaca the driveway In front of his resldenes, corner of Main and Lamb streets.

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.

j

Lodge Room of the

New

Mrs. Parker and Miss McLelian
Mr.
and Mrs. Hanniford have the sympathy
ol their many friends in their bereave-

j

WESTBROOK,
Repairs

111 otherg asking for the construction of
a brick sidewalk on North street 150 feet
|
easterly to Brown street. Referred.
Alderman Estes Introduced a petltioa !

OCtld?t

Knack

Congress Street.

UNDER “THE

COLUMBIA.”

IOf

Good

Printing

is

insight into the
preservative of all arts.”

the artistic
“

LOW RATES
For 3 Minutes’ Conversation
Approximately

as

Rates for greater distances in
proportion.

TELEPHONE

an

as

should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you

place

a

trial order with

us

to

?

THE THURSTON PRINT
87 T-2 EXCHANGE STREET

'PHONE SO

PORTLAND, MAINE

I
I

SERVICE

AT YOUR RESIDENCE
Is useful always,

Helpful often,
Necessary sometimes, and
Cheap all the year round.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE andI•

TELEGRAPH

is not

art

follows:

10 cents
”
15
“
20

printing

us

mechanical—we treat it

FOR DISTANCE OF

Less then 5 miles,
“
5 to 15
“
15 to 25

art

With

COMPANY.

Cure Your Piles,

FREE.

have nothing to sell hut will gladly direct
sufferers from Idles, Fistula, etc., to a periect
cure.
I was cured without pam, and witnoui
the use of a knife, and without interruption oi
ana
my business duties. Send me your address
enclose stamp.
Triflers please not apply ®91
nsec*
wish only to lieip those who are suffering
lessly, as I once did. Address, N. B. S. W1*
226,Lewiston, Me.
I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

31USIC AND DRAMA.
FAUST.
The new Brooken scene which has been
for this season's tour of Lewis

prepared

Morrison's “Faust,” Is pronounced to be
the most weirdly beautiful ever placed
their
upon the stage. Owls hoot and flap
vampire bats tilt by In hideous

wings,
silence, huge green, slimy snakes float
through space, monster dragons appear
emitting Are from their dilated nostrils,
myriads of scintillating lire-flles Illumi-

'

(BOLAND
Fall

I

winter gloves.
For street wear, evening wear and driving.
For men, women and
gloves both imported and domestic.
For style and wear our gloves cannot bo equalled and we sell

banished to everlasting torment. This
ends with the most novel and im-

posing pyrotechnical display ever prewill be
“Faust
sented on any stage.
presented at the Jefferson tomorrow
night.
JAMES J. JEFFRIES.
“Sam King” a Montana sheriff In
“A Man
Clay M. Greene's new play,
From the West,” James J. Jeffries, the
premier nthlpte of the present time and

U

As

of the title champion of the world,
medium to display
has struck a happy
“A Man Erom the
histrionic abilities.
West'’ depicts In a life like manner scenes
contact
and Incidents that you come In
with dally In the regions of the
Rooky
The piece Is replete with
Mountains.
startling dramatic situations and characholder

ters that are always interesting.
James
J. Jeffries will be seen In this new play
at the Jefferson next Saturday night.
UNDERWOOD SPRING.

ffi&ibty t>6 ffidUbbif %q \

children.

MAINE’S

and

yes—thankyou—the Millinery Opening is

All kinds of

LOWEST PRICES IN PORTLAND.

I

a

oct2-4-G

M^rs. Lobuetl allobued a febu of her dainty Hats to
be put in our shobv bvindobvs on Congress St. We suspect that had more to do boith the success of the Ejchibtticn-Sale than the nebospaper telling.

SAILOR
SUITS

I

Try it.

$2.50

YEA ?S OLD

I

This is the store of all stores to delight the mothers
d make suit selecting easy;—profitable too, for elos«
shows

mparison always
iterial, style, and finish,
Sailor Suits

were

lishiy designed

FROM

be better
clothing
while it’s always lower
to

our

never

more

and trimmed,

$3.50

popular,

TO

in
in

never more

B

|j

j
Dollar

business ifyou

nobody9
pay Half a
for poorer ones elsebuhere, but you9ll get more
fun out of the sj>ctra half a dollar by throbbing it into
fl the boater, for it does make a pretty sight as it flip% | flops in sinking, But bohen you pay 50 cts. or $1.00
more for an
unsatisfactory shoe than you are
to
asked
pay for the “Queen-of-Qualities99

I

s

more

—

j|

—

boell

—

—

you

—

dozens of the handsomest Suits ever shown,—
rges and Fancy Cheviot Mixtures, very neatly
mined. We have some still nicer ones up to SS.50,—
d for those who wish, we can show serviceable Suits
jre are

B

styles of “Queen Qualities.99
else in Portland keeps them.
The

g

SX/ITS,

SKIBTS

JACKETS,

Opening

—

knots) the result.

We sell 32

$6.50

—

has added

JVohody

WAISTS

attractions each

and

day

I

Thread
Tied By

|

Hattvd.

|

The work that's
put into an oriental
doesn't
show on the surface.
It's the
rug
laborious
slow,
process of manufacture—
thread
every
being knotted by hand—that
makes a genuine oriental
rug so much more
than
a
domestic
machine-made
costly
but
it's that' same process which
imitation,
it
the
firm
smooth texture, the rich,
gives
permanent colorings, and the wonderful
wearing qualities that make one that's seen
half a century's use even more valuable and
beautiful than a brand new one.
You will
be interested in the
great collection which
we are
selling under price from an artistic
of
view even if
point
you don't think of
It
is hardly necessary to add
purchasing.
that we guarantee without reserve the
quality of every rug. Here's just an inkling
of values:

“QVEEff Q\IALITy99 Boots for Women, $3.00
“QVEEJV QJSALITy9 OJTFO'RDSfor Women,\

\

STOR.E.

-JjEvery

Shouldrft buonder if there9 d be a better chance to
see the Hats and Bonnets
Tuesday than Monday.

Ifs

ror BOYS

GR.EATES

|

suc-

cess.

them at the

nate the chasm, satyrs sit in stoical silence, sirens sing seductive ditties and
goblins gyrate in demoniacal revelry.
Mephl6to, In satanio views with ghoulish
glee this labyrinth of weirdness and from
the summit of the Brocken hurls thunderbolts at the poor mortals, who have been
scene

CLOVE CO.

SEW ADTEETISEHESTI.

|

5|
g
g

^

5c

g

§E
S

jP

g

p?
g

5£

rail arrangement at
unuerwco
Into effect yesterday, and It ought
this
to prove popular with the
public. The
come and sethem.
Festival
Zilphas are to play evenings from 6 to
7.30 o'clock. The electric fountain will
GLOVES —Thousands
FESTIVAL
play at 7.30 each evenirg. Game and
541 Congress Sr.
W. C. AVARE, Manager.
shore dinners will still be served at the
them.
Casino and uneqallsd advantages will
$10.00 per set is the usual.
This
Empress Josephine never bought, for
be offered for private parties for whist
Sale price,
on the big six masted schooner 20 francs such pretty faorics as we
$7.49
or dancing.
There Is an elegant private Freitchle” scenery and Tim Murphy Is planking
at the yard of Percy and Small are telling you about in the next few
hall and cosy card rooms.
Those
who regretting that he hadjio insurance on a building
tine paint- of Bath, completed their work today and lines that are
15 Sets, 112 pieces, green decoragoing over our counters at
desire cun make arrangements with the number of rare rugs and two
ings. Other well-known people lost a also set a record which other crews will 7W, 10, 12 A and 30 cents.
IS.49
tions,
Zilphas for three or more pieces of music variety of things.
There will be little
us clean it,
have hard work to duplicate,
They put
for dai e ng. Undtr wood was last winMinnie Sellgruan is again a star,having
the
result will surprise
and
on
streaks
of
French
Flanand
delay,
retiresixty-six
plank in sixty days
ter one of the most popular places fbr tired of married life and also of
114 piece Sets,
including Soup
The colors wi 1 be
At the Jdroad Street Theatre in which includes Sundays,
ment-.
and
you.
ag
holidays
and
small
and
shls
parties,
large
year the
nels.
Tureens, decorated in blue, brown
other fine hall
Philadelphia she appeared for the first stormy weather when the men did not
the nap restored, and all moths
ccooinmodatlons will be even better.
When a Woman
^
or green.
Sixteen dollar Sets for
time in her new play,
rugs, all sizes, at just half price.
work. This is unusually quick time and 7*c.
'*
and microbes Killed.
written by Misses Pauline Phelps
Loves,
$11.89
UNDER THE CITY LAMPS.
is
no
more
than
$50
that
New
of
ones,
England.
and Marlon Short, both
usually required for
A whole counter load of Autumn
The great dramatic event of the year the planking of an ordinary four masted
At the Portland theatre last evening
$60 “
Flannels, soft as a fgirl)
the
etc.
Outing
to be
“L’Aiglon,at
114 piece Sets,
promises
schooner.
The builders were pleased to
Robert B, Munroe presented a pictorial
including Soup
Maud
In
Knickerbocker
NovembBr,
tinted as prettily as a
cheek,
baby’s
the
work
done
so
elegant
drama of New York
as
TureeD,
life
get
decorations,
of
Leander
Duke
of
the
quickly
they
by
Adams taking the part
peach, twenty styles Outing FlanIron. AndRichardson entitled
“Under the
$16 00 and 18.00 a*
City Kelchstadt. This role Is immensely diffi- want to get the vessel overboard as soon
Is In love with It., as
Adams
Miss
but
a
nel,
to
make
from
cult,
room
in
the yard for
The story dealt with a young
In
possible
UP
Lamps.”
rugs
irons
sucand is confident of achieving much
7*e
girl from the Mohawk valley who was cess "L’Alglon” is a four hour play the laying of the keel for another vessel
180 piece Sets (15 of them) bandcarpet sizes at two-thirds price.
pair.
the victim of circumstances In the great and will be
The six Wc.
some ware.
given in five acts, instead of which they are about to build.
Paris.
as
In
master
will
launch
within
and
a
was
few
rescued
the
six,
days
metropolis
finally
by
Were $19.49,21.S9, 24.50,27.89
Breuss
melodramatic
and
new
Flannels
Newest Emnress
Arthur s
without her masts and
manly efforts of the stranger from Ari- Joseph
rigging which
Now
as low as
22.00
$13.00,
and
“LostKiver," is being well received will be
15.00,
19.00,
$23,
play,
$25
00
different
English
Flannelettes,
put in while she is at the wharf.
on
the by the people of New Haven. Conn.
It
zona, who accidentally met her
all the way up on all sizes and
tell
styles, also plain pink, blue, red and
roof garden of the Casino.
takes four acts and seven scenes to
Iron, Brass and Bronze Spark me
Ten Open Stock patterns Dinner 3* kinds of rugs.
Persian, Indian,
OBITUARY.
There were scenes of the Casino, Fulton the story.
cream,
Screens.
ot
&
ware.
Match any broken piece.
Kemper’s production
Wagenhal’s
Kazak. Guendjie, Mossul, CaralOc
Ferry house, the Dewey arch and Jim
“A Midsummer Night's Dream” will
15 per cent discount.
ail of which were qultt have its Initial performance
Corbett’s cafe,
in New
Fire Sets in iron and brass.
bagh,
Hamedan, etc., reguiarly
DR. CLEMENT TOWLE.
12
AC.
but
sold at from $5 to $25 more.
realistic.
York, early In October. Although
October 1.—Dr. Clement
Eryeburg,
most
the
it
is
perhaps
Exact imitations of Wool French
Frank Holland personated the hero In a rarely played,
Be'lows, hearth brushes, wood *5
f am liar of Shakespeare’s comedies and Towle, a well known p ’siclan of this
Flannels, nolka dots and small figmanly way, and Nellie Claire was a very with the large following of Mr. Louis town, died today of a complication of uibaskets.
Ha-Viland
China.
your
Kidder, it
Others James and Mias
Kathryn
sympathetic child of the street.
ures, chick,
seases.
He was born here June 12, 1830
most popular
should prove one of the
in the cast It Is hardly necessary to men
12
AC
He
the
father
was
of
ex Senator W. W.
legitimate offerings of the season.
tlon.
.Specialties were Introduced which
113 piece Sets Dinner ware.
Towle of Boston, candidate for the nomi- 3Qc.
and altogether with
FESTIVAL.
AKMY
caught the crowd
SALVATION
nation to Congress in the 10th district.
regular prices $26.50. 26.80, 27.00,
in orrginal shapes and qua'nt
of
faennme
artistic
to
Is
heart instyles
nothing
Twenty-one
can be
note,there
made to look like
Dr. Towle was surgeon in the civil war
The Army Is all aglow at the present
31.89, 33.89, 35.00, 39.50, 50.00.
A tableful of them me
terest in the play, and those who like a
decorations.
Scotch
Flannel.
33
new
don’t
to
time over their annual harvest home fes- with the 12th and 23rd Maine regiments
expect you
(we
Ten per cent discount from the
at
different
—ait
piece of rnelo dramatic feature, presented tival, the merchants and farmers having and the 8th Indiana. He was commander
inches? wide, note the width.
believe this ti.l you’ve tried
above prices in tins sale.
with ordinary talent, will not be disapFor Waists, Ac.,
the of the iccal G. A. R. post several terms.
and
donated many valuable gifts
at
let
small
will
expense—if you
g*
pointed if they attend the performances Army people have
30c
them all nicely ar- He leaves a widow and a daughter Lucia
m.
this afternoon and evening.
It
the
hall
which
Towle
at
the
wife
of
Prof.
apS.
T.
give
Livingston,
130 piece Se s
Haviland Dinner
ranged
39 c.
Williams college,
Th9
DAVY CROCKETT.
Livingston of
pearance of a bazaar.
Ware.
all the
Plain Fiench Flannels,
Tonight will finish the festival and funeral will be held from the Tgvrle home
A lair sized audience witnessed last
regular prices $29.00, 33.00, 39.00,
newest shades.
on hand at the hall on Federal
Wednesday afternoon and will be private.
45.00, 49.00, 65.00.
evening’s production of “Davy Crocket” everything
be offered to the publio for sale
will
street
HENRY MARTIN HALL.
This
Iu this sale a discount of 10 per
by Mr E. M. Gardner s company.
69c.
used tc
familiar story to be enjoyed must be por- and the entire proceeds will be
Martin
cent will be made from the above
Ellsworth, October 1.—Henry
hall and get
stove into the
French Flannel, dozens of styles
trayed with artistic skill and a vivacity put a new
Hall, senior member of the firm of H. M.
prices.
The
for the winter s work.
new colorings, polka dots, ring dots,
fitting the rugged frontier life In which seme coal
and B. Hall, for many years the largest
commence at about £
will
of
articles
sale
the plot Is laid. In many striking particlumber dea’er and
plaids and Fleur-de-lis patterns.
operator on Union
*
*
•
*
*
ulars the company which visited Portland p. m., and the Army will Intersperse the river, died last night of paralysis, aged
69c
Price,
last evening was not equal to the de- sale with real harvest songs and make the seventy years,
e
Princess pattern Haviland.
the
take
Sale o_t Fine Dinner
mand. There was a lack of life and snap evening pleasant for all who
Mr. Hall wTas considered
one of the
Some of the year’s
at critical periods where that element was trouble to attend.
Ware.
strongest men financially and politically
statistics will be given at the meeting toso essential.
in this section.
He was a representative
Smash in Prices.
A
serious
night. Staff Captain Mrs. Smith and her to thejegislature in 1874.
■air. rnuiji eieaves, wuu cases cue leadsome
render
will
songs.
Inspiring
singers
ing part, is a native of Biddeford, but
STREET CAR RUNS AWAY.
now hails from California,
In make-up
Stein20 Sets,
Tailored
and some portions of the piece he evince*
Wlch.ta, Kas., October 1.—A heavily
The
loaded
street car dashed at top speed
fall
for
a true conception of the character of
Bloch
Overcoats
the
wearing.
(112 pieces to
down College hill yester day and at the
Friends of Mrs.Emma Dunham of Dos
rough, and ready, warm hearted woodsin
handsomest Cheviots and
man.
Miss Helen Kay, the leading lady, ton,
the set.)
formerly a resident here, have re- foot of the incline jumped the track
the
tailor's
autumn
tailor’s
the
fashion,
Chisholm’s Creek. Of
is pretty and graceful,
ceived word that she was a victim of an plunging into
English Unof material and finish, the
accident a few days ago. Mrs. Dunham the 50 passengers 30 were injured. Among
NOTES.
those
most
are:
seriously
Injured
Tell down a flight ol stairs, receiving a
fit.
and
smooth
tailor’s
derglazed
A feature in the production of Chas.
Mrs. Ferguson,76 years old,eye knocked
collar bone and other severe inH. Yale's mechanical and operatic trick broken
be
baffled
as
would
critics
Clothing
out, ribs and leg broken; may die.
ware.
spectacle, “The Evil Eye,” under the juries.
Always
head crushed.
Haviland China. Stock pattern.
Maggie
Foster,
Mr. F. T. Miller and
management of Sidney R. Ellis, is the
wife, accompathey
Mrs.
J. A, McGuire, lungs crushed
Unusually
Binging of Miss Mayme Mayo. Her voice nied by their daughter, have returned tc
Stein-Bloch Clothes take rank
is one of excellent quality and compass
and
injured internally.
Dinner ware, the choicest of all.
and her selections are rendered in such their home on Forest avenue, after havchoice
all others, because only the
above
J. W. Wilson, back broken and head
a manner as to reach
the hearts of her ing had an enjoyable visit in Boston.
Buy-1 piece or 100.
audience.
their expert
fabrics
are used
finest
Mr.G. W.Stevens, clerk and bookkeeper crushed; will die.
cent
discount
from
10
per
designs.
regular
The Initial starring tour of the celeMrs.
J. W. Wilson, eye put out; will
for J. K. Cobb, the grocer, has returned
in this sale.
tailors.
and
prices
brated German dialect comedian
and
die.
golden voiced singer, A. H. Wilson, from hi! vacation, spent in Andover and
faultless
These
$16.00
Overcoats,
Mrs.
under the direction of Chas. H. Yale and vicinity.
McGuire, who was badly hurt,
His wife accompanied him on
said:
‘1A car seat was thrown onto me
Sidney R. Eiils In the romantic comedy, the trip and returned with him.
to $30.00.
“The Watch on the Rhine,” received its
Mi. F. O. J. Bodge who for 18 years and I was pushed down into the water.
premier on Sept. 17th at Reading, Pa.
Since then it has been breaking record** was a conductor on the Maine Central A baby and its mother were thrown In
everywhere, and managers are enthusias- railroad, is recovering from his recent beside me. I picked the baby out of the
tic in Its praise and guarantee
big houses illness of live weeks and is now able to water and gave it to Its mother. I think
TO
on return engagements.
it was dead at the time. I did not know MRS. L. E. HOLTON wishes to announce that
James O’Neill in
Llebler &
Co.'s get ont of doors.
Middle
sue is prepared to make or repair all kinds of
elaborate
scenlo
revival
Mrs. George Hodgdon [is having a new the mother.”
of
“Monte
Motorman McGuire and the
officers Fur Garments, Seal Skin Coats,
Cristo, has scored a tremendous success stable erected at the rear of the Morrill’s
—AND—
at the Boston Theatre.
“Magnificent” Corner
of the street railway company are unable
Capes au«i Collarettes, *
grammar school.
Was the smallest adjective used
by reEleven years’
to account for the accident,
in all the up-to-date styles.
Horace
at
viewers of the production, and practical
F. Mllllken, residing
|Capt.
Good work and reasonexperience.
practical
of
the
of
the
proof
hit were the corner
proportions
of Washington avenue and
able prices.
Via Maine Central It. It.
[[STORM ON MEXICAN COAST.
WBmamma!maamMtmmmmmMmamtx^Bmmmm^mmm^^m!^KammMmmMmnmkMmu*BBxmmmammxmmBEamBBaHmmom&mmzx?*am*tmamx»mmm:/TVFn^uKX)jr?.*\}mtM
found in the fact that the capacity of the
Residence 33 Alder St., Cor. of Portland.
is seriously ill at
dim
oct2
big Boston Theatre has been tested at Kay street, Ooeanvale,
San Francisco, October 1.—The steamer
his
as
a
result
of
a
stroke
of
pahome,
3very performance. The first week, after
Curacoa
brings news of a storm which
omitting a Monday performance,
Mr. ralysis
Capt. Mllllken was for a long was
LEAVE
HATES
along the Mexican coast when
O’Neill played to orer $10,000, and the term of
raging
—wi
years actively engaged in busi7.0!)
a.m.
PORTLAND.
she sailed for the north.
$1.50 ,
prospects are that the remainder of his
_teacher ofrive weeks’ engagement will be a record- ness pursuits. At one time he was con7.29
a.m.
YARMOUTH.
Several
vessels were driven ashore,
$1.50
breaker for Boston.
nected with the Portland custom house,
7.39
am.
the German bark Piano.
FREEPORT,
$1.25
among them
being
and
Miss Viola Allen opened her first week’s and in later
When you take out an insurance pol
%
years was the street commisa.m.
engagement in her now play, “In the
Planet, which will be a total loss.
BRUNSWICK, 8.00
$1.00 S
look everywhere and get the best
icy,
BUILDING,
Studio:— 55 Y. M. C. A.
Palace of the King,” at the National sioner of Deerlng.
“The Planet went ashore on September
Arriving Tiiomaston, 10.30 a. m.,
be persuaded by plausible argu$
The Unity club will meet for the first
Portland. Maine.
Theatre, Washington, ]). C,f to a crowdRockland, 10.40 a. m.
15,” said Capt. Parsons of the Curaooa.
ed and enthusiastic audience.
oet2
Don’t buy for friendship’s sake.
ments.
The ad- time this season with the president, W
Rates include admission to the State
“We
missed
the
worst
of
the
storm
vance sale
just
for the
performance was F. Goodrich, 378 Stevens avenue.
The
Don’t pay out a penny until you are
Prison, Tliemaston.
$1,700.00, which nearly equalled the comby running to Guaymas. The following
RETURNING leave Rockland at 1.40
club
Is
now
for
the
season
It’s a thousand times better to
sure.
bined advance sale of
programme
both Washington
day Mazathlan was swept end the wreckat
m.
1.50
Tiiomaston
m.
p.
p.
“The Christian,” and ready for distribution.
engagements of
K
speud a little time in finding the best
was something fearful.
Houses
were
age
surpassed the unusual advance
sale for
W. LO ^ ELL TICKETS GOOD FOR RETURN UNTIL MONDAY
ABMER
than
to
of
after
•£
MRS.
your
spend
years
regret
blown
roofs
trees
were
“Children of the Ghetto” by $:i00.
down,
lifted,
upGEO. F. EVANS
E. BOOTHBY
QUICK SHIP BUILDING.
has removed to 72 Ashmont St., Woodfords F.
In a recent warehouse fire in New York
V. P. & G. M.
G. P. & T. A.
property is destroyed, and you can’t colwires twisted and ves- [Grove St. carj, and Is now ready to receive
rooted,
telegraph
g
THE
PH.SSS.1
OSFECIAt TO
d4t
oct2
Richard Mansfield lost
lect your insurance.
private pupils. Classes In light gymnastics for
£
heavily by the
sels swept from their moorings.”
destruction of rare furniture and
ladies and children, to open Nov. 1, in Port and
Bath, October 1.—Granville Miller and
tapes0
While you are looking, investigate the
For
now
forming.'
particulars
and Deerlng,
try. Julia Marlowe lost her “Barbara his crew of plankers who have done the
0
M’CALLi
RENOMINATED.
MR.
call or address 72 Ashmont St., Telephone
•
■
are
companies represented by ns.
They
oct2dtf
Boston, October 1.—Hon. Samuel W. 1003-13.
0
conflagration proof.
McCall of Winchester was renominated
best candy and light lunch parlor on
rjiHE
t
by acclamation by the Republicans of the
Congress street; good show window, laree
room fir manufacturing
directly connected,
Eighth Congressional district this afterin tiie centre of the city’s shopping
situated
1
The
best
year.
Warranted for
quality of
Col. W. H. Dyer of Boston was
noon.
American mainsprings.
McKENNKY, The district. For particulars address PEHBY,
oct2-iw
chosen presidential elector.
Watchmaker, Monument Square.
sepU8dtf Argus office,
The
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50, 75c, $1.00
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"OVERCOATS

MORRILLS.

$

J. R. LIBBY GO.

FURS REPAIRED.

J. R. LIBBY BO.

Annual

Excursion

THOiASTOSS

ROCKLAND

_

DR.

LATHAM

Musical Thsory

TRUE,

Saturday,

Oct.

6.

Composition.

!

j£

throughout—these

Oxfords,

quality

graceful

passed.

designers

by
professional

ALLEN & CO.,
204

Street.

LOOK EVERYWHERE.
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Elocution &

Physical Culture.

FOR SALE.

MAINSPRINGS 75c.
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W. W. AND N.

—

.1

Naples rail*
road:
Gross income from operations, $8,01918; Income from other sources, $1,341 04; operating expenses, $6,387.43; net
Income from operation, $2,972,790. After
paying intorest on funded debt, $1400, interest and discount, $393 89,
there re-

Westbrook,

The greatest

danger to life

in the

city
Is not the car with its clanging gong, but
those silent invisible foes, th£ germs of
disease. The prevalence of consumption
in cities is stated to be largely due to the
frequent expectora‘*on of diseased per-

Annual

whose
dried sputa

*

sons,

Reports

Being

Received.

mained
178.93.

mixed with the
dust and blown
into the air, is

inhaled by
luckless

man

or

Sanitation may minimize these perils
but can never
obliterate them.
The essential
thing is to educate every person
to the
knowledge that

the germ

find no permanent lodgment in a healthy body. Keep the blood
pure, the stomach and other organs of
digestion and nutrition in sound health

and you

can

are

strengthens the stomach, nourishes the
nerves, and heqls the lungs. Even when
th^r^ is obstinate cough, bronchitis,
spitting of blood and other conditions,

neglected,

which, if

Majority

Few

of Them Show Improved
Business.

Electrics

Falling

Behind.

any
ber." writes Mr. Noel IV. Orvin. of Langley,
Had been coughing up small,
Aiken Co., S. C,
hard lumps of phlegm for about a year before I
was taken down. I then called on a doctor, who
said that one-half of my left lung was gone,
and advised me to leave my home and go to the
country. I wrote to you for advice. I took four
bottles’of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery;
■which I sincerely believe has done me more good
than all the other medicines I have ever taken.”

The People’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser, free, on receipt of stamps to
Send 21
cover expense of mailing only.
one-cent stamps for the book in paper
covers, or 31 stamps for cloth binding.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N, Y’

Tlie

AUGUSTA,

HALLOWELL

AND

GARDINER.
Gross

couraging.

Gross income from operation, $50,087.13,
net income from operation, $13,912 83, a
There was no stock divislight gain.
dend, and the surplus June 30 was $5,Number of passengers carried,
584.98.

984,700.

Forty
one

The Lesser

words Inserted tinder this Lead

week

for 35 cents, cash In advance.

Evil.

CLOSINC OUT SALE BY
Brown, 53 Exchange St.

_FOR

Geo. W.

Forty words inserted under this
bead
week for 25 cents, eusb in
advaae*

one

5—BARGAINS IN HOUSES—5.

“Dr. Killlam toid me today,” said th<
LET—Upper tenement. 7 rooms, bath
and shed; sunny exposure, 18 Wilmot St
1st—10 room house, Coyle Park, hot and cold
of the life insurance company
2-1
Inquire at lower BELL.
water, ba.h, furnace heat, wired for electric
“that young FMnchpenny owga him a bil |
sewer
lights,
;
connections, cemented cellar
pleasant rooms, fur- and all modern
of $200, which he can’t collect. I thinl rpO LET—Two large
improvements, Ioca ion fine
i Jnished or unfurnished. Inqu re at 34 Pine and
low
for cash or exchange.
we had better pay it.”
price very
2-1
i St.
GEO. W. BROWN, 53 Exchange St.
“Are
cried
the
treasurer.
“What!”
yoi 112d—Double house on Douglas street; rented
LET—Pleasant front rooms.
Prices 81.5( pays 11 per cent; will sell at a bargain.
joking?”
to $2.50. Inquire at 217 Cumberland St.
GEO. W. BROWN. 53 Exchange St.
“Not at ail. Pinchpenny is insured wit!
2-1
3d—A fine house with all modern improveus for $10,000, and Kiiliam knowB it.”—
ments, up-to-date in every particular, 12 rooms,
Philadelphia Press.
RENT—The elegant up stairs rent cor elegantly finished house, cost $6< 00 to build
without considering the lot; the lot is 125x110
ner Lawn avenue and Concord St.; eighi
I rooms and all modern improvements; $>0.00 and eompri>es 13.750 feet of the finest land in
best
location
I
in
e
entireiv
ring;
separate the city, elevated 10 feet above the level of
In all stages of Nasal Catarrh there shoulc
Forest avenue.
LEERING REAL ESTATE CO., Woodfords.
Douse will be sold at a great
As experience proves Eiv's
be cleanliness.
bargain. Located corner of Deering avenue
:
and Noyes street.
Cream Balm is a clrauser, soother and healei
GEO. W. BROWN 53 Exchange St.
of the diseaased membrane. It is not dryinj
LET—Nicely furnished fiout rooms, uj
5th—A fine new house ]U3t couiuleted on
one fl:g t. on same floor wi.n bath; stean
nor irritating, and does not produce Sneezuij
Lawn street. 0 finished rooms with bath aud
heat an l g s; with o: w t .out board. 124 Pleas
all modern Improvements. T he opportunity of
Price 53 cents at druegists or will be mailed b]
aut St., between High ana P. rk.1-1
I a life time. Cash or exeh tige.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York, 1
GEO. W. BROWN, 53 Exchange St.
LET—A
rrO
desirable six room flat, with
very
*
Upon being placed irto the nostrils it spreads
For sale—Eight house
in Fessenden
lots
all modern conveniences; price moderate |
over the membrane and relief is immediate. I
This is one of the best rents on New? ury St Park. These are the balance remaining out of
60
52
already
been
sold.
lots,
navlng
Apply to
Apply SOU!IIWORTH BROS., 105 Middle St
is an agreeable cure,
GEO. W. BROWN. 53 Exchange St.
1-1
3 house lots, Monb8gan Island, 7200 feet
SOLDIERS IN GOOOD HEALTH.
LET—Office for lawyer or stenographer
each. Apply
also Or.ent Hall for
lodge purposes.
GEO. W. BROWN, 53 Exchahge St.
Washington, October 1.—The war de ROOM 26, First National Bank Bldg.
291
septSdtf.
has
Iron
the
received
following
partmeut
LET—Half of the small store C25 Foresi
rpO
General Chaffee:
X avenue, Woodfords; nics place for an
FOR SALE.
or
office
cigar store or any business that dou’i
“Taku, September 30.
t ike much room; rent 84 to $5. LEERING
GOODS at private sale. Three
“Adjutant General, Washington:
REAL ESTATE CO., Woodfords.
29-1
pieces of mahogany (old), beds, pillows,
Have
ac
“Health command good.
feather beds, di ring ro^m set. carpets, cook
near
month,
six
LET—$8.00 per
rooms,
stoves, all kitchen dishes.
Sale from Monday.
cepted invitation of hospital ship Main: rpo
X Woodfords,
on line of
electric cars, Oct.
1, to Friday, Oct. 5. Inquire 93 MORNING
to transfer some convalescents to hospita [ Sebago water. SCOTT WILSON, 176 1-2 Mid
lower An-meut.
2-1
ST.,
die 0 reet,
29-1

SALE—Light express wagon and double
FOR inner
p mg, sultuablefor baker’s deliv-

TO

president

r

h ap If called lor at
WOOD BAKERY.

X'OR SALE—Steam circular woof s w hav
iug no use for a saw of this kind i0,/- will
the framsaw and be.t ng at a
very o v
ba at‘en at CALDEKWOOD

sell

?/!i?VpvCii“

13 A xl i- lv

FOR

iu ;act up to date in every particular.
House
only live years old, owner about to leave the
State anu house will be sola at once. Bargain
Ivo. 2—A two tenement heuse of six rooms each
ouiy two years old, hot and cold water, wired
for e.e ;tric lights, sunny
exposure. Will be
sold with doable or single lor.
Bargain No 3_
Is a small cottage house of six rooms and
stable
and ia ge lot. near enough io cars,
school and
stored,
xiiis lias been marked down to
cash and will go quick. Bargain No.
4—a
house only lour years old that will
accommodate two small families, sable and
large lot
Marked down to $t00o for a quick
Bargain no. 5-Is a five room two tenement house
ou lme of sewer and ou the comer
tf two
sireets, location a good one, suu all day. Will
be sold quick at £2000.
AUSTIN & bHI:ARMAN, 24u Stevens Ave.
29-1

TO

sale?

HOUSEHOLD

Nagaski."

ri
A

O LET—Upstairs tenement at 65 BROWN
ST., to a family of 4 or 5, uo children. 29 1

o.j

During District, combination bear, hardwood
floors and finish, opeu fireplace,
eleciric lights

■

at

x

A LSTIN & SHEARMAN’S fa'l
clearance
A sale of Real Estate.
Bargain No. l-noaae
of 11 linisiicd rooms, finely situated o.> the
cor
n«r of two of the most fashionable
streets in

i2d_
TO

repairing

be moved; w II 8a
o e
Caj.iji'r
2-l

A

TO

now

In storage and mui

ery.
sold

:_

ship Relief,

SALE.

to business engagements, one of the
finest residmees in me
Deering District is
offered for reu'al, furnished or uufu nished
best of references required aua to the
ri'bt
P&'ty this is a rare opportunity.
AUSTIN &
SHEARMAN, 240 stevens Ave.
29-1

OWING

POR SALE—A 27 ft. sloop yacht, has good
cabin accommodations for cruising, is a
Will be sold at a bargain.
good sea boat.
RYAN & KELSEY.
1-2

RENT—Single house with stable, all
POR
-»■
fill nished, to a man ana his wife for the
winter and beard the man owner;
good lccaLET—Rooms at the Waldo by the day or
ucn, good neighborhood, sream beat, aiogettier
SALE—Some fine investments in houses a
week, slugle or en suite, steam heat ar.a
flue place. You don’t want to wait a nay if
Forty words inserted under tills heat
and
lands
in
ward. They show as far as received in10
electric lights. 21 Meai tickets $3.50. WALDO
Deering, paying
io!2per this iuteiests you. AUSTIN &
one week for 45 cents, cash In advance
SHEARMAN
cent.
See
us
il you want the good stuff.
HOTEL. 5 6 CONGRESS Street29-1
240 Stcvaus Ave.
creased
prosperity on the part of the
29-1
DEERING REAL ESTATE CO., Woodfords.
ROCKLAND, THOMASTON AND
KENT—Si
house
Roberts
No.
73
gle
steam roads with few exceptions. In
29-1
room near center o
RENT—An 8 ;oom tenement will be
WANTED—Furnished
CAMDEN.
bireet; a new, desirable and convenient
"»
or
North
Eastern
fo;
Promenade
St
City,
ieady next month, on liue of cars, steam
several
instances electric roads which
i rent o’ eleven room including library, bath and
SALE—We have three good trades in heat, open nreplace Iu oue parior.
Gross income, $79,345 51, an increase of gentleman. Address M„ Box 1557,_2-1
bathroom,
sewing rooms, hard wood floors, set refrigerahave been running for a term of years,
single houses in Deering at S25O0, §-.600 etc., ete., first class all around. You want 10
with
$9,634; operating expenses, $52,106 08, an
to
tor,
laundry
For
tubs.!
particu- and §2900; they are great bargains. Call aud secure this as It Is worth
pstone
two ladies, a pi asant uppe;
show a falling off In earnings for some increase of $11,182 39; net income from
waiting a few days
29-1
rent of four or five rooms west of Browi ! lars apply to 212 Cumberland Street.
we will tell you about them.
DEERING for. AUSTIN & SHEARMAN. 240 Stevens
Address givin;
street cr on line of elect ics.
cause.
operation, $27,739 43.
REAL ESTATE CO.. Wcodtords.
29-1
F* OOMB for laundry or barbershop; houses
2-1
Ave.__29-1
price and location, M. M„ Press <. ffice,
NORWAY AND PARIS.
aa
furnished
or imfurnlsed; one at South
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK.
BUYS
meat
and
of a flue large house, on Ihe line of
grocery
provision
light
AT ONCE-A nicely lurmshet l Portland; four furnished for light housekeep- *1)00
A portion
I Gross income, $6,455 31; operating ex- WANTED
electrics will be rented ah furnished for
store, located on one of the best streets in
•»
This new road makes a splendia show- penses,
room, heated. w,th b arJ. for refine, I ing; furnished heme for board o! two persons; Boston
the winter to the right party, irice is ix.-etdof trade,
$5,390.86; net income from opera- gentleman
line
class
(ltoxbury
district);
in strictly private family; west o t
cart, hay rack, rake tedder and express wagon old
In 1899 the gross income
The
favorable.
AUSTIN & nHE ARMAN,
stand, furnished throughout with Bell fixing.
gross earnings amounted to tion, $1,064.45.
High St,, preferred. Address C. C. E’„ Pres; for sale cheap S. L. CARLETON, 118 Con- tures; the greatest bargain'in Boston, as the ingly
240 Stevens Ave.
was but $3,098.
After paying charges,
29-1
St.
28-1
$1,227,916.16 as against $929,258 56 the pregress
goods and fixtures are worth mor* than the
there was a surplus of $39 47. The Office.__l-l_
$974.98
t E—1 1-2
SA
vious
asked.
While there was a gain of
Full
of
barn
F.
story
and
WHIT'1
price
C.
house,
ell,
year.
particulars
for
a
the winter, by
rrO LET—Lower tenement of six rooms and
lad;
in WANTED—Board
passengers carried numbered 143,235
shed a d4ae;e ot laud, bu:ldtng» in fair
29-1
In a physician’s family, best of reference; i a
bath, steam heat, gas, hot and cold water; AKER, 23 S, Market St., Boston.
nearly $800,000 in earnings, the operating 1899, 120,632.
about 4 miles irom
repair,
pleasantly
situated,
Address
L.
E.
Press
Office.
29-1
given.
For
K.,
price $20 per month, at 26 Morning St.
from $573,161 33 in
SALE—Some of the best house lots in Portland, 112 miles from electrics, 1-2 minute
expenses increased
further ia ticul.irs inquire of A. C. LIBBY &
walk iroin sciiool, church, store, etc. Brice
Be
ANTED—Pupils and singers who desire t< 1 (. O., 42 l/s Exedange St.
Deerlng from 2 1-2 to 25c per foot.
DIDN’T PLAN SUICIDE.
"W
1899 to $742,838.12 this year. A largely
28-1
»*
8 ire and see us before buying.
DEERING 5000. W. F. DRESSER, 80 Exchange St.. Fort
stuny with me this season to register thei
Increased sum was expended in Improvenames with my Studio Accompanist, Miss Idi
REAL
ESTATE
\V00df0rd3.
29-1
AND ArARTMENTS-Frederick
CO.,
Piniiham, &i once lor eeoiee of hours. I shal
S. Yuill baa the largest list of desirable
AUO
XUOUtDi
axava CUCO Ul CA puuuiu LU D
iu
SALE—20 acres land In Portland, DeerMiss Soutligate Tells Another Story of return io Portland October 15. O. STEWAri'J
houses ana apartments for sale and to let of
SALE—Some of the best paying prop- l^Oit
iug section, is tree fraa rocks, on a desirwas
about
TAYLOK.
conducting transportation
septl5dtf
erty in the city, two two flat houses, two able
any real estate office in Portland. Hl3 specWith
Her
street,
very pleasant and good neiglibsrHenry G.
experiences
:
ialty is negotiating mortgages, collecting rents, three flat houses, tnree single houses. Come hoou, 10 minutes irom
$80,000,
electr.c cars, a ioreed
aud the economical management of real es- to us when m want of house* or land.
DEER- !sale; priee $800. W. H. WALDRON
Barbour,
& CO.,
The'income from operation was $485,MISCELLANEOUS.
tate. Office First National Bank Building.
ING REAL ESTATE CO., Woo ifords.
29-1
HO
Middle
St.
29-1
578 04, a gain of $129,465 81. After pay23-1
1 —The coroner’s
New York, October
LEASE—Corner
located
store,
8ALE—A
horse
between
and
centrally
ten
words iuserted under this hear j fro
I?OR
eleven
ing interest on funded debt accrued
Forty
LET—Nicely furnished sunny room on
on Commercial St.,
now
inquest Into the death of Henry Grosve- one week for 25
■
years of age, color black, weight 135)
ocpupied by J
first flo'-r, heat, gas and adjoining bath.
cents, cash In advance
$330,162.75; interest on ourrent liabilities nor
Messrs. A. E. Stevens & Co.; an excellent op- pounds,
]
gob l worker In single or double hardesirable location in central part of city,
Barbour, who was found dead with
Very
to
secure
a
business
has
ness.
Can be seen at the stable of owner,
site;
portunlty
good
acorued, $177 34; rents for lease of roads, a bullet wound In his mouth at the hotel llrE are now
closing out our stock at cost; go near Congress St. Also two smaller rooms in dockago facilities; possesion given Oct. 1. JACOB H. MITCMELl, Yarmouth, Me. Elec$31,401; taxes, $4,203 89, and permanent
We iiave In stock > third story. Apply morning or evening, 17 Dow BENJAMIN SHaW & CO.. No. 61% Ex- tric
ing out of business.
1
cars pass the door.
sept2td2w
St. Charles, Brooklyn, on September 14th
27-1
iarge variety of goods, shovels, forks, churns St., left hand bell.
28-1
change Bt._
improvements, $79 019.84, there remains
A verdict to the wringers, flower pot*, baskets and a thous iuc
was held today.
SALE—A large wooden building to be
last.,
RENT—Near
Union
an attracStation,
a
net income of $33,129 06, which is $4,SALE—At a great bargain, a two family
other thiugs too numerous to mention.
Cat
removed known as the “wool shop”, locative ap irtment of six rooms with bath; ail
effect that “deceased died from a pistol and look
house with 14 finished rooms, sunny, city ted rear 475 Portland St., saiu building contains
us over. \V. c. SAWYER & CO., i
253 38
more than for the year ending
improvements; goo 1 view; located No. 16 Gil- water, furnace
shot wound self-inflicted and with suicid- Preble St.
l
large lot on two streets; large
2.1
beams aud other valuable building mahear,
man
Price
to
St.
desirable
tenant.
$13.oo
Ap- location In a smart, thriving, business village; t
June 33, 1899. The total surplus on June
terial; submit all offers to FREDERICK 8.
al Intent” was returned by the jury. Miss
ply to FREDERICK S. V A ILL, real estate, railroad communication.
This property needs 1VAiLL, Real Estate, First
SYLVESTER has established his phar- Fii.st National Bank Bl
National Bank
30, was $160,889.97.
27-1
ig.
to be seen to be ap; reciated.
Helen Southgate, the young woman who
N. S. GAR28-1
ma ;y at No. io Brown St. between ConBuilding.
The main g increase In the earning of
28-1
DINER, 53 Exchange St.
gress and Free. Open evenings.
2-1
fTiO
LET—Furnished
rooms
excellent
with
the
the
on
Barbour
to
hotel
accompanied
SALE—Second
hand
Wood
&
the road comes from freight.3
Bishop
table board: side room and square room,
furnace; second nand parlor stove, at 167
night of the suicide, and who was disFOR SALE.
for Medicated Vapor Baths and second floor, adjoining bath; hot water heat.
The total number of employes Is 1,240,
Brackett St. Call from six to nine F.M.
28-1
covered the next day in the Seney hosMassage Treatment. Special rates for 12 Nearfcorner of Park and Congress streets and
The Sioop Hazard.
a net gain of 1£8
E'arial Massa te a special y. Call electrics. MRS. SKILLINGS, No. 6 Congress
treatments.
SALE—At
Center,near
in
her
Deering
a
bullet
wound
with
electrics,
breast,
A fine C. B. sloop at o it 30 ft. 'oag. with lead
or write. MRS. CHASE,
No. 110 India street Park.
27-1
The total number of passengers carried pital,
two family house, large lot aud stable; will
keel weighing 2000 lbs. ahd some inside ballast;
2-1
was present at the Inquest and testified. corner Congress street.
(TO LET—Two or three rooms, with bath, hot Is finely built; finished with ash and cherry; be sold for 8300 cash, baiauce monthly. G. F.
was
315,747, as against 239,092 in 1899;
ALEXANDER
& Co., a3 Kxchauge St.
*
had
28-1
Her statement to the effect that she
and cold water and gas; suitable for light I has latge cabin, leather u liolstery in cabin,
BROWN, the Ashman, wishes to inform
tons of freight carried, 638,974, against
his many customers that owing to the housekeeping. Call at 71 BECKETT.
27-1
set ot dishes, etc., all in first class condition, x
never planned suicide with Barbour; that
SALE—A detached two story wooden
loss of his horse he will not continue liis route
Will be sold cheap as owner has no funner use 1
408,858.
house of ll rooms and bath, steam heat,
FOR RENT—Upper tenement No. 73 Elm
Barbour to the for a few nays a ter Tuesday, Oct. 2.
she had accompanied
2-1
for a yacht. Address
1
e:;ememed cel ar, slate
Three employes were killed and 23 intubs aud sink, open
6 sunny, convenient
rooms with
St.,
FRANK W. BUCKNAM.
with
hotel
because he had scared me
„
one fire place, lot 50 x SO leet.
plumbing,
faculties for fuel.
BENJa-;
bath;
improved
a
two
teacher,
who
experienced
were
college
graduate,
jured;
persons
sepi’9d2w
Yarmouth. Me. [(oeated on Oak St. near Congress St. For price
trespassing
MIN
SHa
W
&
26-1
to
St.
5lYa
CO.,
will tutor In studies of primary, grammar
Exchange
threats,” she re-affirmed. She clung
irni particulars
killed, and two injured. No passengers
inquire ot HENERY
S.
school grades; Latin, Greek at d Gerand
SALE—Variety and fancy goods store xPRICE
the statement that she
LET—The beautiful modern residence S9
partook of but a man high
28-2
KY, 121 Exchange St.
Best of references; terms fTO
a specialty.
were killed or injured.
and ticket agency combined,'ocated near
*
North
rooms,
a
11
bath, steam heat;
single drink at the hotel, which was a moderate. Address “TUTOR,” 72 Ocesn Ave. strictly fineSt.,
the
Uuion
Ktatlou
reasons for selling is other
iE^OR SALE—Great bargain: two family
house: small price to right party.
house,
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER.
octld-iw
business. For further particulars inquire of
*contradicted the
milk punch and flatly
$l700:withm five minutes wain of Grand
H. H. SHAW, 92 North St.26-1
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42% Exchange St.
28-1
Ttrunk depot; will s6ll for $200 cash, balance as
The report of the Portland & Roches- testimony of David Coleman
\l ARY A. BEIDERS, teacher of piano. Ad- fl’O
a waiter
-:--LET—Storage room for household fnrnir<eat.
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., 98 ExH dress 45 THOM AS ST.l-i
*
ter railroad is semi annual and Is for the that he had served the couple no other
ture, etc., easy of access, cleau and dry;
FEMALE HELP IVANTEU.
?!change.27-1
owners can examine at any time; rooms locked.
have
to
removed
Middle
119Va
six
months
ending December 31, 1899, drinks than rye whiskey high balls.
SALE—To close an estat*. 2Va store
street, up one flight, opposite head of Rates from $1 to $1.50 per month, according
brick house containing 12roon a. now rentas after
that It passed into the hands of
Miss Southgate's testimony was
ac- Plum street, where I shall endeavor to deserve lo space required—786 FOREST AYE., Wooded
a small building now used for a store;
also
;
fords.
26-1
under
words
inserted
head
tills
Forty
patronage of my customers ana friends in
tbe^Bostcn & Maine. The gross earnings cepted by the coroner and she was allowed the
ot50x80. and situated No. 74 St Lawrence St.
the future as 1 have In the past, FRED YV.
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
fi r particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
LET—New
fiat
three
No.
22
house,
Ve3per
were $159,954 19;
operating
expenses, to go although the detective who found GROSSTUQK, Merchant Tailor.
29-1
4.2Vs Ex,liange St.
St., near Fort Allen Park and electrics. Each
27-1
$116,909 67,
showing an income from her in the hospital swore that she asserted
flat contains five rooms and a hath.- Hot and
lady stenographer; must
"
WANTED—Young
Af ECIIANICAL Massage, rooms at 778 Con
this is'nt a bargain I don’t know one. A
cold
have some knowlege of bookkeeping.
water, open plumbing, hard wood floors;
After paying to him there that she had planned with JA
operation of $43,044 f2.
]
sireet.
It
cures
neuralgia, rheu- all modern Improvements. Lower flat heated by Address in own handwriting stating wages degress
two family house in good repair lor $2000.
matism and nervous diseases of all kinds.
taxes there
was a net
Income of $37,- Barbour “to leave the world.”
Sasy payments. This will pay 10 per cent.
furnace. Will ba ready for occupancy uct. 10th. sired. References require i.
A. II. Gr, Press
4
CDome quick or you will lose it. C. S. DeLONG,
of
Inquire
R.
S.
108
St.
or
office.
__aug29
2-1
DAVIS,
724 38. The surplus of the road DecemExchange
Had this been corroborated she would
__8i>6 Exchange St.
27-1
S. DeLong, contractor
26-1-tf
and 91 Eastern Promenade.
ber 31 was $163,099 43.
have been liable to prosecution for aiding
builder; jobbing promptly attended to;
for general housework,
girl
SALE--G.
F.
WANTED-A
l
Alexander
&
93
Ex
Co.,
estimates given;
houses for sa e and to let;
OR FACTORY BUILDING-The
*»
and abetting in an act of suicide.
LIME ROOK RAILROAD CO.
Applv L. T. IIILLMAN, Fort Williams. J
change street, are offering great bargains
first floor of the building occupied by the
mortgages negotiated, also care of property,
li
11 real
in
estate
the
and
in
the
city
was the son of Rev. Henry Carpenter's shop 204 Federal St.
The
suicide
Deering
__28-1
Call or American Express Company on Plum street is
Gross earnings, $77,006.59, an increase
fistriot. If you want to buy for a home or Inwrite 86 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a. offered for rent. Apply to E. A. NOYES, Portcapable girl for general house- yvestment, call at their office,26 1
of $4,696 14.
The net Income was $27,- N, Barbour, rector of the Church of the m. and from 1-5 p. m. Telephone 434-2, j
land Savings Bank.
10-tf
work. Bring references.
5 CONGRESS
mar21dtf
PARK.
716.64. The surplus for the year's opera- Beloved Desclple, New York city.
27-1
SALE—Houses on Congress St., Pearl
St, Franklin St, Oxford St, Brown St.,
tions was $9,716 64,
but the total surplus
will find good shooting and
girls at once, tornn now r ma- jNewbury St., Adams St., Brackett St., Wilmot
MAINE PENSIONS.
WANTED-59
LET.
’*
chines on muslin underwear.
Good pav p8t., Melbourne St, Morning St., Win3low
June 31 was $26,408 28,
fishing through Sept ember and October and
St.,
RUSS, EVELETH & IN- gSt. John St, Deering aud Cumberland Sts.
Washington, October 1.—The following good board at moderate prices at Elm Cottage.
Furnished house 71 Stale St., and steady work.
KENNEBEC CENTRAL.
Address MP.S. II. E. ALLEN, West Poland,
26-1
GALLS, 146 Middle St.
<
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO.
26-1
to
have
been
Maine
to
rooms, bath, furnace, laungranted
peo- Me.
pensions
17-2
This
road
runs from Gardiner to
dry, nicely furnished, with or \17A NTED—Neat and capable girl for general
ple:
SALE—Two family house,three minutes’
& Wilson,
auctijneers, re- without
housework. Reference required, 1011)ANpiano; rent low to de- FORTH
walk from City Hall, in good condition and
moved to 154 to 160 Middle St, corns* of
Togas. Gross earnings, $17,129 04, against
ST.26-1
ORIGINAL.
sirable
Silver
St
dtf
F.
rented.
Also two family house on
GEO
always
party.
JIJNtiFVS,
in 1899; operating expenses,
$15,561 93
3
We have quite a uumber of exSt
Amasa S. Garland, Monson, $6.
Stitchers on Muslin Franklin
•270 Middle St., near Monument
<
cellent
in
this
trades
Underwear
and
We
offer
$11,186.23, leaving an income from operaTO LOAN—On first
locality. G. F. ALEXANand
Wrappers.
second
ADDITIONAL.
Square.
sep28 lw*
good wages and permanent positions. THE 1DER & CO.
26-1
mortgages on real estate; also on stocks
tion of $5,943.71, an increase of $309.23,
CHENERY
No.
MEG.
238
Middle
CO.,
2
bt.
15
and
or
Aaron Nason, Orono, $12,
bonus
any other good collateral securifl'O LET—A first-cims corner store, Congress
SALE—Eight room house and stable
PATTEN & SHERMAN.
ties. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
lroners.
si
archers
and
-1
INCREASE.
corner Gilman.
Plate glass, steel celling, YV^^TED—Fancy
lot 14,000 feot, located in the
large
»»
Exchange street.
septid4w
mangle girls.
Apply at GLOBE STEAM heart ot the Deering district on one of the pretgood location for drug or grocery store or shoe
Gross
earnings, $7,090 09; operating
26 lo 36 Temple street.
Benjamin Keller, East Boothbay, $8,
TVrK WILL BUY household goods or store store: almost new. P.ice $25.
]y 14-tf
tiest streets. This will be sold at a great trade.
L. M. LEIGH- LAUNDRY,
v T
an increase from
fixtures of any description, or will re- TON. 53 Exchange street.
expenses, $8,722 47,
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO.. S3 Exchange.
28-tf
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
ceive the same at our auction
for
rooms
26-1
$4,904 92; Income from operation, $367.LET—Large, furnished front room with
& WILSON*
Special accrued, September 17, Sophro- sale on commission.
GOSS
IVAN TEH—MALE
HELP.
alcove, steam heat, gas. bath room nrivlnia B, Miller, W'ebb, $8,
SALE—At a bargain, counters, show
Auctioneers, 154 Middle 6treet. corner Silver
62; net income, $183 33.
leges. Inquire lorenoons at 19 ELLSWORTH
ieb3-tf
street
cases and tables In
sb>re 18 Free St.
InMONSON RAILROAD.
STREET.itf
luire of JOHN M. CONWAY, 520 Congress St.
RUSSIANS OCCUPY RAILROAD.
second
II ONEY TO LOAN-On first and
261
words
Inserted
under
tills
head
LET—House No. 10 Gray.street, 10 rooms
Forty
taross earnings, $>d,410 oa; operating exOctob r 1.—The war i"A mortgages on real e-unt*. life insurance
St. Petersburg,
and bath,
n&wly papered and painted one week for 25 cents, cash In advance.
SALE—Boarding house, centrally locator any good collateral security.
Notes throughout; also house No. 3 Dana
The office announces
penses, $6,016.05; deficit, $GC0.70.
Block.
that despatches from policies,
ed, fully furnished, one of the best locadiscount d at low rates. W. P. CARR, Room Pearl street.
Enquire of C. H. RANDALL, 219
total deficit, $139,844.50.
VirANTED—AC once, a first class horse tions lu the city for table boarders, steam heatKhabarovsk and Karharbin say General 4, 18? Middle St. __sep34
Commercial St., or 112 Stats St.
augluti
shoer; steady job: good pay to right man. 'd, open plumbing, can accommodate 50 boardGRAND TRUNK.
Tschitsch3goS sent Col. Kopeiken, with » GOOD WATCH needs careful attention and
Call or address DR. F. W. HUNTINGTON, 35 ms. n. s. Gardiner, 53 Kxchange;st. 26-1
-‘A best of workmanship when it is cleaned or
Union
St., City.
1-1
The gross earnings were $1,806,900.42, a detachment of cossacks, railroad troops
SALE—West of Casco St., handy to
repaired. This kind ot work is my specialty;
conmared with $1,201,348.24 the year pre- and volunteers to engage a force of Chi- my 20 years experience with W. F. Todd is the
business part of Congress St., nice resifrom 12 to 16 years of age.
WTANTED—Boy
best guarantee of gooa work.
are
'»
lence of 8 rooms and bath, electric lights, bay
My
prices
the
had
nese
who
railroad
at
10
and
the
FREEST.
were
occupied
vious,
operating expenses
The fine offices on the main floor of
reasonable. GEO. W. BaRBOUR. 388 Contvinaow aid piazza, furnace Leat, beautiful
The Russians won two ob- gress street, opposite City
§1,110,433 53 which was an increase of Sanchakan.
the First National Bi»uk Building: re- (TRAVELING SALESMEN wanted for high lawn ana flower garden. Price $3,000. W. H.
Hall._1-tf
A
line
to
26-1
grade staple
but $24,699 19.
After paying Interest, stinate fights.
dry goods and general WALDRON & CO., i 80 Middle St.
Forty-three dead Chinese
NEGOTIATED—Purchasers cently vacated by the Mercantile Trust trade.
Contract for balance ot this year and
of re il est ite who desire a loan to comto
afwant
a
home
that
will
ever
§303,280, and taxes, $49,100 42, there was were left in the trenches after the second
a 1 ot next If sales are
you
buy
satisfactory.
AMERIplete their purchase or owners naving mort- Co. Elegant counter work and flttiugs CAN STANDARD JEWELRY
first because it is situated
a deficit of $58,913.53,
Six per cent was engagement.
CO., Detroit. at ter please you, second
gages maturing or past duo, can obtain libera!
fact
of
the
because
Deering
ii outer 10cm. and massive Fire and Mich.
Center,
29-1
loans at a low rate of Interest by applying to
divided on the common stock, amountthat its value will enhance, and third it is new
REFUGEES RETURNING,
FREDERICK S. VAILL, Real Estate. First Burglar proof vault with interior steel SPECIALTY SALESMEN WANTED
to and complete and so well arranged that you
ing to $347,040, so that the total deficit
National Bank Bull dug.
aug3ld4w
^ place
cannot he p but be pleased with It.
See it at
ot
and
departments
Ootober
perfumes
toilet
Lorenzo
Aussafes
in
1.—The
room,
steam
heat
and articles in
Marquez,
g
private
for the year was $405,953.53.
all classes of stores. Very attrac- once. AUSTIN & SHEARMAN, Deerlng CenJanitor service furnished.
trian steamer Styrla Lloyd
has sailed
26-1
tive advertising features. High cash "commis- ter.
LOST
AND FOUND.
BR1DGTON & SACO.
sions and liberal contract to the right man.
Apply to Cashier
from here having on board four hundred
The ELYSIAN MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.
Gross earnings, $40,082.82; operating Transvaal
riBST NATIONL BANK.
refugees, part of them being
Forty words Ingested under this head
_29-1
expenses, $26,276 46; gross income, $13,- Irish-Americans. All their expenses have
sepl5atf
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
We pay spot cash for old gold and give you
first class salesman, one who
8J6.36, an increase of about $1,500. After been paid by the Transvaal government.
We also take It iu exchange
has had experience and is well acquainted the highest price.
with ths grocery trade of Maine. MILLIKEN, for other goods. McKENNEY, The Jeweler,
paying interest on debt and taxes, $6,- Each man received $7 60 and will be paid JAT OST—On Roberts St., Washburn Ave.,
Portland or Grove stre3ts, wooden penduWASTED SITUATIONS.
Monument Square.
seplSdtf
TOMLINSON CO.
29-1
338 69 and 4 per cent on stock, $4,078.06,
$42.50 on landing at ^ny port which may lum for clock. Finder will be rewarded bv
there remained a surplus for the year be elected
leaviug at F. L. MILLER'S, 144 Grant St. 2 1 □
WANTED—Man to work on farm, one that
by them.
FOE S ALE—Bakery, present business $750
Isa good milker.
Forty words Inserted under this head I J*
of $3,785 57.
AYRSHIRE MILK ^
per month. This established busluess can
T OST—Ou the Gray roa1 between here and
FARM, Stroudw&ter, Me.
one -week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
29-1
TOOK CARBOLIC ACID.
At Poland Stni.ig, a
be secured at inventory price. E. O. STEPHENlady's cape trimmed with
WISCASSET & QUEBEC.
SON,
fur and lined with satin.
Mgr., Equity Loan & Real Estate Co., 45/
The finder will be
bright young man as outside
Wat^rville, October 1.—Thomas Butler, suitably rewarded by leaving it at store of WANTEE—A girl seventeen years old and WANTED—A
21-1
**
1-2 Congtess
Gross
salesman ior prominent southern house.
earnings were $18,979 25; Its
St._
*»
with
24
took
a
good
years,
large dose or MILLIKEN, COESENS & 8HORT, Ml idle St.,
recommendations, wishes a Sa'ary to star, $50 per moth; references. ApOVEN FOR SALK-One No. 3
operating expenses amounted to $21,904,- Jr., aged
place in gmd family as second girl or c;:ie of ply 9 to l for three days, ROOM No.
or at 212 state St.
2-1
Portland,
3, 106 A,
carbolic acid this forenoon at his home on
Mid die by baker’s oven and cooking imchildren. Has had experience in both, JAY, Exchange Si., city.
a deficit of $2,925.45;
70. thus leaving
28-1
i plemer.ts.
One baker’s wagon and one dedied within an hour.
Brook street and
v.i
OST—A small female spaniel dog, has long Box 1666.
total deficit from operation, $12,546; toCall on or adlivery
pung with baker’s top1 brown ears, hair
■WANTED—Office boy 15 to is years of age,
hangs over eyes, two lir ANT ED—Situation
The cause is supposed to be the fact that
Trustee
dress P. A. SMITH. Watervil’.e, Me.
by a girl, as cook and
tal deficit June 30, $43,700.
m ltese spots on lack, yellow ribDon on neck,
quick and accurate.
Address of the estate of
’»
T, V,
r,1,1,1?-'1)6
bankrupt.
in
a
W.
general
J,
Lemont,
small
housework,
first
P.
O.
has
for
a
class
BOX
wife
833.
Butler's
divorce.
applied
answers to name of Rubv, color white, very
au7-Sw
_26-1
PORTLAND AND RUMFORD FALLS.
family, r.*ady to leave beach in about one week,
1-1
curly. Finder leave at Eo .ton boat
good references. Address “S,” P. O. Box 1565. WANTED—Two good cabinet makers who
of land
lot
available
-The
only
SALE
The annual report of the Portland and
a^o running machines.
beafternoon, in Spring street car Ocean Park, Old Orchard, Me.
_l.l
V *
Apon the Western Promenade, located
ply to SMITH & RUMKRY, 512-516 Fore St.
or on the street near Eastman's dry goods
—1
1
ana
Rumford Falls railways shows gross earnI
a
tween the residence* of Messers. Cart/and
WANTED—By
younz lady, room aud
store, a po/ketbook containing > a sum of
’'
location near Spring st.: cars pre- __26-1
Conley. Also a first-class furnished
c0:[*",9l
ings from operation, $356,479.61; operatFinder will be suitably rewarded bv ferred.board,
money.
Beach.
Referen'es exchanged.
Address M
WANTED-Men to work on fish, 14 LONG stable and land at Wiliard street.
leaving it at the house of H. W. NOYES. 36
ing expenses, $247,447.23; income from
Press office.
to TRUE BROS No. 294 Fors
26-1
L._A,.
WHARF
Winter street.
city.
29-1
26-1
operation, $109,031 68, a decrease of $7,f\Rl G CLERI^—Junior wishes permanent
SALE-Uouse with1J rooms
up at Cousin’s Island, a 15 foot dory.
WANTED—Cook for steam yacht, 24 PLUM "IDOR
*
610 29.
-Y
The total Income was $126,729.36.
two acres of land fil
position; hav? had six years’ experience
The owner can have the same by payinj
1
a
DeerlnR. at a
__b
Also
and
lots adiolnlnir. ln East
house
•_26-1
charges. HENRY GROVES, Cousin’s Island, manufacturing
prescription work. Speaks
After the payment of interest and other
bar rain hv REO. W. ADAMS, 108 EXCnanAe
English and French and always willing and BOOKKEEPER and stenographer
Me.
26-1
wanted; St.
the late Beniaman
of
estate
of
the
charges $59,127 06, and four per cent on
obliging. BLAIR, No 9 Brook St., WatervlUe
young man preferred; must write a good |
! Adams. __—Maine.
business hand, be correct at
21-2
common stock, $10,000, there was a surfigures and famil- 1
AGENTS WASTED.
maniar with stenography and
typewriting; a fine UOE SALE—A. fine cash business In live
The total surplus on
plus of $30 602 30.
and the
prospective position for the right party; wlrle
1
ufacturing town, all fresh goods
A
GENIS
WANTED—“GALVESTON:
The
a gentleman is preferred becauss of
June 30 was $211,914,05.
the nature
kind that don’t go out of style. no competition.
Horrors of a Stricken Cllv.” 1 y Murat
live
of the business, applica’ions will be
Rumford Falls and Rangeley Lakes
receiver This is a tine opportunity tor one or two
Halstead. Fully illustrated, fas est sen.ng book
All-round union Job Printer, with ci y expa from ladles who have had experience and mat men. Price twenty-five hundred dollars. W,
Railroad—Gross
earnings,
ever
$91,191,88;
published; only $1.50. Best terms nene*, in type display an I commercial
be adjudged comp Rent.
Address applieatioi M. STAPLES, Brldgton. Me._
job
operating expenses, $65,878 69; income
guaranteed, outfit free, be quick. J. s. p
es<work; a so familiar with all-round tountn In own handwriting, N. E. A. T. CO., Roam 14
from operation, $25,313.19, about the same
ZEIGLER & Co., Chicago, III.
1-1
11 Exchange street,
uewspape." and job office wo k; competent tc
Portland, Me.
25-1
as in
1899. After the payment of Interest
take
desires permanent position in oi
and original article just patented: out ofcharge,
and taxes a net Income
able-bodied mm who un
of $3,968.36 reWTANTED—An
etty. Perfectly reliable, and reference:
like
it
derstands
evermvented before. Gentle
nothing
farming
The best American Mainsprings.
betweei
mained.
The total sutplus June 30 was
andahility. Address .T tlie ages of 21 and 35, and thoroughly,
?iveA’v50hai:acier
men a.id lady agents wanted. Call at 16 Cumber- I m.
who comes well re
the Elgin and Waltham companies. Warranwa
DiER, ,3 St. Lawrence St, i crtlami, Me
$37,791 12.
land at., from 7 to u p. m.
the
lKA cAPPly t0
27-1
for one year. McKENNEY,
STOCK
soi 28-iw*
iJiUJJUE, 504 Vi Congress street.
jiy.uuu
M nument Square.
12-tt-lw*
Augusta,'October 1.—The reports of the

railroads for the railroad year which ended June 30,
1900, are now coming for-

BENTON AND FAIRFIELD.

WANTED.

Gross income. $3,548 98; operating expenses, $5,965 03; net income from operation. $5*3.90.

TO

FOR

FOR

FOR

170R

WANTED—By

■

f’OR

FOR

i^ngra.

PREFERRED
ACCIDENT.

HOUSES

1j>OR
FOIt

INSURANCE CO.
XIV

Grand Trunk Report Most

Gross income, $55,095 63; operating expenses, $39.‘275 83; net income from operAlter the payment of
ation, $15,819.80.
$10,800 interest on the funded debt—and
income of
other charges a net divisible
$1,150 49 remained. The surplus June 30
was $5,611 07.
The total cost of the road
is given as $712,299 59,
The number of
passengers carried was 1,094,824.

income, $38,747.88, as against
$39,749.73 the previous year; operating expenses $27,897.10 compared with $28,245.19.
The net income from operation was $11,350 78, a loss of $5,173 66. The number of
passengers carried was 788,351,
against
En- 809,576 the year before.
BANGOR, ORONO AND OLDTOWN.

lead to consump-

tion, the faithful use of Golden Medical
Discovery will, in almost every instance,
effect a cure.
I was taken sick in July last year, and was
kind of work until Novemnot able to do

HMC^XUVE.

Over 2,000 of the best business and professional men in tha State are protected by its policies. In the accident department no other
Company has oue-half the business in the Stite.

■WlE3TST ?
The

PREFERRED sells heller
policies at a lower price.

The PREFERRED pays claims

promptly.
Since April, 1899. whan the company commenced writing its Health Policies which are
the most l.beral ones in the held, nearly 2,000
policies have been issued for this agency and
nearly $5,009 lias been paid our citizens under
them.
Our business was increased In 1899 in Maine
over 90 per cent. We wish to do even better
Send your
in 1900.
Your aid is solicited.
triends to us.

THE C. F. DUNLAP AGENCY,
MANAGERS AND ADJUSTERS,
86

j

practically germ proof.

This disease resisting condition is obtained by the use of Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery. It purifies the blood,

net divisible Income of
$1,The number of passengers carried
a

PORTLAND AND YARMOUTH.

some

woman.

Windham and

161,610

was

TO LET.

WIT AND WISDOM,

Exchange St., Portland,

dec2i

Me.

eodtr

FOR

FOR

ij'OR

UR.

FOR

PARLOP.S

]FOR

MR.

FOR

AN

FOB

REMOVAL—I

—

IFOR

T10

IF

Nature’s color is green. She makes
the grass green, the leaves
green, the
bushes green, the herbs green.
Over in
Switzerland Nature grows an herb that

NOTICE—C.

FOR

OFFICE

__

WANTED—A

]FOR

TO

SPORTSMEN

FOR

NOTICE—Goss

WANTED—Experienced

MONEY

FOR

Omega Oil ia Green, Like Nature.”
is greener and more powerful than any
other thing that comes out of Mother
Earth. This herb is used in Omega Oil.
It makes Omega Oil green, like Nature.
It gives Omega Oil power to stop pains
in people’s bodies. It is the one
particular herb intended by Nature to cure weak
backs, lame shoulders, stiff joints, tired
and legs, and sore, aching,
itching,
swollen, tired, bad-sinellingfeet. Omega
Oil is a godsend to old folks. It loosens
up their stiff joints and takes the pains
arms

out of their bodies.

For athletes and bicycle riders it is the
finest stuff known for tired muscles and
contracted chords. You simply bathe
the

place

that hurts with warm water

and soap. Then rub in a little Omega
Oil. Rub it in good and hard till the
pores take it all in. That’s all there is
to do. Your druggist has it,
it for you.

or can

get
780

PRACTICALLY WOUND UP.

Manchester, N. H

October 1.—After a
two hours discussion before Judge Robert
Pike of the New Hampshire Supreme
oourt today it was decided to
take the
matter of the defunct Granite
State
Provident association to the full bench in
December. The concern Is now practically wound up, but Assignee Taggart cannot decide just how to move because of
the fact that in ten states ancillary receivers decline to turn over the funds in
their possession.
ALBERTO IDENTIFIED.

Mass.,

October 1—Chief of
Police O. D, Bates, arrived home today
from Sydney, C. B., where he went to
identify Carlos Alberrn. who Is charged
with murdering bis wife in Holyoke on
thief Bates says there is
September 1.
no question but mat cue man now held
the
by
police of Sidney is none other
than Alberto. The al.eged murderer his
secured counsel
and
will light eitradition.

Clinton,

—

TO

I^OR

TO

FOR

TO

LET.

FOR

MORTGAGES

DO

~~

SPOT CASH-OLD GOLD.

WANTED—A

BAKERS

I

FOR

LOST—Friday

r

“{j
eiiT-fAthriAUrln/at

PICKED

^Executor

PRINTER.

MAINSPRISG^ 75C.

ANEW

[

M{nerareL

Gralu Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRAD

CHICAGO—Cash aouiatlcsi

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.
Closing.

•mentne.

Oct. 76%
Nov. 77
Dec.

Quotations of

Oct.
39%
Noy. k.3o%

88%
36%
84%

Eec.

Markets.

Leading

77%

COKN.

Products in the

Staple

7Cy8
77

OATS.
Oct.
Nov

21%
22%

22%
PORK

Oct.
Jan.
Money

Stock,

lark

lk«w

Clrutn

mid

12 20

1160

LAUD.

Oct.
Jau.

Market ltevlew

7 07
6 80

RIBS.

Oct.....
Jan.
Monday’s auotauous.
WHEAT
Onemna.

New York, Ootober 1.—The stook marreflected the operations of profesket
dealers on a larger scale today
sional
than for a long time past as a result of

INEW

57%

7

17%

RIBS.

I'UtiV.

8 00

Boston Stock List.
Sales of stock at the Boston

New York

Quotations of Stocks and Bonds
(By Telegraph.)
The following are the closing quotations of
Bon"Oct. 1.
Sept 29.
New 4s. res.134%
134%
New as. rwub.'.134%
134%
New 4s.res..il4v*
1)4%
New 4s. coup.113%
115%

!

of

Portland YViiolesae

Uur'trf.

PORTLAND. Oct. 1.
Breadstuff* firm with Wheat Va®3/* c higher.
Corn and u.its both exhibited much strength.
Provisions firmer: Pork fully 50c higher.
The tollowniii' quotations represent
saie prices for the market;

v,u>ie-

t..e

Float

Superfine and low graaes.2 75 £3 00
bpring \\ neat. Bakers.3 7534 15
Spring Wheat patents.4 65 £5 05
Mieh. and St.I-ouisst. loner.4 I0a,4 25
Mich, and St. Louis ciear.4 00®4 15
Winter IVheat patents.4 60s, 4 75
lots.
<£52
<£53
Corn, hag lots.
<£5o
Meal.j bag lots.
oats, car lots.
<£30
35
Oats, bag lots. 343
Cotton seed, car lots.00 00,£26 60
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00 00,<£27 00
Sacked Bran, car lots.18 O0@19 00
Sacked Bran, bag lots.<)0 00319 00
Middline. car lots..
.18 0G,£20 00
Middling, bag, lots.... .-19 oo@20 50
Mixed leeu.19 OOfit'J 50
car

Snear, Coffee, Tea- Molasses. Kaiains.
6 34
6 34
6 00
13
Cofibe—itio. roasted.
@16
Coffee—Java and Mocha.
27@30

Migav—Standard granulated.
Sugar—Extra fine granulated....
Sugar—Extra C..

25@36

27@50

36@40
3o@66
36@40
32@35
20

a

00@2
25@2

25
25
60

42 75
7@8V»

50

Fork. Beat, LardjanJ Fo»«itry,
Pork—Heavy. 17 25.5)17 60
Fork—Medium.10 00(513 25
Beef—heaw.
;.10 75@1125
Beel—light. 10 00@t0 75
Boneless, naif bbls
Lard—tea ana ballfcbl. mire_
Lard—tes and hall bbl.com....
Lard—Pails nure.
Lard—Pails, compound.
Lard—Pure, leaf...

Chickens...

i®

o 50

8% @8*4
mi's6%
9V*(3i9'*a
7Va a8
9% @1014

16@

^18

Fowl.
12»16
Turkeys.
13® 15
Hams.
ltailVa
Shoulders..
8V2
Dry Fish and Mackerel,
Cod. large Shore. 4 60,@4 75
Medium shore fish.
@3 60
Pollock. 2 60 » 3 50
Haddock.*.
@2 75
Hake.«...
@2 30
Herring, per box, sealed.
@16
Mackerel, shore Is.
@18 00
Mackerel, shore 2s.
@§10
Large 3s.
@§15
Produce.

Beans. Pea. 2 25@2 30
Beans, Ca lfornla Pea. 2 60 ®2 65
Beans, yellow Eyes. 2 35 a 2 40
Beans, Red Kidney...2 *ud 2 50
Native Onions, bu.
@f 75
Potatoes, bbl.
165@ooo
Sweet Potatoes, Jersey
3 00@0 00
Sweet, Eastern Shore...
@2 60
Kegs. Eastern fresh..
@ 23
Eggs. Western fresh.
@ 21
Butter, Eaney Creamer.
24® 25
Butter. Verment
21 (a) 22
Cheese, N. York and Vermt...
12%@13
Cheese, sage.
13
^,13 Vs
Fruit.

^PP’es

.125 52 60
Lemons, Messina........ * 75@5 60
Oranges.
4( 0@5 00
Oils, Turpentine and Coal.
Raw Linseed Oil.
62@67
Boiled Linseed oil.
64@6

Turpentine

and Centennial oil bbl.,
tst Petroleum, 120.

Renned
Pratt’s Astral.

:

Half bbls. lc extra

Cumberland, coal.
Biove and furnace coal, retail...

Franklin.

Poa coal. retail.

60

27%
122%
110
377

18%
10%
32%
115%
25
206

71%
86%
ll

61%
91
133
121

46%
67%
29

15%
104%

113%

St. l aui ci untana...110
si. ram & omana Dta.
Texas racinc. 14%
Union racttic diu.. 73%
6%
Waoasn.
Wabasn diu...i t7%
187
Boston
New York ana New stnu. nf..
Old {Colonv..T.....202
Adam* LXDress...i2o
American KXDress.150
U. ». fcxDress. 46
People was... 86%
racinc Man...... 30%
Pullman raiace. 182
811gar. common.....117%
Western union. 78
Southern liv pfc..
Brooklyn Kama i ransit. 5 Vs
31%
Federal 8teei common..
do pia .. 63
American uoDacco.I 89

173 a
»1Q

14%
73

0%
17%
187
204
123
160
45

84%
29
182

116%
78Vi
50%
31%
62%
88%
128

pm.128

Metropolitan Street K H.148
Tenn. coal & iron... 63%
U. 8. KUDber. 29%

Continental lonacco.J24%

44@i?4
@1014
mi/.
/4
@4 25
@7 00
“8 60
6 00

BOSTON Oct. 1. 1900 -The following
today’s quotations of Flour ami torn:
FLOUR.
Spring •atm ts 4 35 a.5 25
Winter patents 4 10 i£4 60.

147%
55

28%
24Vi

were

Clear mu atraiam. 3 65 ^4 35
Corn—steamer yellow 50.;.
<

ii.Cigo

JL.

TTa

market

cloied

steadv; middlings 10c.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
firm middlings 10c.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day closed
Steadv ; imuuiiaus iOtoc.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market closed
steady; midi.lings lOtoC.
MO H LI— Cotton
market firm;
middlings
S. VANN A II—'; he Cotton
stead.. middlings lac.

(Vocii.

.«

market

c

osed

E uropean Alarbet*.

(By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL, Oct 1. 1900.—The Cotton
lower;spot 6tod: sales 4000 bale®.

market

BAILING DAYS OP OCEAN STEAMERS
for.

fhow

St Louis.New York. .So’ampton ...Oct
New York. .Antwerp —Oct
Friesland
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpool... .Oct
a quitaiue.New Y01k.. Havre.Oct
FderGrosse .New York.. Bremen.Oct
....

Sicilian.Montreal... Liverpool ...Oct
Montreal... Liverpool.. ..Oct
Cambron-.au
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow... .Oct
Pennsylvania..New York. Hamburg.. .Oct
Tartar Prince, New York. .Naples. &c...Oct
Mauitou.New York. .London.Oct
Campania.... New York.. Liverpool... .Cot
Rotterdam... .New York. .Rotterdam. .Oct
Lalin.New York. .Bremen.Oct
New York.New York. Southampt’D Oct
—

Southwark.New York. .Antwerp.. ..Oct
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool.... Oct
Touralne.Now York. .Havre
Oct
\'aT.r VAflr

11

llnmhnwrv

3
3
3
4
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
C
6
9
10
10
11
11

/"kof 1

1

Tunisian.Montreal. .Liverpool... Oct
Oct
City of Rome. .New York.. Glasgow
State Nebraska New York. .Glasgow.Oct
New
York.
.London.Oct
Minneapolis....
Maasdam
.New York. .Rotterdam...Oct
Trave .New York.. Bremen.Oct
Etruria.New York. Liverpool.. ..Oct
Pretoria.New York. .Hamburg... Oct
K M Theresa ..New York. .Bremen.Oct
Servia.New York. Liverpoool ..Oct
Deutschland.
New York.. Hamburg
.Oct
St Paul.New York.. >outham’tn..Oct

12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
16
18
16
17
Germanic.New York. Liverpool.. Oct 17
Westerniand .New York. .Antwerp ...Oct 17
Lorraine.New York. .Havre.Oct 18
....

..

MIA N 1 I'll It a

..OCT. 2.

445
AMSunrises. 5
w?*~r f
wa“v'1
Sunsets.. 5 25
U’M... 6 15
LeDgth of days..11 43«Moon sets.11 41

42iHldi

j1Mgn

MARINE

USTEWB

47%

I Stiraui...113-71,
1
st. rauilDia....•.173

uo

ESTON— The Cotton

...

Sept. 29.
27%
69%

K> ilou HlarKst.

Corn a:ui FeeL

Teas—Amoys.
1 .eas—Congous.
Teas—Japan.
Teas—Formosa.
Molasses—Porto Rico.
Molasses—Barbadoes.
Molasses—common..
New Raisins. 2 crown.2
3 crown....2
do
4 crown. 2
do
Eaisins. loose Muscatel.

113

do
pta.
20%
Out. & West....
if
tte&mmi-.....
ilock isianu. ..K %

Kxporlf.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Ouione S—347,393
I
ft lumber.
LONDON. {Steamship Endeavor—48,623 bus I
oats 24,046 do wheat 17,220 do peas 924 cs of
splints mo oa'es hay 1309 boxes cheese 5726
pcs deals 4 > s mdse 5 iy8 sacks flour 29 rns of
feed 165 c atle.

GA1.V

A

109

Nortnweswn,.160

•„

Meteghan. Schr W K Smith—109,000 ft
boards to J H llumlen N Son.

'65 s

...

Snt;ar illarkei.
Portland market—cut loat 8:: confectioner*
at sc; powdered 7 Vic: granulated 7c: coffer-

J m ports.

103
68

Mexican central.11%
Michigan central.
51%
Minn. & St. Louis..
Mmu. sc sl Louis am. 91
Missouri racinc......|48%
new .jersev Central.133%
N ew York »Central.128%
Northern racinc com.j 47%
Northern raciilc Dtd..
68%

Itrkull Grocer**

6Vkc;yaUo« G

it. u. lsi.io3
Denver
Erie gen.l4a. 68
M.O..ivaru-N lex.l'gus........
64%
6 ansas n Pacific consols.....
Oretmn Now.1st.iP9
Texas racinc. l. o. Ists....jl3%
<10 rear. 2«s. 60
Union raeiflc 1st*.104%
Quotations ol stocks—
Oct. 1.
Atclilson. 27%
Atcuisoo Did. 69%
Central racinc.
Cbes. & Ohio. 27%
Chicago. Bur. Stuuuicy.124
bet. a nun. canai uo.110%
Del. Lack. Sc West.176%
uenver sc it. u.
|18%
trie, new. 11
Brie is ..;3;%
Illinois Central. ...116%
Lane June & West. 2 7

Lake,Ignore.206
l.oui3 fit rvasn...... 71%
.Mannatiau Kievaixu.-.87%

Hides.

Oct. 1.

NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-dav was
quiet, toe advance: middling uplands at 10Va ;
do gulf 11V8C: sales 628 hales.

Stock Exchange:
bid.

Atchison....:.
27%
Boston & Maine.187
American Beil....

WU 1.

call

(By Telegraph.)

^

Oct.|

The follow ing quotations represeur iii** pay
mg prices In this market:
lb
Cow and steers..,..6Va«
Hulls and stags...»....4V4i
8
Calf Skins—No 1 quality.
...6 s
Nod
**.26c each
No 3

Ligonia

12

Central Massachusetts. I3ys
do pfd,
62
Maine Central.156
Union Pacific. 68
I Union Pacific Dfd. 73%
whole moved contrary to Mexican Central 4s..
78
.117%
The professional bulls pro- American Sugar
American Sugar pfd.114%
increased confidence over

closed at 2£2Vh.
Prime mercantile paper 43/* <.6V* P®r cent.
Sterling Exchange was weak, with actual binines* in bankers lulls 4 85% <£4 86Vi ior demaud an<!4 81V4<£4 Sl^s u»r sixty < ays posted
rates at 4 82Va u.4 83 V* and 4 £6W§4 87 Cm
niercial bills at 4 S1V* a4 81%.
Silver certificates 63Va'466
Bar Silver 63*4.
Mexican dollars 4 974
Governments steady.

Corn,

22%

Oct.

scale.

crusneti

Dec.S

22 Va

LARD.

the relief there Is great at the successful
termination of the stock exchange settleThe bond market continued irment.
regular and the dealings on a small

on

221/a

Oct..

the market.
fessed greatly
the money outlook, notwithstanding an
advance
he call loan rate on the ex-j
per cent. Discount rates
change i.
were slightly easier in London and there
also in Berlin, where
was a relaxation

Money

Oct. 22
Nov.
..
22y8
PORK.

the
The leading industrials,
resulted.
local tractions and some of the steel stocks
1 to 2 % points and Pressed
rose from
The
rose an extreme 3 3-4.
Steel Car
coal strike seemed to be ignored and the

Cotton Markets.

86

..

The movement centred in
best.
Union Pacific, which was absorbed in a
very confident manner and in very heavy
blooks ail day. An extreme rise of 2 1-4

a

39%
37vs

OATS.

the

as

78%

CORN.

the
als
strength
Notwithstanding
shown by the bull contingent, It wus unable to maintain prices to the close and
the tone was therefore heavy at the end
and prices were considerably off from

Butter dull—ere tmery 16@21c; dairies at 13
@180.
Cheeie steadv at lOtoigilltoc.
Eggs firm—f;eib l«.
Fiour—receipts 23,000 bbls: wheat 285.000:
hush; corn* 6 8 ouo bush: oats 308.000 bush;
rye 18.000 i»usU: hartei 70.000 bush.
Shipment*— lour ,90 to him; wheat|334.000
bush; corn *185,000 bioh; oats 224,000 bush
rve 0 JOO uusn; uariey ; 6,uou ouah.
DETROIT—Wheat ouored 77to icasli Wlilte;
Red 79toc; Nov 80% c; Oct —; Dec 82o.
TOLEDO-'Wheat—cash and October 78%c;
Dec 8l3/sc.

76%
77%

Oct... 38%
Nov.
36%
Dec.. ..

in New York from summer
arrival
outings of the majority of the more influential element amongst the profession-

i<4'8 40.

Closing

Oct.76%
Nov....7«ys
Dec.

the

coalers

7 80
6 20

Flour 9 e: dv.
Wheat—No 2 surlng—c; No 3 do at 75S£:78c:
No 2 Ken 77(d78u.
< oru—No 2
at 39to@4oc:
No 2 yellow 3 9 to £40Vac. «>ats—No 2 at 2 2 to,
@22V»C5 No 2 white 25f<*2fi%c: No 3 white at
23to'a>26to : No 2 five at olVaC; good feeding
uariey 47 toe; fair to choice malting 6(V«56c;
Nol Flaxseed at l 47Va ;No f N W Flaxseed at
1 47 to««)i 49: prime I'iniothy seed 4 26<@4 90;
» ess
Pork at 12 POofiia 65.
Lard at 7 lO®
7 20; short rihs sides at 7 95-« 8 20; dry salted
shoulders at 6V4@83/s .hliort clear sides ti 30

v

By Telegram*.
CHICAGO. Oct. 1. 1900.—Cattle— receipts
25.000: generally about steady to 10c lower;
natives
est on sale 2 ears •> 85; ‘good to prime

steers at 5 45 65 85; poor to medium steers at
4 5u(£6 40; selected feeders weak 3 80®4 6 ;
mixed stackers slow to iOc lower 2 60®4 65;
Texas fed steers at 4l0®5 90; Texas grass
steers 3 25@4 oo.
Hogs—rece pts 40.000; fairly active, mostly 5
lower; top 5 50; mixed aud butchers at 5 00®
6 50; good to choice heavy 5 00®5 47 Vs jrough
and heavy at 4 85 66 96; light at 6 10@5 5o;
bulk of sales 5 15®5 35.
Sheep—receipts 22,000:
steady to strong;
choice iambs steadv; others weak to loc lower:
good to choice wethers at 3 90®4 25; fair to
choice mixed 3 0®3 90; Western sheep 4 00®
4 20: Texas sheep ac 2 5063 60; native iambs
4 25 65 4o; Western 4 50®5 30.J

FFRNANDINA—Sid 29;h, sells Edward H
Blake, Smith, New York; Edith L Alien, Gilkey,
Rio Janeiro.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 1st, echs Mary Farrell
and C B Clark. Bangor; Mary Augusta, Bangor
lor Black Rocks, t.t; Lulu \V lippes, Ellsworth
for Plymouth; Pouliassei, Clark’s island for
New York.

J. M. Conrad and
family have
visiting friends at south Portland.
Mrs. L. tf. Brown and
Mrs J.
W.
Johnson were calling at South Portland one day the past week.
Mr, Wilford Kingston cf New Canaan,
N. B., was at Mr, J. W. Johnson’s, SunMr.

ll\rANN IS—Ar 20th, schs Bella Hallidoy,
daygn
zzz
Saco tor Philadelphia; Eugenia, New York for
We are so sorry to learn that
Mrs.
Bar Ilarqor.
Anchored outside 30th, schs Ileiny O Barrett Henry Cummings is quite ill.
and A lee BPhtllips. Philadelphia for Portland.
BOOTHBAY.
At Cotuit 29th, sch American Team, Philadclpn a lor Salem.
Oct. 1,—Charles Southwlob,
Boothbay,
NEW EON DON-Sid 3<>th, sells Henry WhitS, Emerson and Allen Cove have
jiey. New York; Josie R Burr. Philadelphia tor Benj.
Providenec; Annie M Allen, do for Newbury- bean drawn as traverse jurors at the
October
term
ior
Boston.
supreme judicial court,
port: Stephen Bennett, do
NORFOLK—Ar 29th, sch Fortuua, Clark’s at Wisoasset,
and Joseph S.
Blake a
Cove.
grand juror.
Old, sell Nathaniel T Palmer, Boston.
Hodge & Giles have purchased a shingle
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, sells Blanche f!
machine, which they will have' in operaKing, New London; F G French. New York.
tion
at their mill the coming winter.
|
Marcus Hook—Passed down 27th. sch Mary
Chester Knight has
tht>
purchased
Godfrey, for Gardiner; Belle O’Neill, from PhilMerrill
his
moved
adelphia.
farm, arid has
Delaware Breakwater
Ar 30th, sells Fred
family in.
Gower, Sargent, Portland; Raymond T Maull,
About two thirds of a hay
has
crop
Smith, Kennebec.
been harvested
in town this
saason.
Sid 30th. sell Spartan, Portland.
two
average about
In port 29th, sell Annie F Kimball, from Nor- Potato crop will
thirds.
are
of
and
folk.
Apples
plentiful,
PORT BLAKELY—Sid 29tli, ship Abner Co- very good quality
burn, Colcord, Sydney, NSW.
GBAY
PROVINCETOWN—Ar 30th. sell It L Kenney. Rockland for Providence and Newport.
Hi^y Mills, Oct, 1.—Mr. and Mrs, BusRICHMOND, Va—Sid 29th, sch Myra W sell
Fields nave returned to their home
Spear. Lewis, Janies River.
ROCKLAND—Sid 1st, schs Briyadler, A W in Augusta. They have been visiting at
Ellis and Jennie G Pillsbury, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Quint’s for
the
SALEM—Ar 1st, schs R L Tay, Bangor for last week.
Newport; Mary Augusta aud C B Clark, do for
The last dance cf the season was held
New York: Acia Ames. New York for Rockland;
at Wilson’s
Pavilion Friday evening,
Myronus. Philadelphia for Camden.
were present
Ar 29th, sells Frank at which eighty couples
STONINGTON. Ct
Mr.
Wilson
reports a very successful list
Learning, Philadelphia for Saco; W It Chester,
New York for Bostoi
of dances, having had but one rainy night
TACOMA—Ar 30th. ship Gov Robie. Nichols, throughout tho season.
Hong Kong via Port Townsend.
The Hry Mills sohooHjfftse is being reVINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 30th, sch Laura C
paired. Two windows are bein£ conAnderson, Philadelphia for Portland.
structed in the back part, and a woodsfce i
Passed, tug Waltham, towing barge Sunbury,
is being adjoined.
The carpenters are J.
Philadelphia for Portland.
Ar 1st, schs Cumberland. Plilladelnbia for D. Sawyer of East Gray, Laben Tnayer
Portland ; Manuel R Cuza, do for Belfast; Nim- and Bert Libby of Gray Corner.
bus, do for Boston; R D Spear, Newark for
Mr George Quint and son Charlie
Hillsboro; Celia F. Philadelphia for Baugor.
have decide to live with
Mr. Quint’s
Sid. schs Lewis H Howard, W S Jordan, 11 R
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Quint,
Woodside, Jennie E Fighter and naura O An- parents,
this
winter.
derson.
Thirteen cases of measles
Passed—Schs Helena. Philadelphia for Bafli;
reported in
Jeremiah Smith, Kennebec lor New York; W L the plaoe last Monday.
Maxwell, Swans Island for do.
S. W Foster was at home from Bumford Fails over Sunday.
True G
Colley
Foreign Ports.
was also at home from Bumford Falls for
Ar at Hong Kong previous to Sept 29. ship some time.
Benjamin Sewall, Sewall, Fremantle.
A
WHEEL STOLEN.
Cld at St John, NB, Oct 1, sell Lizzie B, Belyea. Thomaston.
Some excitement was caused
at
the
Passed Fame Point Oct 1, steamer Livonian, Pavi lion last
Friday evening by a bicyLiverpool for Montreal.
cle thief. A young man went from
the
Sid fm Glasgow Sept 30, steamer Pomeranian,
village to the Pavilion and left^his whee
Montreal.
Ar at Glasgow Oct 1, steamer Brazilian, Mon- leaning against a tree, within the boun~
treal.
dary of the lights. Wishing to return
Returned to Greenock Oct ^, steamer Lakonia, about half an hour later, he could find
Glasgow for Montreal.
no trace of it whatever, but a rough lookIng customer who had been in tha vicinity
was gone also
He soon returned, howMAINE TOWNS.
ever, and Sheriff Dow, who came upon
the scene a little later, took him In oustody. Upon being questioned he crossed
Items of Interest Gathered by Our ho himself twic9 and gave two
distinct
names, but denied having had anything
eal Correspondents.
to do with the affair,
but
finally upon
being taken apart by the sheriff, conthe whole,
and led him to the
fessed
WINDHAM.
hiding place in <J. E. Libby's woods,
East Windham, Sept. 30.—Miss Martha more than a mile away. He was
tried
under
name of
James (Jook, at the
Thompson, who has been spending the office ofthe
Trial Justice Vinton, Saturday,
past two weeks with her parents, Mr. at 9 a, m
and plead guilty,
but the
and Mrs, Wm. Thompson, expects tc re- amount being beyond Lawyer Vinton’s
turn to her work in Salem, Mass., this power of jurisdiction the prisoner was
bound over in the sum of $100 for his apweek.
pearance at the January term of Superior
Mr. Wm. A. Liarnb of Windham Plains, Court, The bail was not
furnished, and
he was committed.
is suffering from the effects of a shock.
The wheel was the
Miss Iva
who has been
visit- property of Horace C. Marsden.
—

—

Maxtleld,
ing Mr3. Ella Morrill, returned to Hoston

FONT OF PORTLAND.

last week.
Mi3B Eva Dinsmore of Dorchester and
MONDAY. Oct. 1.
Miss Lottie Davis of Roxbury, Mass.,
have been the gne3ts of Mrs, Nettie ElArrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, Boston, for liot, this week.
Eastport and St John, N B.
Several from this place attended CumSell Emma VV Day, Bray, Bar Harbor.
berland fair this week.
Scb VV C Pendleton, VVeober, Damanscotta,
Scb Eldorado, Strout, Miilbridge.
PORTER.
Seh VV O Nettleton, Cousins ’Huehill.
Sch Nettie B Dobbin. Wooi ward, Calais for
Kezar Falls, Oct. 1 —John Fox and

Boston.
Scb Dacotab, Dennison, Maclilasfor Plymouth
Scb Lady Antrim. Campbell, Rockport.
Scb Laura T Chester, Beals, Rockport.
Scb Ella G Eells, Cushman, Boston.

wife,

of

Lovell, stopped

one

night

in

RAILROADS.

;

Trams Leave Portland

For Lewiston, 7.C0, 8.15, a. m. 1.30. 6.15 *8.30
p. in.
For Island Pond, 8.15 a. m., 1.30. *8.31 p. m
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.15 a. rn.
and *8.30 p. m„ reaching,Montreal at 6.50
p. m., and 7.20 a. ns.

Trains

Portland.

FOR

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Maine

Steamship

—

Poii'esilo SlarKeti.

(By Telegraph.*
Oct.. I. moo.
YORK—The Flour marKet—receipts
42.577 bbls; exports 19,654 0013; safes 7,560
pc Kgs; we 1 held and fairly active fo clioic ?.
Flour—Winter pts 3 70®4 00 (Winter straights
3 5063 65; Minnesota palonts 4 lo.a.4 60; witrtei extras 2 70®3 oo: Minnesota bakers 2 85a.
3 35; do low grades 2 4062 70.
Rye steadyj.No 2 Western at 61 c f o b afloat:
State live 66657c C I F New York.
Wheat—receipts 148,000 Dusu; exports 2^3,113 bus; sales 3,100,000 busu futures, nio.ooo
bush exports: spot firmer: No 2 lieu 82 V* cfo
b afloat; No 2 lied 8IV2C in eiev; No 1 Northern Duluth 8014 fob afloat.
Corn—receipts 350.776 bushs exports 103,034
bush: sales 166,000 bush futures;‘r4> .000 bush
export; spot firmer ;No 2 at 48VIc In eiev, 48a
48x4c tjo b afloat.
Oats—receipts 168,00 busn: exporn 7 ',‘.'32
busl) ;sales—buslisuoi.spot firmer; No at 2bV* :
No 3 at 25c: No 2 white at 27V2®2734 : No 3
white at 26*,. ®27c; track mixed Western at 26
®26V2C; track white Western 26Va(634c.
Beei dull; family 10£0®$11; mess at $9®
9 60.
Cut m ats steadv.
Lard tinner: Western steamed 7 67Va ; Oct
7 67Va nominal: refined firm; comment 7 85;
5 A 8 5 -: com ound OVi
6*4.
Fork firm; mess at 13 506J 4 00; famiiv at
1» 0 laid 60; slio-t clear 14 00®16 00.
Butter auiet and steady; ereatipuies at 17®
2 c; do factory 13 Va®16VaC: June erm at 16 a
21 Sc: state dalrv 16V2 a2i; do erm —.
Cheese firm; large white 11 Vs^llVAe: small
white ll14®lls/8c;iarge clored.at 11 VitallVs :
sm 41 11 Va.
Jttggs steady; state and Perm 18®21;Western
regular packing at mark 12 Va®l8c; Western,
loss off 20c.
i etroleum auiet.
Tarpentme firm.
Bice firm.
Bosin steady.
KKW

Molasses steady.
Freights to Liverpool steady; cottom by stm
15®50; grain 4d.
^
sugar—raw firm; fair refining at 4VAC; CeilIrifugal 96 lest atnc; Molasses sugar 4c: reined steady;No 6 at 5.GO; No 7 at 6.50; No 8
; it;5 40c; No 9 at 6.30; No lu at
6.25; No 11 at
>.25; No 12 at 5.20c. No 13 at 5.15; No 14
1 it 6.16; standard A and Confetioners A
5.95;
douId A 6.;0; cut loaf and crushed 6.56; pow< lered 6.25; granulated 6.15; Cubes 6.30.

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Got
STEAMER ENTERPRISE
Ill

Effect

Sept.

6t!i,

1990.

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAIL
WAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:
7 00 a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston
(Lower)
Bath. Boothbav, Fopham Beach, Rock land, Augusta. Waterville. Skowliegan and Belfast,
8.30 a. m. For Danville Je., Rumford Falls
Bends, Lewiston, Farmington. Range ley and
Waterville.
10.10 a, m. For Brunswick, Batli, Lewiston
Gardiner, Augusta and Waterville.
11.00 a. in. Express for Danville Jc., Lewiston, Waterville, Mooseliead Lake via Foxcroft,
Bangor, Washington County R. R., Bar Harbor,
Aroostook County and for Houlton,Woodstock,
j St, Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John aud Halifax via Vanceboro.
1
12.35 p. m.
Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta, Waterville. Newport, Bangor,
Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Greenville12.50 p.

1 00 p.m.

For

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO.

Si.b

Porllsn,

COMMENCING

5.10 p. m.
For Brunswick, Bath,
I and Waterville and to Skowliegan

w.

—

42

h.

ItTtwll;

1-2 EXCHANGE

ST.

sepuadawUm*

St.

1

only.
5.i5p. m. For Danville Janet on, Mechanic
j Fulls, Lewiston, ana on Saturda s to. Rumford
! Falls, Belgrade, Waterville and Skowliegan.
I
ll.00p.m. Night Express for i-iiunswlck,
Batn, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor.
Mooseliead Lake, Aroostook County via Oldtown, Bar Harbor, Bucksport. Yanceboro, St.
Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and all Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and the
Provinces. The Saturday night train does not
connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcrof, or beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
ton County R. R. and Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m., midnight.
Mt. Desert special for
Brunswick, (connecting for Rockland;, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Greenville and Bar
harbor.
WHITE MOUNTAIN DIVISION.

Lawrence

Service.

MONTREAL TO LIVERPOOL.
Calling at Moville.
From

STEAM-

Liverpool.
Tbu

"
*’
1

Augusta,
Saturdays

.1

illy
2 Aug

2b

8
16
2,1
30
G
33
^0
27

Montreal

SHIPS.
Numioian

n
in
25
31
7
15
22
29
5
13

Corinihiau
Parisian
median

Sept
j
**
j
[

Tunisian
JNumidian
Corinthian
Parisian
Sicilian
Tunisian

No cattle

carried

011

Quebeo
Fi Aus.

Aug.
*•

is
vs
31
8
15
22
29
5
13

Sept.
••

*•

Oct,

Sept,
•*

Oct.

these steamers.

RATES OF PASSAGE.

i

Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per cent is allowed on return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London or
Londonderry—$35.uO to $45.00.
Steerage—Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
t
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Rates to
or from other points
on application to
T. P. McGOWAN,
420 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Roam 1,
First National jiauk Building, Port-*
land, Maine
ar27dtf

8.50 a. m. For Bridgton, Fay bans. Burling
ton, Lancaster, St. John3bury, Sherbrooke
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Mia
neapoits.
l.05p.m. For Scbago Lake, Br dgton, Harrison, via rail aud Songo River, North Conway,
Fabyans. Lancaster. Colebrook, Lunenburg,
St. Jolmsbury, Newport.
5.50 p. m. ForSebago Lake, Covnisb- Bridgton. North Conway and Bartlett. Fabyans,
Lunenourg, St. Jolmsbury, Montreal, Toronto
and Chicago-

|!

The
staunch
and
elegant
steamers
DINGuEY” and
“GOV.
-BAY STATE"
Bangor, Bath, and alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland
Transfer at Bath. I and India Wharf, Boston, at 7.00 n. m dailv*
Lewiston.
j Sundays excepted.
meet every
and intermediate
These steamers
demand of
! modern steamship service la safety, speed,
12.? 5 p. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,
of
and
comfort
luxury
traveling.
Through tickets for Providence,
Lowell
Augusta, Waterville, Bangor ancl Bar Harbor.
6.00 p.m. For Lewiston.
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
J. F. LXHC<>MB. Gen. Manager
11.00 p. m. IS ignt Express for all points.
THOMAS M, BARTLETT. Age.it.
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Itockland
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
a: d
Bartlett
From
Montrea 1. Fabyans
a.
and
Mechan8.25
Lewiston
m.:
ic
a.
Waterville
and
in;
Falls, 8.35
Tltl W EEJifi.1’ 8ADL1KGS.
Augusta, 8.43 a. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Bemis. Bangoi, Augusta and Rockland, 12.02 p.
in.. Skowliegan.
Fanniogtou and Lewiston, From Boston
12.15 p. m.; Beecher Fail3,St, Johnsbury.BridgFiom
ton, 12.15 p. m.; Express, MaUawamueag, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 1.20 n. m.: Waterville and
and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. m.; Skowliegan, Waterville,
Augusta and Rockland, 5.20 p. in., from WaterFrom Central Wharf. Boston, sd. m. From
ville daily; St. .John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
Pine street Wharf.
at 3 p. m.
in.
County, Moose bead Lake and Bangor, 5.30 p. surance eilocted atPhiladelphia,
office.
m.; Rangeley. Farmington, Rumford
Falls,
for the West by the Pena. li. B. and
Freights
Fab5.45
Montreal,
Chicaaro,
p.
Lewiston,
in.;
South forwarded by connecting lines.
vans. No. C »nvv iv. 1 r dg o’i 7.U). Bar Harbor,
ftov.rn. Trip $13.00.
Passage 810.00.
Bangor and Rnekland, 1.25 a. m, dally; HaliMeals and room included.
fax. St. Jonu, Bar Harbor. Bangor, 4.20 a. m.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
daily.
Central Wharf, Boston.
Sundays—Lewiston, 9.25 a. m„ 5.38 p. m.;Bar ▲gent,
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Harbor, 12.25 p. m.; Waterville,6.20 p. m.jWbita
3$ State St» Fiske Building, Boston,
Manager,
r>
n. m.
Mountains. 5.
Mass.
oeUidtf
GEO. P. EVANS, V. P. & G. M.
F. E, BOOTHBY. G. P. S T. A.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

7.20 a.m. Paper train for
for Rockland exeept|Fony
7.25 p. m. Paper train for
9.30 a. m.
For Fabyans

BOSTON 1 PHILADELPHIA.
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday,
P'nJadelphh Monday, Wednesday
Friday,

BOSTON & MAINE B. K.
Ill Effect

Sept. ‘24,

1900,

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Union Station for Scarboro
Crossing;, lf.00 a. 111., 12.00 noon, 5.25, 6.20
p. m.; Scarboro Bench. Pine Point, 7.00,
10.00 a. m., 12.00 noon. 3.30. 5.25. 6.20. p. m.;
OIrl Orchard. 7.00. 8.45. li '.00 a. m., X2.00 noon,
l. 40, 3.30. 5.25, 6.05. 6.20. O.m.; iSaco and
Biildcford, 7.00. 8.45, 10.00 a. in.. 12.00 noon,
12.30, 3.30. 5.25, 6.20, p. III.; Kmnebunk.
7.00 8.45, 10.00 a. in.. 12.30, 3.30, 5.25, 6.05, 6.20 p.
m. ; Krnnebnnkport, 7.00. 8.45. 10.00 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Wells Beach, 7.00, 3.45
a. m.. 3.30. fi.25 p. III.; North Berwick, Rollinsford, Somersworth, 7.00, 8.45 a. in.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. Ul. : Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m 12.30,
l aki'port,
3.30 p. m.;
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8.45 a. m.« 12.30 p. in.; Manchester, Concord a j: tl Nor hern counetious,
7.00 a. 111., 3.30 p. m.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. in.; Boston, J4.30, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.30, 1.40, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Leave Boston
for Portland, 6.00, 8.00, 7.30, 8.30 a, in., 1 15,
4.16, 6.00 p. 111.; arrive Portland, 10.07, 10.50.
11.50 a. m.. 12.10, 5.00. 7.50. 6.30 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Leave Union Station for Scarboro Beach,
Pine
Old
Point,
Orchard,
Saco,
Birideford,
ifensebnuk, North BerExeter,
Dover,
Haverhill,
wick,
Lnwrtnec, Dowell, Boston, 12.55, 5 30
p. m. ; arrive Boston, 5.18. 6.42 p .m
EASTERN DIV SION.

Leave Union Station for Boston and Way
Stations, 9.00 a. in.; Ritldeford, Kittery,
Portsmouth,
Newbury port,
Salem,
Bvnn, Boston, 2.0u, 9.00 a. m.. 12.45, 6.00 U. m.j
arrive Boston 5.57 a m 12.30, 1.00, 9.00 p. m,;
Boston Express stopping at Old Orchard,
If ittery and Portsmouth only, 1.40 p. m.,

arrive Boston 4.20 p. m. Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. in., 12.30, 7.00, 9.45 p. Ml.,
ariive Portland 1145 a. m.. 12.05. 4.38.10.16 D.
m„ 12.40 midnight.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station for Biddeford, Klttery, Pot1.smooth, Stvvburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.45 p. in., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. ra.
Leave Boston
for Portland, o.oo a. ni., 7.00, 9.45 p. m., arrive
12.10, 10.15 p. m., 12.40 midnight,
t— Daily.
W. N. tfc P. 1)1 V.

Station foot of Preble street.
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashua,
Windham, Epping, Manchester, Concord and Points North 7.34 a. m., 12.33 p. m.;
Rochester, Sprlngvnle, Alfred, Waterboro. Saco River, 7.34 a. m., 12.33, 5.33 p. ra.;
Gorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook Jet., W’oodfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
Scar boro
ra. i
m., 12.33. 3.05, 5.33. 6.20 p.
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco,
Trains arrive at
Biddeford, 9.56 a. m.
P riland
from
1.05
Worcester,
p.
m.;
Rochester 8.25 a. ill., 1.05, 5.48 p. m., Gorham and Way Stations, 6.40. 8.25, 10.47 a., ra.,
1.05. 4.15, 5.48 o. ill.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Kocnestcr and Way Stations, 6.20 p. m.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. <& T. A.
sep oatf

Portland & Rumtord Falls Ry.
ft)

E1 1«m;I June 25, 1909,

DEPAKTU Hi>>
8.30 A, M. and 12.59 noon. From Union Station
for Poland. Mechanic Falls. Buckfleid. Canton, Dixheln, Branford Fails and Bends.
8.30 a. ra. 12.50 noon and 5.15 i>. in. From Union
Station for Mechanic Falla and intermediate
stations.
On Sa'urdays only, 5.15 p. in. train
runs to Kumiord Falls.

Through

cars

Bemis.

between Portland and

B. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager,
Portland. Maine.
K. L. LOYRJOY, Superintendent,
Branford Falla. Main*.
jelSdtf

—

—

ALLAN LINE

Froepori,Brunswick,Rockland,

Bucksport Saturdays.

a!k

7 a. m. Tuesday. Thursday and
Saturday for
Squirrel Island. Boothbay Harbor. Heron island, So. Bristol and East Boothbay.
augL’dtr
ALFRED RACE. Manager.

Danville, Jc.,Rumford Falls,
Bemla. Lewiston, Farmington, Carrabasset
Range icy, Bingham, Waterville, Skowbegan.

K. &. L.points, Augusta. Waterville. Skowhs«an, Belfast, Dover and Foxcrolt, Greenville,
Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag, and to

for

a.

For

in.

leaves East

7
m- Monday, Wednesday and
Portland. touching at So, Bristol.
1Slan(1* Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
IsFand
Returning, leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,

Friday

_jne31dtf

this place last week. They were on their
way home from Freadorn, N. H. where
they had been attending a conference.
Arrive
Rev. Nathaniel Kidlon of Wells, stopped
Cleared.
one day with his brother last week
From Lewiston, *6.40, 11.30 a. 111., 3.15, 5.45
Barone Unione S (Ital), Sambucetie, Buenos
ana 8.oo p. m.
The water in the river Is very low for
Ayres—Frank Dudley.
this season of the year.
From Island fond, *6.40, 1L30 a. m., 5.45
Sch Major Pickamls, nolden, Philadelphia—
J. L. Mason Is at home from the mounp. m.
J S Wiuslow & Co.
*6.40
tains, where he has been cooking during From Chicago, Montreal, Quebec,
SAILED—Schs Bradford C French and R F the summer season.
a. m., 5.45 p. m.
Pettigrew, coal ports.
seems
to
be
the
order
of
the
Shingling
•Daily. Otbei trains week days.
day in this village. The Union church
rROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Sunday cheap excursion train leaves PortBOOTHBAY HARBOR, Oct 1—In port, schs at So. Hiram Is being repaired.
land
Clemons
is
every Suuday for Lewiston. Gorham and
his
mother a
Benj
Thistle atm Audacieux. Boston for St John, NB;
paying
Munroe Libby of Hoston is Berlin at 8.30 a. m. Returning leave Berlin at
Harvest Home, do for Rockland; Roger Drury, short visit.
4.00
in., every Sunday afternoon for Lewisp.
Hillsboro, NB, lor New York; Lizzie Lane, paying his son Fred a short visit,
ton and Portland.
Bangor for do.
Talk is heard on the street of lighting
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
PORT CLYDE, Sept 29—Ar, schs Emma F the whole village with electricity.
night trains and Parlor Cars on day uains.
Chase, Jonesport for Boston; JohnBNotris,
The small boy does not go hunting as
Tteket Office, Depot at foot of India
Southwest Harbor for Gloucester.
much as he did before the bear was seen
Street.
ROCKPORT, Oct 1—Ar. schs Geo H Ames, and heard by so many.
Boston; Georgie Campbell, Gloucester; John
Packing beans at she corn
shop Is In Portland & Yarmouth Electric Ry. Co.
Nye. Vinalhaven; Esperanza, Rockland.
order now.
Two car loads to pack,
Sid, sch Chester It Lawrence, Boston.
Underwood Spring and Yarmouth at
50 attended the M. E. circle last
6.15 a. m., half hourly ti 1 10.45 p. in.
Some of our young people
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
’rlday night
Leave Yarmouth 5.40 a. m. half hourly till 9.40
are
to
make
their
planning
Passed Frawle Point Oct 1, steamer Allencity cousins p. m. Leave Underwood Spring for Portland
a visit the coming winter.
daie, Poriland for Loudon.
30 minutes later.
Mr. Geo. Lovering Is In the village for
Sundays for Underwood Spring and YarNotice to Mariners.
a few days.
mouth half hourly from 8.15 a. m. to 9.45 p. in.
Last
car from Underwood Spring at 9.10 p. rn.
Washington, Sept 30—Notice is given by the
WINDHAM.
sep.Mdtf
Lighthouse Board that while the tower at Moose
Pe ik light station, on the easterly point of Misri luuuaiu,
jl.—• nil'.
ILIUiUIl ±JlUl>y OI
STB A IHBRa
take Isla nd, seacoast of Maine, is undergoing
Everett, Mass., was at Windham Centre
repairs its color, hitherto white, will be changed this week. His
sister, Miss Angle Libby,
to red brick color, partly coucealed by wooden
who is in feeble health, accompanied him
staging. The repairs will be completed about
The many friends of Miss
Oct 25, 1900. when the present color, white, to his home.
will be restored.
Libby will follow her with desire that
Beginning October 1,1900, steamer Aueocisco
Boston, Oct l—Notice is given that the whistle the mange may be very be neflcial to her
win le xve
Portland
Pier, Portland.
daily,
of the Off Gurnet Point whistling buoy, Ply- health.
Sued y, excepted, at 2.39 p. m., for Long Islmouth. Mass, is temporarily disabled and does
Mr.
Dana
of
Portland
-Lntlle
and
Great
and
Libby
Mr.
Cliff
Island,
Chebeasiue,
not sound.
The whistle will be replaced as
Charles Libby
of Westbrook
were at and, So. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Island.
soon as practicable.
lie in ui for Portland—Leave Orr’s Island,and
Windham on fcsunday, at their old home.
Arrive Portland,
Domestic Port*.
Mr. R, H. Tukey has returned to Cam- above landings, 7.00 a. m.
9.30 a. m.
to oontinue his classical studies at
bridge
oetldifISAIAH DANIELS, Gen. Mgr.
NEW YORK-Ar 30th, schs TWDunn. Bond.
the university this year.
Savannah; Mary F Pike, liaye. Eastport.
NEW If01*14 DIRECT LINE,
Sid, sells Decorra, Portland; Nimrod, for an ".John T. Fellows, M. D., or Buxton,
was in town last week, and we undereastern port.
Ar 1st, schs Lena White, Perth Amboy for stand the property of his late
Mr.
Co.
father,
Rennebtmkport: Charley Woolsey, South Am- John A. Fellows, is for sale.
• .oils Jf>!Hii<l Sound
By DaylL'b
boy for Kocklauu; Mary A Randal1, Baltimore
Airs. Jacob A'. Alorrill is stopping at
for Salem; Mary Mantling, do lor Portsmouth;
3 TRIPS PcR WEEK.
her daughter, Airs. Harmon.
Mary li Pennell, from a Nova Scotia port ior a present with
Air. Winslow Hawkes's family
The steamships Horatio Hall and Manare to
Southern coasr port; Helena, Rockland; Zachattan
leave Franklin Wharf,
alternatively
cheusSherman, New Haven for Norfolk; J M sever their home relations at the Center.
Morales, Bangor va Providence; Penobscot, Mr. and Alr3. Hawkes intend making Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at
for
York
New
m.
direct
6p.
Returning, leave
Bangor; Merrill C Hart, Black Island; .T C Cot- their home with their son and wife, Air.
Pier 38. E. R., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturtlngbam. Long Cove: Henry Whitney, Bangor and Airs, Arthur
Hawkes, of Portland.
via New Loudon; Harold d McCarthy, Somes
days at 5 p. m.
Airs. Susan iSenter Is visiting her
son
These steamers are superbly fitted and furSound.
nished for passenger travel and afford the most
BOSTON —Ar 30th, barque Normandy (of at Westbrook.
onvenlent and comfortable route
between
Air. Cyrus Whipple of Sugar Hill, N.
Portland), Chase, Liverpool, m ballast.
Portland and New York.
Ar 1st, schs W C Norcross and Catalina, H., is in town, visiting relatives.
F.
J.
L1SCOMB,
Ueueral
Rockland: tugs Lykens, towing barges Corbin
Agent
Aliss Lou Staples will be at Airs, Aloses
THO&. M. BARTLETT, Agt
oot4dtf
mid Brookside. from Portland tor Philadelphia;
for a few days.
Waltham, towing barge Sunbury, Philadelphia Libby's
for Portland.
INTERVALE.
ATLANTIC CITY—Sid 29th, scliFGFrench,
Look, Philadelphia.
Intervale, Oct. 1.—Air. L. H. Briggs
BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, schs J Manchester lost a nice
cow recently, from eating
Beginning September 10th, 1900, steamers
Hayues, Bath (not as previously repoi ted); Pen- apples. The citizens of this
town have leave Port aud Pier 2.00 p. m. for Cousins, LitIDton Brothers, New Bedford; Jas B Jordan.
Great Ch beague, (Hamilton's Landraised
funds
to
tlejohn’s
another.
get
Rockland; Horatio L Baker, Washington.
ing), Orr’s Island, East Harpswell. Sebaaco,
It is reported that Air E
Rowe
of Small
Sid. sells Anna Murray, Boston; Ida C SouthPoint Harbor and Cundy’s Harbor.
ard, New Haven.
Portland, engineer for nnfny years on
Return, leave Candy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. m.
BANGOR —Ar 30th, steamer Dorset (Br). the M. C. R. R
is going to retire and via above
landings.
Para via Guadaloupe; schs Electa Bailey, Bos- coming to this town to live near Cobb s
•I. H. MCDONALD, Man nger.
;on; Dart (Br), do; Ralph K Grant, Friendship;
Station on the M. C. R R.
Tel, 46-3.
Office, 158 Commercial St
Eagle, Bucksport.
Aliss Martha Stowell of Portland has
seplOdtf
Sid, barge Suffolk, Philadelphia; sch Maggie
been
friends
in
town
the
visiting
past
Hart, New York.
Ar 1st, schs Nellie Graut and Catharine, Ells- week.
Mt. Desert & MdCRias
Co
worth.
Airs. A. H. Nevins returns to MassaSid, barque Chiarina, Catania; schs Ra dance, chusetts to spend the winter.
20th.
the
Friday, April
Boston; FC Pendleton, Wilmington, Def, and
Airs A Titus
and mother have reJ
steamer
t'hiladelphla; Fred A Emerson, New York; W turned to their home in
Somerville, Mass,
1‘ Emerson. Boston.
FRANK
JONES
Mr. Clark Curtis and family are going
BATH
S d 1st. bkne Rebecca Crowell,
weather
leave
Portland
permitting,
Bridgewater, NS; schs S P Hitchcock. Balti- to make their home in Reading for the will,
and
at
11.00
Tuesdays
p, nr
1 uore; James Parsons, New York.
Fridays
future.
for
Bar
Rockland,
Harbor
and
MachiasBUCKSPORT
Sid 1st, sch M B Stetson,
Rev. H. H. Noyes attended the annual
landings.
Report and intermedia e
Gloucester.
conference at Augusta,
leave
turning
Maehiasport Mondays and
CALAIS—Ar 29th, sch^ Edith & May, Boston; Congregational
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
£ Waterman, New York; Senator Grimes, EastSCARBOR0.
Portland 11.00 p. m.
1 tort.
F. E. BOOTHBY
GEO. F. EVANS.
E ight Corners, Oct. 1.—The Rev Mr
Sid, sch John I Snow. Nuevitas.
Gen’i Mgr.
G. P. & T. A.
Ar 1st, sch Everett, Jonesport.
Brown fell from an apple tree
hurting
aprlSdtr
Sid. schs Katie G Robinson, Atlantic City; J himself so
that h9 was unable to
severely
Kennedy. New Bedford.
Rev.
E. C. HarCAPE HENRY—Passed out 30th, schs Sarah pieach ; Sunday.
mon filled his place.
,
Hopes, Norfolk for Portland; Mount Hope,for
Alotorman Conrad has been shaving a
loston.
CHARLESTON
Ar 29th, schs Pasadena, week’s vacation
Attorney and
Air. H. F. Bowers has returned from
Philadelphia; Sallle I’On, Ireland, do:
\J ligbee,
Jelen Montague. Adams, New York.
Counsellorat Law,
Falmouth.
Sid 30th. seb Jose Olaverri, Hewitt, New Y'ork.
Airs. S. A
Libby and her grandELLSWORTH —Ar 1st, sen Storm Petrel,
1
daughters, Alabel and Grace Brown, were
loston.
FaLLRIYER—Ar 30th, sch Ralph M Hay- the guests of Airs. Edward Cook, PleasNotary Public and Justice of Peace.
I antdale, Friday.
raru, Philadelphia.

{About

STEAMERS.

Dean

8RIDGT0N & SAGO RIVER
RAILROAD CO.
IN

EFFECT,

JUNE

25,

1900

FOR

Britlgfon, Harrison,
ion, West Sebago,

North
^oulh

Bridg.
Bridg-

lun, Wateri'ord anil Sweden.
A. SI. P. M, P. M.
Leave Portlanu mcrh.

8.50

l.<>5

5.60

Leave Bridgion Junction, 10.08
2.28
7.15
Arrive Bridgton,
11.06
3.23
8.10
3.40
Arrive Harrison,
11.37
8.37
J.
A.
je22dtf
Beknett, Supt.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT

Custom House Wharf,

C0~

Portland, Me.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
In Effect Oct. 1, 1900.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island, 5.45. 6.45, 8.00, 9,00, 10.30, a. in.. 12.00, 2.15,
3.15. 6.00. 6.15 p. ttl.
Kelurn —6.20, 7.20, S.30, 9.30, 10.50, 11.59 a. m.,
1.00, 2.35. 3.35, 5.15, 6.3 p. in.
For Cnshlng’s Island, 6 45, 8.00, 10.30 a,
m., 2.15. 4.09. 6.15 p. in.
Keturn—7.05 8.15, 11.09, a. in.,
2.45. 4.15,
6.40 p. in.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefetlrens. and Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 5.30, +7.00 8.20, 10.39 a. m., 12.00
IB., 2.C0, 4.15. 6.15. p. ni.
Keturn—Leave Little Diamond Island,
6.30, 7.55, 9.30, 11.45 a. m., 12.25, 3.15, 4.30, 7.20 p.
in.

Return—Leave Great Diamond Island,
6.25. 7.50, 9.25, 11.40 a. re.. 12.30.3.10, 4.85,7.15
p. m.
Return—Leave Trefetlien’s 6.20, 7.45. 9.20,
11.35 a, m., 12.35. 3.05, 4.40. 7.10 p. ill.
Return—Leave Everg»een, 6.15, 7.40,9.15,
11.3) a. re.. 12.40, 3.00, 4.45, 7 05 p. re.
For Ponce’s Landing. Long Island, 5.30,
8.20. 10.30 a. re., 2.00, 6 15 p. 111.
Keturn—6.05, 9,05, 11.20 a. in., 2.50, 6.55 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For

Forest
m., 12.16,

City Landing, 8.00, 9.00,
2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
Cusktng’a Island, 9.00, 10.39 a. hi.
12.16, 2.16, 3.15, 5.00 p ni.
For Little and Great Diamond Island^,
Trefethcns and
Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 8.00, 9.30, 10.30. a. 111., 12.15, 2.00,
10,30 a
For

4.20 p. II).
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
8.00, 10.30 a. re., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
% Huns direct to Diamond. Cove, stops at
landings on return,
Saturday only noon trip leave at 12.15 p. m.
instead of 12.
C. W. T. CODING, General Manager,

cctldtf

DOMINION
Montreal
Steamer.

to

LINE.
Liverpool.

From Quebec.
Dominion. Sept. 29, daylight. Sept. 29, 2 p. m.
Oct.
Oct.
Cambroman,
0, daylight.
6, 2 p. m.
Oct. 10. daylight, direct
♦Ottoman,
Oct.
13, daylight, direct.
♦Roman,
Vancouver, Oct. 20. daylight, Oct. 20, 2 p. m.
•These steamers do not carry passengers.

Boston to
Steamer.
New

From Montreal.

Livarpaa! via. Queenstown.
From Boston.

England,
RATES OF

Oct.

10th, 10.30

a.

m.

PASSAGE.

ReFirst Cabin—$52.57 and up single.
e’en.
$114.00 and up, according tp steamer
and accommodation.
Second Cabin—$35.00 an 1 upwards single.
Return—$6650 ami upwards,
according to
steamer.
—

London,
Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow, $23.50 10
$25.50 8’eerage outfit furnished free.
Appiv to T. P. MCGOWAN. 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING room 4, First National Bank Building, CHARLES ASHTON. 947A
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVII) TORRANCE Si CO., Montreal.
jly26d.il

Intenmtioual Steamship Co.
--

FOR

—

__■■■

E'as!tv,r. ufcaa, Calais St. iohn.N.8.

i.s.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
The
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
favorite route to Campobello and St Andrews.
B.
N.
fiimniei' Arrangement.
On and alter Mouday, May 14, steamers wilt

leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, on Monday,
ReturnWednesday and Friday at 5 30 p. m.
ing leave St. John, EastpArt and Lubec Mondays and'Kriday.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination.
|[gfp“ Freight received up to 4.00
p.m.
For tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
Ttree Ticket Office, 270 NIicl e street, or for
other information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf foot of State street.
J. F. LISCOMB, Supt.
HF.BSEY, Agent.
H. P.
may tf

YELLOW BIRCH & ROCK MAPLE
To the

Tel.

934-4.

retail trade while it lasts.
J. S. BURKE,
65 INDIA ST.

shpi294lw*

Visitors in Portland for the Music Festival should take advantage ot this special sale, and

—m
10

m7

n.

lewsen

Anniversary

practical acknowledgment

CASH

of

this generous

patronage,

DISCOUNT

■

we

shall, during

OF

-

NxVi. ,HS

NOW

IIS'

’-V

NEW FALL SUITS.
the

most

\

New

York.

DRESS SKIRTS
the latest cut and flare.

Tailor made in

every detail.

all the choicest

fabrics.

Embracing

STORM
city.
Goods

$1.48

©10.00

©*73.00

to

the

used.

PRESS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

.7. B. Llbbv Cc.
Owen. Moore & Co—2.
Frank M. Low & Co,
O. C. Elwell.

Standard Clothing Co.
Oreu Hooper’s Sons.
Sell orterbeck & Foss Co.
Geo. C. Shaw.
Maine Central Excursion.
Dr. Latham True.
Mrs. Abner W, LowelL
Medora W. Atwood.
Furs Repaired.
N. M. Perkins & Co.
For Bale.
Oalderwood’s Bakery.
Eiries Bros Co.
J. E. Palmer.
Allen & Co.
Sagadahoc County Fair.
7V. L. Card.
M. Steiuert & Sons Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Underwood Spring.
M, C. M. A.
New Wants, For Sale, To Let, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found on
page e under appropriate Deads.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
The forty-first anniversary of Engine
No. 1 was appropriately celebrated yesterday, when about 21 of the ‘‘lira laddies” boarded the barge Marlon L,, and
went to Mitchell’s, where they had> first
class shore dinner and a good time gen-

erally.
A meeting

of the
Spanish-Amerlcan
war men will be held at the Armory on
Wednesday Oot. 3, 1900, at 8 p m., to
adopt rules and regulations, and elect
officers,
The Women’s Missionary societies of
the Congress Street M. E, church will
hold their annual
meeting with Mrs.
Howard, 18 North street, Tuesday afternoon.

The annual meeting of the Salvation
Army Aid Society will be held in First
Parish |House, Wednesday,
Oct. 4, at
A full attendance is earn10,80 a. m.

estly requested.
A meeting of the Unity will be

held
in the First Parish House on Tuesday,
Oct. 2, at four o'clock.
Arcana lodge, No. 1, I. O. G. T., will
have a supper Wednesday evening, October 3. from 7 to 8.
Members of Pythian Assembly, No, 2,

requested to meet at Pythian hall
at 1 o'clock sharp today, to
attend [the
are

funeral of

the

Mrs.

late

Webster at

Knightville,
The adjourned annual

meeting of the
Portland Rumford i'alls Railway company will b9 held iu this city today.
Yesterday the Portland National bank
declared a semi-annual 3 per cent dividend of $9,000, and the Casco National
bank a quarterly 2 per cent dividend of

16,000.
The studio of l)r. Latham True, teacher of piano, musical theory and
composition, is new open at 6 Y.[M. C. A.

building.

Do

you

know

that

of all the
world’s headaches are the
result of using tea and

three-quarters

coffee ?
So

physicians

Quit

them

say.
and

the

headaches quit.
Grain-O has the coffee
taste, but no headaches.
All grocers; 15c. and 25c.

Yesterday morning Chemical 1 and
Hose 5 went on a still alarm to 249 Cumberland street, occupied by J. K. Hale,
where there was a slight blaze caused by
coal from an open fire falling to the dining room floor. The damage was slight.
By invitation of engine 3 of Fairfield
Engine company 3 of Portland, will go
to that town, Wednesday,
to be entertained with a dinner, a buck board drive
and other diversions,
The hunting season In Maine opened

Tailor

cut

and

*

?•

4

is

$

pKdf

GOLF CAFES.
Entirely new this fall.
display at very low prices.

A

From

COURTS.

SUPERIOR COURT.

fashionable

made,

$1.25 upward.

at

$8.98 upward.

■

in all

■

H&X. C. OVX.

T

sure

made, stylish’garments that

most

dressy

waists woman could desire

to win favor with all who see them.

$6.98 upward.

at

The same

to

all

on

be made in

our

New Custom Tailoring Department.

89c up

up.

discount will apply

garments ordered

538 Congress St.

■

PARTS. LADIES’ TAILORING

TWO

My full Sine for

complete.

carefully studied. Thair
point lies its the price, $25
$40.

chief

is

now

•eceived this

inspection.

season

for

our

Blanket

Cleansing and Refinishing war] •ant us in
calling your special attenion to this department of our works.
(

IV! AIM-TAILOR ED,

ical authorities class them Al.
Fitted and finished
with every
detail

Fall

1 invite

Portland, Oct 1, 1900.
DEAR MADAM
The many compliments we have

DEPT.

SPECIAL:

fifty styles from $7 to $12.
Second— Nobby Suitings, Crit-

lot of

to

display that Portland has

Fashion’s faultless effects in the

seen.

are

Underskirts in great assortment,

$1.48

from

Fia’st—Trousering fabrics of
standard make and qualify and
tailored in princely fashion.
A

following

Tailor

Selling

WAISTS

sizes,

A TALE IN

Per order

cct2d3t
GEO. A HARMON, Secretary.
fines were paid:
Richard Foster, search and seizure, 100
HARBOR InEWS.
and costs; nuisance, §200 and costs.
Andrew Peterson, search and seizure,
§100 and costs; nuisance, §200 and costs.
Items of Interest Picked Up Along the
Timothy E. Quinlan, searoh and seizWater Front.
and
§100
ure,
costs; nuisance, §200 and
yesterday and the sportsmen have every costs.
The
mammoth
six-masted schooner
reason to believe that they are to have
Joseph E. Melanson, In a search and
a banner season.
From
Washington seizure case, filed a demurrer and gave George \Y. Wells, Gapt. Crowley, now at
Baltimore, will load her first cargo for
county the guides report that they have bail.
John A. Gibbons, In a nuisance case, Boston, She will carry about 5000 tons
never seen deer so plenty.
From other
of coal, and the work of loa ding her will
sections of
the state comes the same filed a demurrer and gave bail.
In the case of State vs. Abram Stein probably be oompleted the latter part of
word!
Some Portland sportsmen have
for receiving stolen goods, a demurrer the week. It will be the largest cargo
already left for the hunting grounds.
of fuel ever brought to that
In a
Joe Hood of Boston, the leading trick was filed and bail given.
port
Edward H. Cady in a search and seiz- sailing vessel, and will almost equal the
pool player of the world, is In the city.
lanced by
the steamers
He
has
been giving exhibitions at the ure case filed exceptions, and gave bail. big cargoes
leading clubs of Lewiston, Bangor and In this case the respondent claimed that Pleiades and Hyades.
The
two-masted
schooner
other
eastern
cities.
Mr, Hood
will his real name was Edward J. Cady, and
Abigail
probably give some exhibitions in this his counsel asked leave to file a plea in Haynes, built at Mt. Desert, Me., In
has
been sold on private terms to
city befere £ leaving and perhaps play abatement on that ground.
The court 1846,
some of the local experts.
refused to allow the plea to be filedgon Capt. W. H. Wyman of Chelsea.
There was a largs number of coastwise
The Martha Washington society will the ground that it was too late, the remeet Thursdays until further notice in
spondent already having pleaded in the vessels In the harbor yesterday, many
the parlor
of the Woman’s Auxiliary,
of which were loaded with lumb er.
lower court.
Y. M. C. A, Building.
The Eibston, which Is now loading,
The criminal term was adjourned finalwill not leave Friday, her regular sailly at 6 in the afternoon.
PERSONAL.
The total amount of fines paid at this ing date.
term of court is
Today’s lobster arrivals were: Mary
§25,945.10—being the largRichard Webb Esq., of this city, has
est amount of fines ever paid at any one F. Smith, 8,000; Edith M, Thompson,
been invited by the National Committee
term
since the Superior court was es3,000; Eva M. Martin, 6,000,
to speak in the New Yrork campaign, and
tablished,
CEL.EBKATED 75TH BIKTHUAY.
has accepted.
Mrs. Mary Lawrence Gurney,
U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
whose
In celebration of the 7oth anniversary
husband is a ^missionary near Calcutta,
Justice
Putnam yesterday morning of his birth, Mr. E. M. Steauman enterIndia, has been spending a few days with handed down's decision
tained the directors and employes of the
denying the peMiss
Mrs.
Hawes, 152 Pearl street.
National bank,
and a few
tition of Hutchinson et als, for the ap- Chapman
Gurney was formerly a teacher in the
business associates at Underwood last
of a receiver for the American
pointment
Portland High school. She left Portland
A special
car was chartered
evening.
Palace Car company of Maine.
yesteraay ana returns soon to mala.
The party on arrlva’
Before
Justice Webb, Michael Bryson, for the occasion.
Lt Carmichael, 7th Artillery, who has
at this popular resort, after a brief surJr., indicted by the Circuit grand jury TTOTT nf
been stationed at Fort Williams has been
Poolnn
r»ofKo-narl in fho rllninr*
e
iui- conspiracy
o-—x
x,0
not
smuggle,
pleaded
relieved from duty there and been ordered
room
to
discuss
one of Caterer Pillsand gave $100 bail for his appearguilty
to the Artillery school at Fort Munroe.
bury:s excellent shore dinners.
ance from day to day,
Dr. V. E. Watkins is on duty at Ft.
At the close of the repast the best wishWilliams as post surgeon.
es of the guests and their appreciation
WHOLESALE
GROCERS’ ASSOCIL. M. Fulton of Bowdoin and H. J.
of the
thoughtful hospitality of Mr.
ATION.
Given of Brunswick, of.the Sagadahoc
Steadman
were ex Dressed by several
At the annual meeting of the Portland members of the
fair, were in the city yesterday.
party in Impromptu reGrocers
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young and Mr. Wholesale
and Flour Dealers’ marks.
association
and Mrs. William
H. Taylor have re*
yesterday afternoon, the folThose present were
Messrs.
E. M.
turned from a trip to Boston.
lowing officers were elected:
Steadman, Cullen C. Chapman, Seth L.
Dr. C. B. Witherle of Park street, has
President—Holman S. Melcher.
Larrabee, Brice M. Edwards, Henry S.
First Vice President—Charles Walker.
returned from a visit to Randolph, Vt.
Adam P.
Osgood, James F. Hawkes,
Second Vice President—Fred
O. CoMrs, Teresa Somers, who has purchased
Leighton, Thomas H. Eaton, Harry F.
nant.
the Mace house on Winter street, will ocMerrill, M. H.Purrlnton, M. N. Marstcn,
Secretary and Treasurer—Warren P. James
P. Champlin, James M. Steadman
Chase.
oupy a part of it.
and John Dennis.
Directors—Wm, Henry
Dr.
and Mrs. John Bowers are at
Gray, C. A.
Weston, Frank D. True, Elias Thomas’
Mount Pleasant for a few days.
THE TOPSHAM FAIR.
Jr., Walter A. Skillin.
Mr.
Horace
May bury of the Maine
Committee on Arbitration—Frank B.
The 46fch annual fair of the Sagadahoc
Steamship company force, lias returned Milliken, Samuel Clark, Jr.,
Charles
Agricultural and Horticultural society
H. Chase, George W. Simonton,
from a week’s vacation in tho
J. F.
provlnoe
begins at Topsham October 9th, and conHammond.
Chase E. Eastman, Arthur Chapman
tinues for three days. This fair promises
Delegates to Executive
and Guy H. Sturgis are among the law Wholesale Grocers of New Association,
England—F to be the best ever held In the history of
students of this city who will take their V. Carney, F. O. Conant.H. S. Melcher.
the society, and special efforts have been
bar examinations on Tuesday, October A.T.Laughlin.
Sugar Committee—F.V, Carney, G.W. made to make it a sucoess in every sense
9.
Simonton, William Henry Gray
of the word.
Besides an excellent list of
Thomas L, Pierce, a graduate of Bowraces for the three days special attractions
doin college^ now engaged in
A TAjjE IN TWO PARTS.
railroading
have also been added which cannot fail
in the West, is visiting his former home
to please all who attend. Among the atMr. W. L
Card, the draper tailor on
in this city for a few days.
tractions are Mack and
Mara
In their
The engagement is announced of Miss Free street, has an interesting story to
great farmer act, Mark Leach with his
tell
in
two
which
will
be
of
parts,
interMabel A. Kennsy, one of the most sucest to both ladies as well as centlemen. trained Maine steers, bicycle races and
cessful teachers at the Butler
school, to One
trick riders, interspersed with inusio by
relates
to his trousering fabrics
Mr. Austin Smithwlck df Seneca
Falls, for
the Bath Cadet band,
men, and which Includes the choicest
N. Y.
of
material for trousers and
POLICE COURT.
suitings.
Corp. A, A, Sherry of this oity.a memThe other is
the ladies’ tailoring debar of
Troop IT, 3d U. S, cavalry, was
Otto Siteman, a rag peddler, who was
is now complete and
the guest of Mr. Chas. H. Moseley at the partment, which
arrested on the charge of the larceny of a
ready for inspection and the goods are
C. E. home in Nagasaki, Japan,
watch from
Christina MacDonald
during man tailored
of
and
throughout
thi stay
of the transport Meade at that
fully guar- Sheridan
street, Saturday morning, was
anteed.
Read
his
advertisement for parplace in August.
yesterday sentenced to sixty days in jail.
ticulars.
Hon,
George D. Bisbee of Rumford
These sentences
were imposed for inFalls is at the Falmouth hotel.
EXCURSION TO THOMASTON AN'D toxication: John Reagan, 30 days; Cyrus
DeCost, 30 days Samuel Cooney, $10 and
FINE PIANO RECITALS.
ROCKLAND.
costs; John Donivan, $3 and costs; FredThe patrons of T. F. Foss & Sons have
Next Saturday the Maine Central rail- erick
Morrill, 30 and Wm. Maxwell, 60
a
genuine treat in store for them today road will make a round
trip rate of days; James Foley, $3 and costs; Frederand tomorrow as the Arm have
arranged $1 50 to Thomaston and Rockland. An ick Eagles, $10 and
costs; Thomas Devine,
for piano recitals from 9 to 11 a.
m ,, and opportunity will be
given to all who 30 days; Thomas James $3 and costs; Edfrom 3.30 to 5 p. m., by Mrs,
Edgar E. wish, to inspect the State Prison at ward Carey, $10 and costs;
Alphonzo
The piano to be used comes Thomaston.
Wyman.
Hilman, $3 and costs; Michael Flaherty,
from the
warerooms of Cressey, Jones
Train leaves Union Station at 7.00 a. $10 and
costs; Carrie Shepherd, s $3 and
fc Allen.
tn., arriving at Rockland, 10.40 a. m.
costs.

this

fabric

The richest

JACKETS.

WINTER

We have the best of all that’s

BRILLIANTINE

THIE regular
of
the
Maine
meeting
Charitable Mechanic Association, will be
held at Library
Mechanics’ Hall,
Room,
THURSDAY EVENING, Oct. 4th, at 7.30.

-»

most

\

LADIES’ NEW

FLANNEL

season.

Black and most desirable colors.

fit CO„
THE

The

The

^a<w

1

.V

>1

'r

WAISTS.

PLAIN CLOTH CAPES.

$2.98 to $15.00

TILL OCTOBER 5.

V

FRENCH

$5.00 upward.

CENT

ALL PURCHASES.

,v

'splendid

a

-

Styles in Fashionable Fabrics.

R %

-P

tailor

finished.

$50.00

All the Latest
£

most stylish Double Faced

R. M. LEWSEN
THE

SKIRTS.

The most attractive assortment in the

Only

Erom

Tire prices range from

to

'-jfe

<

recent

and

Paris

in

7

ON

give

PER

OOISTIINUJES

Our New Fall Goods Are Here.
----

--

Anniversary Week,

our

10

-

FROM OUR USUAL LOW PRICES

Tailor made, from

Sale.

&

Jsisf fonb* years ago, the 2Sth of September, we opened our store in Portland. Our constantly increasing
patronage has demonstrated that the Ladies of this city and vicinity, fully appreciate ©ua* efforts to supply them with strictly high grade, fashionable garments at the lowest g>ossible prices.

make

models prevailing

co.

<&

_

Fourth
To

their Fall and Winter Garments.

save money on

)nr process is correct and leaves
hem with the fine
fluffy finish of

Silk lined throughout,

JACKET AND SKIRT

tew

blankets.
Yours

$50.00.

Respectfully,

FOSTER’S DYE HOUSE.

FulJy guaranteed.

M .C. R. R.
Ta ilor-Dra jier,

_46

FREE

Autumn

40 Free Street.

STREET.

Foliage

oct‘2d3: lp

-±-

EXCURSION
-TO....

Lots

*

new

1

stagers

2

over

we

#

$

4

A

offer:

i

We no Hawkeyes
$3.50 Each.
The

A

Weno

uses

a

2

2

£

PERILS

&

CO.,

8 Free St.

<?

HOUND

THE
Not
hut

catchpenny,
roliable goods

worthless
that

aie

Cct. 3d.

$1.50

|

5
5

film and

3 1-2x3 1-2.

i N. M.

!

imitations,
not

to

IS

:

Wednesday,

5

has capacity of 12 exposures,

\

\

i

Violet and
Lavender

2

people

A

season

^

-~

of
is

think the
but the old
stager always gets in some
fine work just now when the
air is clear.
As a special inducement for

<p
0

Leave* Portland

be

TRIP.

8.50 a. mi.

4 Horn's at

Fabyans.
drug trade,- at prices
arrive Portland 7.40
Returning:
will wonder at.
While reading the
1>. in.
# you
GEO. F. EVANS
# list and prices, think of the people you
F, E. B00TIIBY
G- r. & T. A.
X- ?•& G-M*
can make happy with these goods about
sep25-octl&2

\

found outside the

„„

Christmas

W.L.DQUGLAS
*3.5° SHOE
•j ^ *j 9

MADE

I--

The real worth of
oar $3.50 shoes comother
with
pared
makes Is !*S5.00. We
are the largest makers and
retailers of men’s $3.50
shoes in the world. We
make and sell more $3.50
shoes than any other two
manufacturers in the U. S.
E st ahli shed
*=*^
iu 1870.
ksa

time.

But

you

must

buy

them this week.

Regular
Price.

Sale
Price.

Violet Water, 2 oz.,

25c

17c

Violet

oz.,

50c

33c

Violet

oz

85c

57c

Water, 4
Water, -8
Florida Water,
We are also

selling

50c

size,

1

What
The
Dentist

25c

Orders

all our 40 and 50 cent

Barnardo & Co., perfumes at 23 cents
the ounce.

is

supplied

Pharmacy,

«=o

$5 for
shoes when you can
buy W. L. Douglas
shoes for $8.50
which are just

Why do you pay

as

at

Hay’s

Atiddle St

Prophylactic Tooth Brushes, Quill
Toothpicks, 3 sizes, Dental Floss, 10,
15, 25c. Dental Floss, (Pocket) 10c.
Hay’s Oris Tooth Powder, 15 and

Schlotterbsck & Foss Go.,
Established 1S66.

25c.
Sanitol

Prescription Druggists.
octld3fc

Sticks.

good*

(Antiseptic)

Preparations, Orange Wood

H. H. HAY & SON,
Middle St.

$3.50
THE REASON more "W. L.
shoes are sold than any other make is because
THEY ARE THE* BEST FOR MEN.

Douglas

Best

Made of the best imported
and American leathers. The
workmanship is unexcelled,
The style is equal to $5.00
shoes of other make9. They
fit. like custom-made shoes.
They will outwear two pairs
of other makes at the same
price that have no reputation. You can safely reeommend them to your friends.
They please everybody that

j,

DcSl
n

beST
be8t
n
beSt
n

n

beSt
rj

boST

wears

them. 1,000,000

wearers

1 $3.50

546

rn

ipOa0U
n rn

vpOaOU
/>n

rn

«po,0U
rn

ipOaOU

STORE:

Congress Street.
W&stf

_

ASSISTANT BOOKKEEPER.

i

Ilf ANT one assistant
Bookkeeper, a young
1
man who is accurate at
figures, a good
penman and at ihe same time rapid. One who
can turuish references and has
had office experience.

JOHN W, PEilKIftS CO.,
Portland, Me,

sep2689t

{Our Jewelry Store j

rn

ip J,QU
rn
ip.j.OU

Sant anywhere for $3.75. Catalogue Free.
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE. CO., Brockton, Mass.

PORTLAND

®

Antique
Furniture

5

modern furniture
that
has
become
marred or
scarred
from every
day use
may be made to look
like new by a rub
with our “Lusterole,"
a
modern furniture
polish, that cleans
while it polishes.
or

Large bottles

%
J

♦

Come

store we can show

♦

X

2

♦

you everything usually found in
a
fust class jewelry establish-

♦

meut.

I

25c.

Department

J
2

to our

j
(fWT

I McKenney, 1

H. H HAY & SON, Middle ft.
In the Paint

is packed with everything new’ in
the Jewelry line.
We have the
most complete stock in the city.

!

THE

JEWELER,

| Monument
*

31y20dti5tlior8thp

1

Square, j
*

